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E D I T O R I A L
SOMEONE MADE PROFIT WHEN
DELHI GASPED FOR BREATH

S

ome Englishmen, a statesman in particular, who till not very long ago were used to be a
household name in India, would be a very satisfied soul finding their words to be prophetic.
Last week we talked of TS Eliot and his poem Hollow Men, this week it would be
appropriate to quote the much polarizing former British Prime Minister Winston Churchill.
Historians claim Churchill to be anti-India but by his own admission he loved India, however,
was worried about the kind of people who would come to govern the country. He once famously
said, "Power will go to the hands of rascals, rogues, freebooters; …men of straw. They will fight
amongst themselves for power and India will be lost in political squabbles."
For years now this statement has been dismissed as utterly racist, and it indeed is prejudiced.
However, in private conversations this statement has often been referred to whenever our political
class has indulged in degrading and debase acts. The statement is back in coinage ever since the
Supreme Court appointed committee report on the shortage of oxygen has become public.
The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) leaders have variously defended their alleged act of artificially
soaring up demand for oxygen four times over the actual quantity which was needed to avert the
pandemic-induced catastrophe. While deputy chief minister Manish Sisodia has claimed that no
such report exists, chief minister Arvind Kejriwal has said that he committed the act for safety of
people of Delhi.
In a move to overcome the image crisis faced by AAP government following the revelation,
parts of the report have been released which records dissent by the two Delhi government officials.
Delhi government officials could not have been expected to act otherwise, it needs a lot of moral
courage to stand up against the agency one is representing.
The report would not need a great analytical mind to interpret it. It says in simple words that
while the actual oxygen requirement in Delhi was 289 MT, the Delhi government claimed it to be
1140 MT, much higher than the actual demand calculated based on the bed capacity formula.
The report further says that oxygen tankers could not be offloaded at various hospitals on May
13 as their tanks already had over 75 per cent oxygen as per their capacity. The Delhi government’s
own data too states that oxygen consumption in the city did not exceed 350 MT between April 29
to May 10.
While the political rivals of AAP have chosen the report to enter into a loud political skirmish, they
are missing the woods for trees. Delhi’s load has been calculated on the bed-capacity formula, which
suggests there possibly was usage through the refilling plants in addition to that used in the hospitals.
In that case there are two points to be noted. First that Delhi lacks in health infrastructure (bed
capacity in the hospitals), something which has been written about in detail in these columns
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through the period of second wave of the pandemic. Second, oxygen supply meant for these
hospitals was siphoned out to refilling plants, and here the names of the four hospital - Singhal,
Aruna Asaf Ali, ESIC and Liferay, matter.
They are reported to have ‘consumed’ more than their capacity. According to the report, ‘actual
consumption’ in 183 hospitals as per Delhi government projections was 1,140 MT, but according
to information supplied by hospitals, the actual consumption was only 209 MT. If the Centrerecommended formula for oxygen allotment had been employed, the requirement would have been
at best 289 MT.
So, who consumed oxygen? This may just be a trailer to the revelation of a very sordid scam.
Supreme Court has flagged the issue, will the political class show the will to remove the lid over
the can of worms, only time would tell.

30 June 2021

Sidharth Mishra
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S E C R E T A R Y ’ S

D E S K

I

f the year 2020 was a difficult year, 2021 has been tougher so far. At a time when several journals have
shut publication, The Discussant has kept tryst with scholarship. However, it was come at great cost
as we lost a very dynamic and eminent member of our Centre Dr Vidhan Pathak to Covid catastrophe.
Dr Pathak was Associate Professor at the Department of African Studies of Delhi University. An expert
on diaspora studies, Dr Pathak had done his PhD from the prestigious Jawaharlal Nehru University. For
some years he taught at Maharaja Agrasen College of Delhi University before moving to the department
of African Studies. This special issue of the journal is dedicated to Dr Pathak, who was instrumental in the
growth of The Discussant since its year of inception in 2011.
It’s with great humility and also sense of achievement that we acknowledge that The Discussant has
completed the 8th year of regular publications and among its various achievements have been successful
audition by an international agency for impact factor - International Scientific Indexing. We are going for
fresh valuation now.
With equal humility we share the information that The Discussant was short listed by the Library of
the US Congress as part of its India Collection and in due course awarded the LCCN (Library of Congress
Control Number) and also will be catalogued online. In these years, this journal has proved to be an asset
in promoting research among young scholars across the universities, and what better recognition for our
effort than the one coming from the US Congress. The Discussant indeed has come to be recognized as
journal of honest endevour.
We have completed seven years of unbroken publication of The Discussant as an RNI registered
quarterly periodical too. We had received the ISSN accreditation a year earlier. I am happy to share with
you that our online edition too is crossing new frontiers and getting accessed from new territories, which
gives our writers a global exposure unthinkable for any journal of our vintage. The online edition too has
been successfully audited for impact factor. We continue with our endevours to partner in intellectual
exercises.
This is the fifth edition of The Discussant which is being brought out amidst very challenging
situations. There have been lockdowns worldwide as the globe has been invaded by disease causing virus
Covid-19. Though the process of unlocking has started, the signs of the pandemic being on wane is now
in sight. It would be sometime before the threat of the virus is fully erased.

30 June 2021

Dr Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari
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Elections during Covid-19 in
India and Challenges
Dr. Suman Kumar*
ABSTRACT
lections are the life blood of democracy. It is an instrument to measure the success
of the ruling group. It may also be called the mood meter of the voters. Covid-19
is the name of an epidemic which has affected the entire globe. The alarming situation
of health emergency compelled the states to invoke lockdown as an immediate
measure to save the population. In India, initially few elections were postponed but
later on the Election Commission of India (ECI) decided to hold elections with
following all the protocols of Ministry of Home Affairs related to Covid-19. Elections
at frequent intervals are necessary for healthy democracy. The ECI has been assigned
the responsibility to conduct a free and fair elections periodically under Article 324 of
the Constitution of India. Articles ranging from 324 to 329 of the constitution deal
with the role and duty of the ECI. Political parties are registered and recognized by
the ECI. It also issues Model Code of Conduct to control the government for making
any political promises during elections. The election process starts with the
announcement of the election schedule. The Model Code of Conduct becomes operative
immediately.

E

* Associate Professor, Political Science, Rajdhani College, University of Delhi
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ELECTIONS DURING COVID-19 IN INDIA AND CHALLENGES

The world has been witnessing the worst epidemic since last year i.e. early 2020’s. The
twin important challenge before the government were to save the population from the
epidemic and at the same time maintain the democratic spirit of the country. Both are the
constitutional responsibilities, one is social and another is political. The periodic biennial
elections for the members of the Upper House from the states of Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya and Rajasthan were due and elections
were scheduled for 26th march 2020. Because of the lockdown orders from the Ministry of
Home Affairs on 22nd March 2020 and subsequently by the state governments following
the same, the ECI also issued order on 24th March 2020 to postpone the elections till
further order. However, when the situation appeared to be under control, the ECI decided
to hold the due elections. It was the biggest challenge to hold elections in the midst of
pandemic. The ECI has once again proven its credibility and it has been successful in
conducting the elections successfully despite the challenges posed by Covid-19.
Keywords: Election, Democracy, Election Commission, Covid-19, Epidemic, Voter, Polling
Booth, Constituency, Returning Officer, Booth Level Officer, Legislative Assembly, Postal
Ballot
ELECTIONS DURING COVID-19 IN INDIA AND CHALLENGES
Elections are the life blood of democracy. It is an instrument to measure the success
of the ruling group. It may also be called the mood meter of the voters. The very term
“election” reflects the memory of leaders promising sky to the voters, sound of
loudspeakers, pamphlets, slogans etc. These are the features of an election during any
given day. In Indian democratic framework, elections are held at frequent intervals in
different parts of the country. Covid-19, an epidemic, which has affected the entire globe.
The alarming situation of health emergency compelled the states to invoke lockdown as
an immediate measure to save the population. The situation of lockdown compelled the
states to change their administrative pattern and entire new digital governance started
emerging. Holding elections without people to people contact seemed impossible. Covid19 compelled some countries of the world to postpone elections and some were brave
enough to hold the elections with new norms. The Election Commission of India (ECI) is
the constitutional body to conduct all the elections in India except the local body
elections. Few elections were postponed here also but later on the ECI decided to hold
elections with following all the protocols of Ministry of Home Affairs related to Covid-19.
This paper is an attempt to find out the challenges before the ECI while holding these
elections and how the new guidelines ensured the spirit of democracy on the one hand
and saved human lives on the other.
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ELECTIONS DURING COVID-19 IN INDIA AND CHALLENGES

Indian democracy, like any other democracy of the world, also involves administrative
machinery, political parties and public simultaneously. Political parties operate at
national, regional and local levels. Indian party system has a defined feature of National
Political Party, State Level Political Party and Unrecognized Political Parties also.
Political parties are registered and recognized by the ECI. There is enough scope for
independents too. The principle of political equality opens up doors for each citizen either
to form a political party or contest elections as an independent. The public as a voter is
not a mere spectator but an active participant. The entire political drama of elections
take place for benefitting the common man. Democracy is for the benefit of the people.
Elections at frequent intervals are necessary for healthy democracy. ‘The concept of
‘periodic elections’ means that they will take place according to a regular timetable, set
by law. While practice differs about how long the timeframe should be, this principle
gives certainty to all political actors that elections take place on a regular basis.
Postponement of elections runs contrary to this principle and therefore should be
carefully handled to maintain stakeholder confidence.’
THE ROLE OF THE ELECTION COMMISSION
The ECI has been assigned the responsibility to conduct a free and fair elections
periodically under Article 324 of the Constitution of India. Articles ranging from 324 to
329 of the constitution deal with the role and duty of the ECI. The Commission is a multimember body. This body is headed by a Chief Election Commissioner and two
Commissioners. These positions enjoy constructional protection and privileges to
maintain a fearless environment. They are responsible for the elections of the President
of India, Vice President of India, Members of Upper house of Parliament, Lok Sabha
Elections and elections of state legislative bodies. Up to 2019, India has witnessed 15
Presidential elections, 15 Vice Presidential elections, various Upper House elections for
vacant seats (one third after every two years), 16 Lok Sabha elections and very high
number of state legislative body elections. The elections of the lower house of Parliament
is also known as General Elections. India is known for its smooth democracy because the
transfer of power has always been very smooth after each general elections i.e. from 1952
till date. The ECI, by and large, has always been able to maintain the image of an
independent body that functions on the principle of transparency while conducting
periodic elections despite some exceptions. At times political biases are evident also.
Some of the important functions of the ECI may be identified as:
● Preparation of Voter List
● Periodic revision of Voter List
● Identification of constituencies
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ELECTIONS DURING COVID-19 IN INDIA AND CHALLENGES

● Delimitation of constituencies
● Announcement of Election Schedules and notification
● Appointment of Election Officials
● Establishment of Polling Booths
● Conduct of Elections
● Counting of votes
● Declaration of Result

Apart from them the political parties are registered and recognized by the ECI. It also
issues Model Code of Conduct to control the government for making any political
promises during elections. It is the body which keeps an eye over the election expenditure
of the candidates and political parties during elections. In fact, the entire election process
is controlled and facilitated by the ECI till the conclusion. The commission is responsible
for holding free and fair elections. On the one hand the commission ensures that polling
booths are set up near to the voters for their convenience and on the other it also ensures
that there is no rigging or booth capturing is done by any particular group. Maintenance
of law and order is also necessary in this regard. The entire command of administration
falls at the disposal of the commission. To meet the challenges of election the officers and
staff of central government, state government and semi-government organizations are
engaged. At the same time the para-military forces are also deployed to ensure
impartiality and control anti-social elements. The constitution has given such powerful
role to the election commission that it can act independent of the government of the day
either at the center or in the states. The commission keeps on sending instructions to the
Returning Officers for making the election process more transparent and conducive.
The election process starts with the announcement of the election schedule. The
Model Code of Conduct becomes operative immediately. The notification is issued by the
ECI for any election that is assigned to the commission as a constitutional obligation.
Democracy survives only when periodic elections take place at almost fixed intervals and
peoples participation is ensured. The entire exercise of election is necessary for obtaining
a mandate of the people who have a right to select their masters. Some people aspiring
the seat of power contest elections either on a party ticket or as an independent. Some
people are engaged in canvassing for the candidates. Silent majority population casts
their votes during elections and express their mandate. In India, voting is traditionally
an in-person exercise. There is an option of postal ballot but only for those who are away
from their voting places as a part of duty. Their number is very low in comparison to
those who go for physical voting. Elections also earn legitimacy to the rulers because they
assume and remain in power on the basis of election mandate.
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ELECTIONS DURING COVID-19 IN INDIA AND CHALLENGES

ELECTION AS FESTIVAL
The elections especially the general election or election of legislative assemblies
marks the beginning of a festival apart from the religious one. Organizing mass
rallies, making public contact, door to door campaigning are part and parcel of the
entire election process. Distribution of pamphlets, pasting of posters, use of
loudspeakers are also evident. These are managed by political parties as well by the
candidates and their supporters. In fact, election cannot be imagined without these
features. This trend is present not only in India but in almost all the democratic
countries of the world. These involve close participation of people who are voters in a
particular area and at the same time huge funds are also required to sustain in the
fray. Voters are also divided into various camps either on the basis of their ideology or
emotional loyalty or for any other consideration. Neutral voters are to be enticed by
the candidates to cast their votes n their favour. Once elections are over, the counting
of votes also involves the participation of voters. Who so ever wins the elections, the
candidate takes out victory procession. These are the features of elections during
normal times.
B

IMPACT OF COVID-19 OVER ELECTIONS
The world has been witnessing the worst epidemic since last year i.e. early 2020’s. A
new threatening name of Covid-19 has affected the entire globe. The common safety
precautions are wearing of mask, social distancing, sanitization and frequent lockdowns.
India is no more an exception and also felt the heat. The population is still under
pressure to save itself. The twin important challenge before the government were to save
the population from the epidemic and at the same time maintain the democratic spirit of
the country. Both are the constitutional responsibilities, one is social and another is
political. The Disaster Management Act 2005 was enforced and the entire nation was
locked down barring emergency services. It was a state of health emergency just to save
lives because there were neither medicines nor vaccine available to public. It was
necessary to break the people to people contact chain in order to control the spread of the
epidemic. All the countries of world even the developed countries appeared helpless
before this new challenge of Covid-19.
POSTPONEMENT AND RESCHEDULING OF ELECTIONS
The periodic biennial elections for the members of the Upper House from the states of
Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya and
Rajasthan were due and elections were scheduled for 26th march 2020. Because of the
lockdown orders from the Ministry of Home Affairs on 22nd March 2020 and
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ELECTIONS DURING COVID-19 IN INDIA AND CHALLENGES

subsequently by the state governments following the same, the ECI also issued order on
24th March 2020 to postpone the elections till further order. It was done by invoking
provisions of the Representation of the People Act 1951, Section 153. ‘In view of the
current unforeseen situation of public health emergency, Election Commission of India
invoking its powers under Article 324 of the Constitution of India read with section 153
of the Representation of the People Act, 1951 has further extended the period of Rajya
Sabha election beyond the prescribed term(s) of 18 seats across seven States.’ Later on
the ECI announced the new date of 19th June 2020 for the above said elections. ‘Now,
Commission has reviewed the matter in detail. Considering all factors, including the
guidelines dated 30.05.2020 issued by Union Home Secretary and Chairman, national
Executive Committee (NEC) under the National Disaster Management Act, 2005, and
taking into account the inputs obtained from the Chief Electoral Officers concerned, the
Commission has decided that the date of poll and counting of votes in respect of the
biennial elections for 18 seats ...’ . It was also instructed to depute a senior officer to
ensure Covid-19 protocols during elections. It was a limited election in the sense that
only the legislators of the concerned states were to vote in this election. It did not involve
the common voter or mass public interaction.
Nine seats in the Bihar Legislative Council were falling vacant on 6th May 2020. The
ECI again postponed the elections and the fresh schedule was announced on 15th June
2020 for holding the election on 6th July 2020 under the provisions of section 16 of the
Representation of the People Act, 1951.
Nine seats in the Maharashtra Legislative Council were falling vacant on 24th April
2020. The election was postponed till further order.
Seven seats in the Karnataka Legislative Council were falling vacant on 30th June
2020. The ECI announced the election schedule on 9th June 2020 for holding the election
on 29th June 2020. The ECI further directed the Chief Secretary of Karnataka ‘to ensure
that the extant instructions regarding COVID-19 containment measures are complied
with while making arrangements for conducting the elections.’
Elections could not be postponed for long. The ECI in its Press note of 16th June 2020
reaffirmed its commitment as, ‘The Commission has today decided to robustly address
this challenge to further ensure free, fair and ethical elections in the country.’
NEW GUIDELINES FROM THE ECI
The ECI came out with a handbook of guidelines for conducting elections during the
Corona pandemic titled “BROAD GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCT OF GENERAL
ELECTIONS/ BYE-ELECTIONS DURING COVID-19” in the month of August 2020 as
Document No. 324.6.EPS.OT.001.2020. It was necessary keeping in view of the fact that
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the pandemic was not under control and the new normal situation was to continue
further. The new set of guidelines were a little different from the past in the sense that
public health and life were to be prioritized. Let us make an analysis of these provisions
further:
The ECI made it mandatory to wear face mask, thermal scanning of election officials
and staff, arrangements for hand sanitization and social distancing.
The availability of hand gloves for those handling Electronic Voting Machines (EVM)
and Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) were made compulsory along with the
Covid-19 guidelines of the Home Ministry and State Governments.
All election related activities were to be conducted in large halls for adequate safety
precautions.
A provision was made for the designated ‘Nodal Health Officer for the State, the
District and the Assembly Constituency to oversee COVID-19 related arrangements and,
preventive measures during entire electoral process.’
Adequate measures were to be adopted for training and capacity building
programmes for election officials. A back up team was also to be kept ready in case the
officials on duty exhibit Covid-19 symptoms.
Nomination form and Affidavit were allowed to filled online from the website of Chief
Election Officer or District Election Officer. The required security deposit could also be
deposited online. However, a printout was necessary to be filed before the Returning
Officer. The elector certificate, necessary for filing nomination, could also be sought
online.
The number of people accompanying the candidate was restricted to two instead of
five which was the earlier norm. The number of vehicles were also reduced to two from
three. The timing of polling staff randomization to be increased from 24hrs to 72hrs. The
number of voters at one booth could not exceed 1000, a ceiling that was 1500 earlier. A
special revision of electoral roll was also ordered because of reallocation of voters from
one booth to another.
All voters were to go through thermal scanning and in case the body temperature was
above normal, the voter was to be issued a token and asked to come at the last hour of
voting. Three queues, for male, female and Persons with Disabilities (PwD) / senior
citizens, were to be formed and marked with the norms of social distancing. Face mask,
hand gloves and facilities for hand sanitization before entry and exit for voters were to
be arranged for the voters. They could be asked to lower face masks for identification
purposes. Special arrangements were to be made for voters quarantined during Covid-19
or falling in containment zones.
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THE POSTAL BALLOT
The health alarming situation and Covid-19 protocols also made the ECI to extend the
facility of Postal Ballot to voters further. These categories were as:
a. Electors, who are marked as Persons with Disabilities (PwD)
b. Electors above the age of 80 years
c. Electors employed in notified Essential services
d. Electors who are COVID-19 positive/suspect and in quarantine (home/
institutional)
The Booth Level Officer (BLO) will carry form 12 D to the house of the voter eligible
for postal ballot according to the electoral roll. The voter has the choice to either opt for
postal ballot or not. Once consent is obtained in the form, it is the responsibility of the
Returning Officer (RO) to assign the task of supplying postal ballot paper and after
receiving in sealed envelope, it is to be submitted to the RO back.
COUNTING OF VOTES
While making arrangements for counting of votes, more than one hall was permitted
because it would be difficult to follow the social distancing norms in one hall. Earlier the
entire counting process was conducted at one place only. It was further directed that
maximum seven tables could be there in one counting hall. The strong room where the
EVMs are kept in safe custody after elections were also to be sanitized.
GUIDELINES FOR CAMPAIGNING INCLUDING STAR CAMPAIGNERS
Door to door campaigning, Road Shows and Election Meeting were to be followed
strictly adhering to Covid-19 guidelines.
The election process always demands to bring the star campaigners for enticing the
voters. It is done by the political parties as well by the independents. The pandemic has
made the ECI to change the guidelines in this regard also. The ECI came out with a detail
guideline in this regard on 7th October 2020. It was to be followed for both the scheduled
elections and the non-scheduled elections for future during the pandemic period.
Maximum number of the star campaigners were reduced from 40 to 30 for national parties
and other state level or recognized political parties. For other registered political parties
the number was reduced from 20 to 15. The list of these star campaigners were allowed
to be submitted within ten days from the issuance of notification of elections. Earlier it
was seven days. A request for the rally or public address by a star campaigner was to be
made before the district level authorities at least 48 hours before the program. It was
necessary to make preparedness keeping in view the Covid-19 norms.
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BIHAR LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS 2020
The term of the Bihar Legislative Assembly was being completed on 29th November
2020. The entire process of election and constitution of the house had to be completed
before this date. It was the first major election since the pandemic made its presence felt
in India. It was the real testing time for the ECI. The press note released by the ECI for
all the 243 seats of the Bihar Legislative Assembly was released on 25th September
2020. Even before this announcement the ECI had started its preparation. Online
training programmes were organized for all election related officers since June 2020
through video conferencing.
The ECI has also worked out a Systematic Voters’ Education and Electoral
Participation (SVEEP) programme. ‘The objective of SVEEP for the upcoming Bihar
Legislative Assembly Election, 2020 in the State is to ensure the safe and enhanced
participation of voters amidst the pandemic of COVID-19. The main pillars of SVEEP
activities are COVID-19 Safety Awareness, increase in Voter registration and turnout,
qualitative free participation, EVM-VVPAT awareness, sensitization of election staff,
general public, political parties and the family members of PwDs electors for their
participation, disseminating reliable and timely information’. The commission tried
hard to ensure that no voter was left behind. An attempt was also made to find out those
booths where low turnout was recorded. Awareness campaign was launched under this
programm to reach the voter and motivate them to come for voting.
USE OF DIGITAL TECHNIQUES AND MOBILE
The epidemic namely Covid-19 compelled the working population to stay at home and
a new culture of work from home became the new norms. Due to lockdown offices were
closed but the works could not have stopped. The remedy to counter this situation was
seen with the digital techniques. Internet and mobiles provided enough opportunities for
the people of all walks of life to work, study and awareness. The ECI also made use of
these techniques to facilitate the officials, candidates and voters. Online portals were
introduced for all election related activities. The candidate could fill up the nomination
form, deposit security deposit, submit affidavits etc. through online. To avoid rush, an
appropriate time slot could also be booked for depositing these documents in physical
mode once they were filled online. A printout was required to be deposited physically at
the offices of respective ROs. Mobile Apps were developed which could be downloaded
from Google play store. All permission related issues could be handled online.
A voter could also avail the facilities like change of address or correction in any data
through online mode rather than physically visiting the concerned office. ‘The DIGI
LOCKER has also been integrated with Voter Portal, so any issued document eligible as
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part of electoral form submission can directly be uploaded while submitting the form.
The Voter Portal is integrated with the National Grievances Services Portal, by which all
complaints can be submitted and viewed along with the forms.’
A Booth App was also developed. A voter could check the rush at the booth and decide
the time to go for casting the vote.
‘Electronically Transmitted Postal Ballot System (ETPBS) will be transmitted
through Electronic Means to the service voters. It enables the voters to cast their vote on
an electronically received postal ballot from their preferred location, which is outside
their originally assigned voting constituency.’
‘In view of COVID-19, the Commission has decided to extend the poll timing by 1 hour
in all ACs except in LWE areas.’
This three phase election of Bihar Legislative Assembly set a benchmark for the
Indian democracy. The ECI also made it clear that elections were to happen but at the
same time Covid compliance behaviour was also must.
FIVE STATE ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS 2021
The ECI announced in its press note on 26th February 2021to hold the state
legislative assembly elections of five states namely Assam, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal,
Kerala and Puducherry. These elections were to be held in the months of March and April
2021. The guidelines were same as it was enforced during Bihar Assembly Elections. The
assured minimum facilities for voters were ensured. Awareness posters were displayed.
Help Desk for voters were also set up. These elections were conducted when the second
wave of Covid-19 was on its peak. The High Court of Tamil Nadu blamed the ECI for the
spread of pandemic further because of holding elections. However, the elections were
conducted in the midst of pandemic with all the precautionary measures and the ECI
fulfilled its constitutional obligations.
CHALLENGES AHEAD
The Covid-19 situation has come to stay for a longer duration. This epidemic has
posed challenges in every walks of life. The time has come to learn the digital techniques
and adjust accordingly. It is necessary not for the administrative machinery only but for
the entire human population. ‘Once elections are held, other key election principles must
be facilitated. In particular, universal suffrage protects the rights of all eligible persons
to vote, and the right to vote requires state authorities to facilitate this regardless of
circumstances. Providing arrangements that allow all voters to register and cast their
ballot safely will continue to be a challenging task for election authorities during this
period.’
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‘As the health situation and guidance from the health authorities continues to
develop, election officials will need to constantly make adjustments to election planning
and preparations. During the planning process, election officials will need to anticipate
emerging needs as much as possible and prioritise measures that can be implemented to
mitigate risks around transmission.’ The ECI has once again proven its credibility and
it has been successful in conducting the elections successfully despite the challenges
posed by Covid-19.
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Is India underreporting covid?
Harsh Chaudhary*
ABSTRACT
oronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a contagious disease caused by coronavirus
2 that causes severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-2). The first case was
discovered in Wuhan, China, in December of this year. Since then, the disease has spread
around the world, resulting in a pandemic.
Fever, cough, headache, fatigue, breathing difficulties, and loss of smell and taste are
common symptoms of COVID-19. Symptoms can appear anywhere from one to fourteen
days after virus exposure. At least a third of those infected do not show any signs or
symptoms.The majority of people who develop noticeable symptoms enough to be
classified as patients have mild to moderate symptoms (up to mild pneumonia), while
14% have severe symptoms (dyspnea, hypoxia, or more than 50% lung involvement on
imaging), and 5% have critical symptoms (respiratory failure, shock, or multiorgan
dysfunction). Severe symptoms are more likely to develop in the elderly. Some people
continue to have a variety of symptoms (long COVID) months after recovery, and organ
damage has been reported. [16] Long-term studies are being conducted to learn more
about the disease’s long-term effects.

C
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When people are exposed to virus-containing respiratory droplets and airborne
particles exhaled by an infected person, they become infected with COVID-19. Those
particles can be inhaled or directly deposited in a person’s mouth, nose, or eyes (i.e., being
coughed on). The risk of infection is greatest when people are in close quarters for an
extended period of time, but particles can be inhaled over longer distances, particularly
indoors in poorly ventilated and crowded environments.Small particles can stay
suspended in the air for minutes to hours in those conditions. Touching a contaminated
surface or object can cause infection, but it does not play a significant role in
transmission. People who are infected, as well as those who do not show symptoms, can
transmit the virus to another person up to two days before they show symptoms. In
moderate cases, people can stay infectious for up to ten days after symptoms appear, and
in severe cases, they can stay infectious for up to twenty days.To diagnose the disease,
several testing methods have been developed. The nucleic acid of the virus is detected
using real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RRT-PCR),
transcription-mediated amplification (TMA), or reverse transcription loop-mediated
isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) from a nasopharyngeal swab as the standard
diagnostic method.
Physical
or
social
separation,
quarantining,
ventilation of indoor spaces,
covering coughs and sneezes,
hand washing, and keeping
unwashed hands away from
the face are all examples of
preventive measures. In public
places, the use of face masks
or
coverings
has
been
recommended to reduce the
risk of transmission.
While work is underway to develop drugs that inhibit the virus (and several vaccines
for it have been approved and distributed in various countries, which have since initiated
mass vaccination campaigns), the primary treatment is symptomatic. Management
involves the treatment of symptoms, supportive care, isolation, and experimental
measures.
Keywords: Covid, Pandemic, Virus, India
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HOW DID IT GET ITS NAME?
In the initial years it was referred as ‘Wuhan pneumonia’ or ‘Wuhan
coronavirus’.Many diseases, such as the Spanish flu, the Middle East respiratory
syndrome, and the Zika virus, have been named after geographical locations in the past.
According to 2015 guidance and international guidelines against using geographical
locations (e.g., Wuhan, China), animal species, or groups of people in disease and virus
names, the WHO recommended 2019-nCoV and 2019-nCoV acute respiratory disease as
interim names for the virus and disease in January 2020, in part to avoid social stigma.
On February 11, 2020, the WHO announced the official names COVID-19 and SARSCoV-2. WHO explained: CO for corona, VI for virus, D for disease and 19 for when the
outbreak was first identified (31 December 2019).The WHO additionally uses “the
COVID-19 virus” and “the virus responsible for COVID-19” in public communications.
TIMELINE
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INDIA BEING ACCUSED OF HIDING TRUE NUMBER OF CASES
On 28th April 2021, medical professional raised concern about the rising covid cases
and accused the Indian government of hiding the true data as they faced ‘tsunami’ of
patients and severe shortage of medical equipment and basic supply like oxygen. The
same day India recorded the highest daily increase in COVID-19 cases in the world with
352,991 new infections.
However, there are fears these disturbing figures could be even higher than what is
being officially reported. Scientists have been using serology surveys to get a more
accurate measure of infection rates, with a previous national survey showing the number
of cases in India is likely “20 to 30 times higher than what had been reported”, according
to CNN. (As Covid sweeps India, experts say cases and deaths are going unreported CNN you can refer to this article for more)

Family members and relatives perform the last rites amid the funeral pyres of victims
who died of COVID-19. Picture: Prakash Singh
AIM OF THE STUDY
The aim of this data-based research study of general people is to make an assessment
of sentiment analysis. What people feel about the reporting of covid. Whether the
government is reporting covid fairly or there is some manipulation in the reporting of
coronavirus.
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METHODOLOGY
As the part of the study, examination of the data of 33 people, obtained from a survey
did with the help google forms, consisting data of age, sex, their contraction with covid
and their sentiments on covid reporting.These persons were selected by personal
contacts where one contact led to the other contact. They volunteered to share their
experiences once the objective of the study was shared with them. These interviews
provided their age, whether they had covid or not, if someone in their family had covid
and what they feel about the reporting of covid.
It must be admitted that the data of these 33 people may not be representative enough
for the whole country Further, the interviews with them may not be representative
enough for any quantitative study, considering the method adopted for identification of
such persons, viz., personal contact.In view of these limitations the conclusions drawn
cannot be generalized for the entire country, but may help in better reporting in the
future.
FINDINGS FROM THE STUDY:
● 18 people or 54.4% of the people were 19 years old. 21.21% or 7 people were less than
19 years old and 8 people or 24.39% of the people were more than 19 years old. (See
Chart 1 & 2)
● Only 9 or 27% of the people survey were female and 24 or 73% of the people were
male(See Chart 3)
● Out of 33 people only 11 people or 34% of the have contracted covid and 21 or 66% of
the people did not had covid in their life. But 21 people or 64% said that someone in
their family had covid, whereas 12 people or 36% said no one in their family had covid.
(See Chart 4 & 5)
● Out of the people who said that someone in their family had covid, 6 people or 27% said
that only 1 member in their family had covid. 5 people said that 2 of their family
members had covid. 4 people said that 3 of their family members had covid, 5 people
accepted that 4 of their family members had covid and 2 people said that more than 5
people had covid in their family.
● When asked whether they feel that government is underreporting covid 21 people or
63% agreed to it and 10 people were confused but only 2 people disagreed to it. (See
Chart 6)
REASONS WHY INDIA COULD BE UNDERREPORTING COVID
Though the prime minister of India, Mr. Narendra Modi announced 50,000 crore
allotment to healthcare on doctor’s day, that is, 1st July 2021. India ranks 42 on The
healthcare Index according to Statista.
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Chart 1

Chart 2

Chart 3

Chart 4

Chart 5

Chart 6

Official statistics released by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare show that India
has the lowest number of deaths among countries with the highest prevalence of COVID-19,
surpassing even the most developed economies of the world. The picture that we get from
the official statistics is evidently contrary to what is being reported on the ground.
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Here are reasons wh
hy● Deaths in India are rarely medically certified— The Indian Registration of Births and
Deaths Act of 1969 mandates that all births and deaths be registered within 21 days
of occurrence.
Institutional deaths or deaths that occur inside a hospital are directly reported to
government authorities by the facility, and non-institutional deaths which occur
outside a health institution are required to be reported by family members of the
deceased.
At the time of registration, a Medical Certification of Cause of Death (MCCD) issued
by a medical practitioner is required to be submitted to the concerned municipality.
The certificate declares the immediate, antecedent, and underlying causes for death,
and is, therefore, critical in the record-keeping of deaths in India.Empirical data,
however, shows that only 21.1% of deaths registered are medically certified. Moreover,
this number has been on the decline since 2016 with states such as Uttar Pradesh and
Jharkhand certifying less than 5% of deaths registered.
The Million Death Study conducted by the Centre for Global Health Research in
collaboration with the Registrar of India found that most deaths in India, particularly
those occurring in rural areas occur at home without medical attention. In an effort to
collect data on these “missing” deaths, the study conducted verbal autopsies through
in-person surveys, covering 2.4 households across India.
Data, therefore, indicates that systemic failures in record-keeping could hinder the
accurate reporting of COVID-19 deaths unless carefully monitored by state health
departments.
● Suspected, probable and clinically diagnosed cases are excluded from the count of
confirmed deaths— The guidelines for recording COVID-19 deaths in India have been
issued by ICMR and the Centre for Disease Informatics and Research in adherence
with the World Health Organization.
A death is accounted for as a COVID death if the deceased tested positive for the
virus, irrespective of whether they were symptomatic or asymptomatic.
There are, however, deaths associated with suspected and probable cases. In both
cases, the deceased is expected to have shown symptoms of COVID-19, but with
inconclusive test results. Additionally, there are deaths associated with symptomatic
patients who tested negative but were clinically diagnosed with COVID-19.
The current death statistics reported by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
only include confirmed deaths, and therefore do not account for symptomatic patients
whose test results were negative, pending or inconclusive. In the US, for example, the
CDC includes suspected and probable deaths in their public reporting on COVID-19.
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● India isn’t testing enough people— Testing is essential for accurate reporting of

COVID-19 deaths. When people die without being tested for COVID-19, their deaths
are not recorded as COVID deaths, resulting in an underreporting of the true number
of deaths. With only 211,913 people tested for every 1 million people, India has one of
the lowest testing rates in the world.
CONCLUSIONS
Covid-19 caused a major outbreak in India, but it was quickly contained thanks to
government actions. The sudden increase in the number of cases caused a shortage of
hospital beds and other support, but the situation was alleviated thanks to the
government’s actions. In addition, the spread in rural areas could be controlled. Thanks
to the frontline workers, the entire health care, all wings of administration, and elected
representatives all worked as a team, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for the entire period,
as a result of which such a major pandemic outbreak in India could be contained, but it
can be assumed very clearly that there is much more chance of underreporting, but it
cannot be determined whether underreporting is intentional or unintentional.
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Mismanagement of the Second Wave
of Covid-19 in India
Uday Chopra*
ABSTRACT
he following sections contain findings of a research study with regard to the
mismanagement of the second wave of the covid-19 in India, conducted between 15
June 2021 and 30 June 2021 by Uday Chopra, an undergraduate student pursuing
Bachelors in Journalism & Mass Communication at Vivekananda Institute of
Professional Studies, New Delhi. The aim of this research was to find how the better
management of the resources could have helped in management of the second wave of
covid-19, and how the pandemic has affected the relations between the Government and
the people. The basis of this research study was on primary data collection through
online research and data collection.

T

Keywords: Covid, Pandemic, Virus, India
INTRODUCTION
Emergence of corona virus in India
The first case of coronavirus in India, the second most populated country in the world,
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was reported in the state of Kerala. New confirmed cases were reported in multiple cities
such as New Delhi, Bengaluru, Mumbai, Patna and Hyderabad.
Beginning of the second wave of Corona virus disease in India
The second wave of coronavirus has further affected the Indian population through
widespread destruction and mental disturbance. This paper hints the aspects of
challenges and revival measures of covid-19 and the health problems, domestic issues,
food scarcity, suffering of educational grounds, its challenges and measures.
The second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic has hit India particularly hard, with
daily infections surpassing the peaks of the first wave at 200,000-plus a day for the past
few days. In India, the first wave of COVID-19 began in March 2020 and continued till
September 2020, since the number of cases had been falling. As of February 26, 2021,
public health experts have cautioned that India may be on the verge of a second wave of
COVID-19. 86.18% of the new cases reported are from six states.
Current scenario of corona virus in India
If we talk about today’s picture, a steady decline in new COVID-19 cases has been
recorded in India for the last 20 days, with 24 States witnessing a dip in active cases
since the last week. The condition is no doubt improving since people are recovering and
the covid positivity rate has also taken a dip.
Objectives
The main objective of this research paper is to:
● Know why the number of cases increased rapidly in the second wave
● Understand the Problems and Tasks
● Reveal the steps to overcome this situation
AIM OF THE STUDY
The main aim of this research is to understand the main reason due to which the
situation of second wave got out of hand and to also make people understand the
importance of resource management at the times of crisis like these. This research paper
also covers certain suggestions at the end which are all based on the analysis of the data
given.
METHODOLOGY
For the process of collection of data and building rationale; statements, press releases,
news stories and parliamentary discussions pertaining to the topic were analyzed.
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Another source of primary data collection was an online research, the data was
collected from different websites.
FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH
People all over India faced many problems due to the second wave of corona virus. The
major issues that people faced involve lack of health care facilities for the required
amount of people. Secondly the ignorance by the people and the government. And thirdly
the issue with the crematorium sites and lack of infrastructure for the same.
WHY IT GOT OUT OF HAND?
There are many factors that lead to the violent roar of the second wave in India, all
indicating towards human behavior. Everyone whether it being State or local
governments, or the individual citizens of the country, they all have differed in their
response to the pandemic.
Ignorance is another factor that led to the spike in the cases of the virus as campaigns
and rallies were held in different states even when the cases were on rise. Large crowds
which showed up at the election campaigns.
One more reason contributing to the cause would be that there were no restrictions
put on the large religious gatherings. People took part in these religious gatherings using
the fake covid reports. It was estimated that around 1 lakh fake covid reports were issued
according to the sources.
HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
In India, there are a lot of expensive private healthcare hospitals which majority of the
Indian population can not afford. As at the time of need these were the only option available
for people, they were having a hard time in finding beds and proper medications in
hospitals. The situation was so worse that the people died outside of hospitals waiting for
beds. Currently, majority of COVID-19 positive cases are transferred to government
hospitals. Hence, it is important to assess where we stand in terms of health infrastructure
for management of the viruses and difficult times like these.
OXYGEN CRISIS
For the moderate and severe cases of COVID-19, medical oxygen is the single most
important intervention. Due to its lacking, patients can suffocate and die.
In India, in the past one and a half years of the pandemic, most hospitals whether
they treat COVID-19, or not, suffered a shortage of medical oxygen. The problem came
into light during the peak of the first wave in September 2020, and flared up on a much
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larger scale during the peak of the second wave, in April and May 2021. Some trackers
have estimated that as many as 512 lives were lost across the country due to oxygen
shortage or denial. The reason for such mishap is not only the lack of medical oxygen, but
the inadequacy of the distribution network of tankers to transport liquid oxygen from the
point of manufacture, to the hospitals.
In April 2021, when the demand for medical oxygen suddenly increased, more tankers
needed to be pressed into service. However, India only had around 1,200 cryogenic oxygen
tankers across the country-the number is insufficient for servicing the requirements.
MEDICATION SHORTAGE
As Covid-19 cases in India surged, so did the demand for Remdesivir, an anti-viral
drug which was used in treatment of covid 19 patients and with it came indiscriminate
usage, hoarding, and black marketers, causing artificial shortage to jack up prices.
VACCINATION AND HEALTHCARE
The hesitation of contracting the virus at clinics and the shutdown of medical facilities
has led to delays in the administration of essential vaccinations and accessing healthcare
facilities in case of emergency. This intensifies the risk of a child getting infected with the
disease that the vaccine was meant to protect against.
CREMATORIUM ISSUES
Crematoriums ran out of space and operated non-stop. Some crematoriums even had
to perform mass cremations to manage the load. Bodies of COVID-19 victims can be seen
kept in long queues for hours outside cremation grounds by family members, waiting for
their turn. Several crematoriums have been turning away ambulances lined up outside
Hundreds of corpses were found floating in the river or buried in the sand of bank of
river Ganga. It was also feared that those bodies might be of the covid victims.
MEASURES TAKEN BY THE GOVERNMENT
In the recent times government has taken a lot of considerable steps in an effort to
avoid yet another lockdown. They have been responding to various crises calls so that
they can control the spread of the virus. Not to forget to mention they have been
addressing major gaps in the availability of life saving healthcare facilities.
VACCINE PROGRAM EXPANDED
The country’s vaccination drive has been expanded and now available to all the
adults aged 18 years and above. So far, Covaxin/Covishield vaccine doses have been
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administered to over 109 million persons and 17 million persons have been fully
injected.
The aim of this Phase-3 vaccination strategy is to ensure the vaccination of all the
adults in a liberalized and accelerated manner, by empowering private hospitals to
obtain their vaccines exclusively from the 50 percent supply that is set aside for them
and empowering all the states to gain additional vaccines directly from the
manufacturers.
Media reports indicate that the pharma giant Pfizer will prioritize orders from the
Indian government, and supply doses of its COVID-19 vaccine (developed with
BioNTech) “only through government contracts” in India. This could mean that Pfizer
vaccine may not be available in private sector hospitals unless it is being sold to them by
the government. By the end of May, the Russian anti-COVID vaccine, Sputnik V, was
supplied in India.
IMPLEMENTATION OF CURFEW MEASURES
Many Indian states have initiated night curfews from around 10 pm to 5 or 6 am so
that no unnecessary movement is there apart from the availability of essential goods and
services for the citizens.
Several states have called for the urgent need to restart practicing wearing masks and
social distancing norms to best contain the spread of the virus. Other than healthcare
workers, patients seeking medical services, and travelers with valid tickets like delivery
personnel, internet and cable services, employees of private banks, grocery shop
employees, staff at petroleum and gas outlets, and those persons whose vaccination slots
have been scheduled during nighttime.
INDUSTRIES REDIRECTED TO PRODUCE OXYGEN FOR THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
Because of the public authority’s call to help the medical services framework, India’s
biggest steelmakers have inclined up the creation of oxygen at their plants. The statepossessed Steel Authority of India has effectively provided 35,000 tons of oxygen, while
Reliance Industries has started supply to medical clinics in Maharashtra, Madhya
Pradesh, and Gujrat. Private endeavors like Tata Steel, JSW Steel, ArcelorMittal, and
Nippon have all dedicated to providing oxygen for clinical utilization and expanding its
creation.
FACILITATION OF OXYGEN TO STATES ON A NEED- BASIS
To combat the shortage of oxygen cylinders, the central government has provided an
oxygen quota for all states, starting with supplying Delhi with 378 tons to begin with,
and then increasing it to 480 tons as of April 21. Keeping in mind Delhi’s particularly
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severe crisis of oxygen shortage, the government has prioritized its oxygen supply. It has
also allotted the companies that will be responsible for supplying oxygen to each state.
The Indian Railways has begun a new initiative - a roll-on, roll-off (RoRo) train - upon
which empty cryogenic tankers shall be ferried to oxygen-surplus destinations and
supplied to states requiring it.
MEASURES TO AVOID PUBLIC GATHERINGS AND RESTRICTIONS ON BUSINESSES
Social distancing norms are also being promoted by discouraging large public
gatherings.
CONCLUSION
The after effects of the current examination show that hospitalized patients in the
second wave were younger, required less stretches of hospitalization, had lower death
rates and treatments were more powerful and less escalated. Albeit most of indications
were comparative in the two waves, the higher frequency of gastrointestinal symptoms
in the subsequent wave stands apart as a distinction.
Comorbidities were comparative, yet there were contrasts between those related with
mortality, featuring the significance of constant neurological sicknesses in this
subsequent wave. A significant distinction was the high frequency of infants, youngsters
and pregnant and post pregnancy ladies admitted, however, as a general rule, these
cases were not very serious and were settled quickly and effectively. These outcomes may
assist with understanding the qualities of this subsequent wave and the conduct and risk
of SARS-CoV-2 by and large.
Future possibilities are hard to anticipate. We imagine that COVID-19 won’t vanish
in the short or medium term. New variations of the infection may show up, the
vaccination interaction can typically last the entire year of 2021 or even more, until an
adequately high level of the populace is secured, and the upkeep of exacting lockdowns
for extremely significant stretches is hard to bear from the monetary, social and mental
perspectives. As of now, the entire world is in the second or maybe the third wave, and
the consequences of our examination show that the attributes of the disease may shift
over the long run. We accept that the main conclusion of our work is that we should stay
cautious in the consistent investigation of the virus, have the option to change medicines
rapidly, if important, and disperse our outcomes to established researchers and society
as quickly as time permits for arrangements and actions.
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Impact of COVID-19 on Indian
Healthcare Infrastructure
Rahul Raheja *
ABSTRACT
ublic health infrastructure provides the nation capacity to prevent disease promote
health and prepare for and respond to both acute threats and chronic challenges to
health. It includes advanced machines doctor, nurses and other paramedical
professionals, pharmaceutical industries and modern labs for research and development.
India’s health infrastructure was already strained so it was not prepared for the crisis of
the Covid-19 magnitude, but national committees were set up within weeks to look into
beds, medicines and vaccine research. But the questions are why there was
unavailability of resources to fight Covid-19 and why vaccination production is low than
estimated production of the government.

P

Keywords: Covid, Pandemic, Virus, India
OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
Why there was unavailability of resources to fight covid-1
19
Impact of Covid-19 on healthcare infrastructure: The starting of Covid-19 pandemic
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clears that it puts a significant stress on India’s already limited healthcare resource an
initial study concerning the infectivity of coronavirus has reported that an infected
patient will infect the other two-person during the early phase of the epidemic. According
to the report of WHO (world health organisation), COVID- 19 took nearly 67 days to
infect the first one lakh population while the next one lakh was added in 12 days. The
next one lakh contracted the infection in just 4 days.
Estimation of existing healthcare capacity: India has 1154686 registered doctors in
the speciality of modern medicine. At present single Government Allopathic Doctor cater
to the need of 10926 persons. Currently, 60% of the total of India’s population lives in
rural India. To provide healthcare facilities to the people living in rural India, the
government has established 25743 Primary Health Centres, 158417 Sub Centres, and
5624 Community Health Centres . Currently, 713986 beds are available in government
hospitals in India which amounts to 0.55 beds per 1000 population. Some states like
Jharkhand, Assam, Haryana, Bihar, Gujrat, Odisha, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and
Manipur which is home to more than 70% of the total Indian population has the
population to bed ratio even lower than the national average but some states like Kerala,
Sikkim, and Tami Nadu has the better population to bed ratio.
At that time situation indicates that there is going to be an imbalance between
demand and availability of hospital beds, ICU beds, ventilators, PPE, and trained
medical personals throughout the country. If we consider that only 0.1% of the total
population gets infected in the next 2 months and only 5% among them need ICU beds,
then we will be needing 65000 ICU beds. Now if one patient remains on the ventilator
for 15 days, then it creates a demand for 975000 ventilator days. This is the simple
calculation when we have considered the rate of infection at 0.1 percent. We can imagine
the demand created by this pandemic if we consider the rate to be 1%. We can still buy
the ventilator, but the major limiting factor will be the availability of healthcare
professionals and support staff to run the ventilator safely as they are already getting
infected and being sent for quarantine. Infrastructure for diagnostic and therapeutic
intervention is also going to be limited shortly. Important medical equipment like testing
kits, hemodynamic monitors, and personal protective equipment [PPE], N-95 masks are
already limited and with worldwide demand, we are going to face more difficulties. While
dealing with the sickest of patients, we should not forget to take care of mild to
moderately ill patients whose number will be huge with a better prognosis. We will have
to judiciously allocate resources so that we get a better outcome with the minimum
casualty. All medical specialties should work together and in co-ordination and have to
work towards a common goal that is to flatten the Covid-19 cases curve.
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ECONOMIC EFFECT ON HEALTHCARE INFRASTRUCTURE
India is among the countries having the lowest public healthcare budget in the world,
with the public healthcare system in the country merely getting 1.26% of the total GDP.
Compare this with countries like the United Kingdom, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Finland and Australia where all these countries spend over 9% of their total GDP in
public healthcare system, while countries like the United States spends over 16% of their
GDP in public healthcare, and Japan, Canada, France, Germany and Switzerland spend
about 10% of their total GDP on public healthcare.
Even some of the developing countries of the world have more contribution towards
the public healthcare system with regards to their GDP compared to India. For example,
Brazil has a total budget of over 8% of its total GDP towards public healthcare
expenditure. Even neighbouring countries like Bangladesh and Pakistan have over 3%
of their GDP going towards public healthcare system.
The National Health Policy of 2017 recommends government expenditure on health to
be increased to 2.5% of GDP by 2025, but that seems to be a distant dream still, since to
reach the set target limit, the country needs to increase its health budget by 0.35% each
year from now on. On the contrary, between 2015-16 to 2020-21 there has just been a
mere increase of 0.02% in the health budget in India.
The National Policy also recommended that expenditure on health by states should be
increased to 8% or more of their budget by 2020, but looking at the budget of different
states in 2020-21, none of the larger states have allocated 8% of their budget towards
health. On an average, the state governments in India have just allocated 5.4% of their
total budget towards public health care system.
HOW MEDICAL STAFF FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19 AMID LACK OF RESOURCES
In the frontline
Doctors are in the frontline of the battle against coronavirus pandemic and it is
affecting doctors physically and mentally, doctors don’t have enough time to rest.
Lack of resources
Covid 19 is highly infectious and that’s why to treat patients, doctors, nurses and
medical staff has to wear Personal Protection Equipment or popularly known as PPE kits
which includes the protective clothing, googles, gloves, masks etc, but these were short
in supply and expensive i.e. near about 1000-2000 per kit and healthcare workers are
under pressure to conserve these resources.
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NO BREAKS
The protective gears have to discarded after one use, due to risk of Covid-19. Many
doctors and nurses complain about the staff shortage and short supply of PPE kits, and
they have to do work continuous and in one go, without any break, even not for drinking
water. Many doctors and nurses complained about fatigue, dehydration and headaches
due to gruelling schedule.
No washroom trips
Like the Chinese doctor strategy, In India too the medical staff at the forefront of
Covid-19 battle are avoiding water to reduce that bathroom break. Some are even using
adult diapers to avoid use of restroom completely.
No fan or AC
Working in India in months of April, May and June is a very tough job and it becomes
way more tougher when doctors and nurses wear PPE kits, In addition to this hospitals
have to switch off the ACs and fans to slow the spread of coronavirus, this leads to
hyperhidrosis, a skin infection due to excessive sweating and other allergic diseases.
Why the production of vaccine is less than the estimated production
This is explained deeply by the Wire in its article by its study and explain it with the
help of WHO survey.
The total number of Vaccine administered around the world is 928.68 million as on
April 20, 2021, according to world data India has administered 127.13 million only
behind two countries USA with 213.39 million and China with 195.02 million, some 40%
of the USA received at least one dose whereas, in India this is only 8% population who
received at least one dose.
The India’s Ministry of External Affairs released a data that, India has already
exported 66 million doses to 94 countries as of April 22. In which only 10.61 million were
grants, the remainder had been exported by SII (Serum Institute of India), partly to meet
its contract with COVAX alliance and partly as direct sale to foreign countries.
India’s contribution to globally produced Covid-19 vaccine is 193 million, out of 929
million doses of vaccine, which is just 21% of the global output. The statistical basis belief
that India will produce 60% of the world’s production of vaccines. This is a huge
difference and it affects the countries that believe India will be able to supply the
vaccines doses also to poor countries.
This is an overestimation of India’s capacity. A 2019 report by the International
Market Analysis Research and Consulting group stated that India “accounts for around
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60% of the total vaccines supplied to UNICEF” (emphasis added). UNICEF caters largely
to child vaccinations like DTP, MMR, polio, etc. in the developing and underdeveloped
worlds. Its requirement doesn’t include child and adult vaccinations in the developed
world.
Nevertheless, this is still a sizeable contribution and a very commendable
achievement of Indian vaccine manufacturers. But this high capacity is not easily
convertible to making vaccines for the COVID-19 pandemic.
The current vaccine manufacturing strategy rests mainly on manufacturers’ ability to
expeditiously switch their seasonal influenza vaccine manufacturing capacity into
producing COVID-19 shots. Seasonal influenza vaccines, popularly known as the flu
shot, are typically trivalent or tetravalent vaccines while pandemic vaccines are expected
to be monovalent.
This difference allows manufacturers to produce three- or four-times as many doses of
COVID-19 vaccines as of flu shots.
But India has a low capacity to manufacture seasonal influenza vaccines, since the
market for flu shots is largely restricted to developed countries.
In 2005, the WHO realised that the world was acutely short of vaccine manufacturing
capacities in case a pandemic struck. It initiated the Global Action Plan (GAP) for
influenza viruses, 2006-2016. The result has been a marked increase in global
manufacturing capacity, due to WHO’s efforts and because pharmaceutical companies in
the developed world increased their capacity to produce the flu shots.
The table below provides a summary of the capacities from 2006 to 2019 as estimated
during periodic surveys conducted by WHO.
Vaccine-manufacturing capacity
Of flu shots and COVID-19 vaccines, 2006-2019
Year
2006
2015
2019

Global seasonal influenza
vaccine manufacturing
500 million
1.467 billion
1.48 billion

Global pandemic vaccine
manufacturing capacity
1.5 billion
6.4 billion
4.15 to 8.31 billion

Source
WHO survey
WHO survey
WHO survey

The 2019 survey was published in January 2021, during the COVID-19 pandemic possibly the reason why it gives two estimates for pandemic vaccine manufacturing
capacities, a best- case scenario of 8.31 billion doses and a more viable moderate estimate
of 4.15 billion doses, both within a 12-month period.
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The 2015 survey estimated the combined seasonal influenza vaccine manufacturing
capacity of 13 manufacturers in lower- and middle income countries to be 200 million
doses - about 14% of the global capacity - and of four manufacturers in upper- and
middle-income countries to be 250 million doses (~17%). The majority capacity, almost
69%, is located with manufacturers in high-income countries.
The 2019 survey mentions that the manufacturers in LMICs increased their seasonal
influenza vaccine manufacturing capacity by around 40 million doses, increasing their
share to about 17% of the global capacity. It lists three Indian companies - CPL
Biologicals Pvt. Ltd., SII and Zydus Cadila - as established influenza vaccine
manufacturers.
In fact, SII was already a large vaccine manufacturer at the time, and benefited from
grants and technical collaboration with the WHO under the GAP initiative. It developed
capabilities to manufacture influenza vaccines by 2010 and is now the pillar of India’s
COVID-19 vaccine production.
Assuming the bulk of the 240 million seasonal influenza dose capacity found in LMICs
is in India, this would give India the capacity to produce under 700 million doses of
COVID-19 vaccines in a year, using the moderate ratios used in the 2019 survey. This is
a little lower than the combined production of Covishield (60 million per month),
manufactured by SII, and Covaxin (5 million per month), manufactured by Bharat
Biotech.
This analysis clearly explains why India’s contribution to the global output is only
21% - not 60%.
While vaccine manufacturing is a very complex and technical process, information of
production capacities are easily accessible and comprehensible, so the Indian
government should have conducted a detailed demand and supply planning exercise.
Doing this shows the real scenario and due to this concerned authorities will realise at
the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic that India was woefully short of manufacturing capacity to
vaccinate its own population.
FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH
India’s healthcare infrastructure was already strained so it was not prepared for the
crisis of the covid magnitude. India’s healthcare system wasn’t ready for it, but national
committees were set up within weeks to look into beds, medicines, vaccines and research.
Hospital staff
learned how to protect themselves from this, Given India’s size the speed with which
medical personnel adapted and dealt with such an unforeseen challenge is remarkable,
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More challenges India faced due to its population was testing, isolating, tracing and
educating public was being done on a very high speed. We had to wait for two weeks for
an RT-PCR kit in early stage of COVID-19, now these kits are made domestically and
India has already done 170 million tests before end the year 2020 and were producing
2,00,000 such kits a day by end of May 2020. Mahindra and Mahindra produced made in
India ventilators and clean air solutions company Nirvana being manufactured N95 &
N99 masks.
India has currently three vaccines available for coronavirus and two of them are in
India’s own production. Serum Institute of India make Covishield and the second largest
producer is Bharat Biotech makes the locally developed Covaxin. The estimated output
of Covishield was 6 crore per month and estimated output of Covaxin was 2 crores for
may put together even without Sputnik that is at least 8 crore vaccine per month and
actual vaccination of first three weeks was 3.4 crore and the month ended with less than
5 crores vaccinations. Thus the gap between estimation and output is 3 crore or near
about 10 lakh doses per day.
In this pandemic medical infrastructure of many countries will be improved to
sustainable level to face a situation like Covid-19. They will know their drawbacks after
this and will work on those mistakes. There are many discoveries and innovations for
production of goods during this pandemic times. Due to shut down of factories and
decline in the testing of nuclear weapons the environment rejuvenates, but this
pandemic situation has spread on a very high level and creating fear, stress, stigma etc.
High rates of death due to Covid-19 and due to this, families who has only one bread
earner dies so it shakes and declines the family economic and health condition. This
pandemic also gives near about impossible challenges to doctor, nurses, scientists and
other medical staff.
The study also shows that better health infrastructure can managed the Covid-19
cases and death but it cannot stop the outbreak of the infection. It is dependent on other
social determinants such as population density and availability of basic amenities like
drinking water and proper sanitation facilities available in the households.
The result from the study uses by ‘Springer Link’ shows that districts with higher
concentration of COVID-19 infection comprise some of the big metropolitan cities and
other major urban centers of India such as Mumbai, Chennai, Delhi, Bengaluru,
Gurugram, Nagpur, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Thane, Thiruvananthapuram and Faridabad.
Majority of the districts with higher concentration of COVID-19 infection have more than
national average percentage in selected social and demographic determinants such as
population density, lack of access to basic amenities, migration and elderly population.
The argument is upfront and undisputable. The SARS-Cov-2 thrives among clusters of
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human being staying in dense localities with minimum basic amenities, a situation that
is further aggravated during health emergencies like COVID due to public health
infrastructure. The COVID-19 has exposed the vulnerability of our cities and provided us
a chance to ‘revisit’ the policies and programmes at local level to make our cities
sustainable, healthy and resilient.
CONCLUSION
The coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic has resulted in multiple challenges for
developed countries and these challenges are going to be even more for developing
countries like India, with no immediate sign of regressing of the pandemic the situation
can became tense, the hospitals across segments big or small have limited reserves and
require support from the government. If the government was able to detect the future
needs of resources by taking the example of other countries, government will be able to
save more lives from Covid -19 with better availability of resources and good planning.
India’s healthcare system wasn’t ready for it, but national committees were set up
within weeks to look into beds, medicines, vaccines and research. Hospital staff learned
how to protect themselves from this, Given India’s size the speed with which medical
personnel adapted and dealt with such an unforeseen challenge is remarkable,
Indian government also have to make a plan or roadmap for the process of vaccination
from the process of production, transport, distribution to the dose received by the citizen.
This will help government to estimate in how much time it will be able to vaccinate all
of the citizens and from this government also determines the demand and supply of
vaccine.
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COVID-19 PANDEMIC IN LUCKNOW
[UNDERSTANDING THE SECOND WAVE OF PANDEMIC AND HOW ONE CAN AVOID TO BRING THE THIRD WAVE]

SAMRIDDHI SHUKLA*
ABSTRACT
ucknow is the capital city of Uttar Pradesh and it has always been a multicultural
city. Courtly manners, beautiful gardens, poetry, music, and fine cuisine
patronized by the Persian-loving Shia Nawabs of the city are well known amongst
Indians and students of South Asian culture and history. Lucknow is popularly known
as the City of Nawabs. It is also known as the Golden City of the East, Shiraz-i-Hind
and The Constantinople of India. Lucknow is a historic city, which is located on the
banks of river Gomti. Hindi is the official language of the city, however, here the
language finds its origin from Urdu. Traditionally, it was the capital of Awadh
Pradesh and was administered by the Delhi Sultanate during Mughal rule. Lucknow
has a population of 45,89,838 people. There are 8,60,703 houses in the district. The
Lucknow district is further divided into Tehsils / Blocks / Community Development
Blocks.

L
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AIM OF THE STUDY
The aim of this data-based research study of Covid-19 cases of Lucknow district in
Uttar Pradesh is to make an assessment of the scope and distribution of Covid-19, how
infected persons and their families coped with it, and measures taken by the Government
Agencies and the community in controlling its spread. A number of recommendations are
put forward at the end of this report, suggesting a conceptual framework for future
handling of such a pandemic.
METHODOLOGY
As part of the study, the covid 19 tally of the second wave that started on 15th March
zoomed past 90,000 mark with 5,682 more people testing positive to the novel corona
virus infection. The corona virus victims were from all sections of the society. It on an
average, infected 2,300 people and killed 10 patients every day. The second wave had its
peak in the end of the month of April 2021, with more than 30,000 people in Uttar
Pradesh. Another primary data consisted of interviews of State level officials, District
level officials, Block Development Officers (BDOs), Medical Officers in Blocks (MOI/Cs),
Executive Officers and elected Ward Commissioners of Lucknow Municipal Corporation
(LMC) Or Lucknow Nagar Nigam, and elected Mukhiyas or the Panchayat heads. The
interviews with the BDOs provided information on the spread and its reasons, the
volume and the measures taken to contain spread of Covid-19 in their respective blocks.
The interviews with the MOI/Cs provided information on arrangements made for testing
and care of patients. The interviews with the Executive Officers and the Ward
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Commissioners of LMC provided information on the spread and its reasons in their
respective Zones and Wards in Lucknow town.
The Mukhiyas provided similar information in respect of their Panchayats. The
secondary data of government agencies in public domain and press reports also provided
information on the spread and the measures taken to contain it. The study was restricted
to one district of Lucknow, considering Lucknow district had highest number of positive
cases, relative to other districts.

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The State had 31,574 cumulative positive cases as on April 20, 2021, of which the
Lucknow district had 5,894 cases. The number of new cases per day in Lucknow
district went up from 6,598 as on April 16, 2021 to 1,862 on May 6, 2021. This number
came down to 42 on June 6, 2021. On June 1, 179 coronavirus deaths reported in
Uttar Pradesh, toll rose up to 20,672. In Lucknow from 31st March to 29th June the
data was as follows:
Daily Active cases were from 219 to -2
Daily New cases were from 364 to 12
Daily Deceased cases were from 3 to 7
Daily Recovered cases were from 142 to 11
Daily Vaccinated were from 3,170 to 18,000
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The number of positive cases in the
second wave is more than the first wave.
This may be due to the increased testing
and also due to increase in the number of
cases of infection.
REASONS FOR INFECTION
ALL viruses mutate. Some mutations
cause a virus to die off. Some mutations
have no significant effect. Some mutations
can make a virus spread more easily or
make a virus more deadly. Many mutations
will make a virus not be stopped by
immunity developed to previous strains of
that virus (this makes existing vaccines
useless for the new strain).
In the case of COVID-19, we have a
natural mutation that made the virus
different enough to not be stopped by immunity to other corona virus strains, and slightly
more virulent in person-to-person airborne transmission.
Thus we were faced with a virus that can spread from person to person and that is not
stopped by any existing vaccine.
One factor that makes this virus particularly a problem is that the virus has a
moderately long incubation period between when a person is initially infected and when
they begin to show symptoms, but the virus can still be transmitted from the infected
person to other people even during the incubation period. This means that people who
have been exposed to the virus can spread the virus even though they are not sick yet.
That is what happened with COVID-19. People who had been exposed to the virus
travelled elsewhere spreading the virus even though they were not sick yet.
This happens more often today that it did decades ago because more people travel, and
they travel farther and faster than ever before. Also most long distance travel is by
airplane, and an airliner is a nearly ideal situation for transmitting any airborne
infection because you have a large group of people close to each other in an enclosed cabin
all breathing the same recycled air for several hours.
People and the government both thought that the vaccine is some magical potion that
will heal a person completely from this virus. They misunderstood the situation and
didn’t followed the 3 golden rules properly. They were washing hands, wearing masks
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and maintaining social distance. However, people weren’t at 100% fault. The government
also took the situation lightly which caused the second wave to be fatal and horrible.
Lack of Education was also the problem as the people in rural areas didn’t know the basic
knowledge about the virus.
Here are the snapshots of a survey I conducted in Lucknow:
Question: Did you expected the second
wave to happen?

Question: Did it affect you or your family
members in any way?

Ans:

Ans:

Question: Did you get vaccinated?

Question: How were the people around
you? Did they wore masks and followed
the guidelines?

Ans:

Ans:
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Question: What problems did you face?
Ans:

Question: Do you think there will be a
third wave?

Question: Who's fault do you think is
there?

Ans:

Ans:

Question: When do you think Lucknow
will get corona free?

Question: Any habits you adopted
during these times?

Ans:

Ans:
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PEOPLE’S PROBLEMS (ACCORDING TO THE SURVEY)
Person 1— It was normal at first but it started getting worse when I got to know one
case after another amongst the mutual people. It was really scary.
Person 2— My family and I were affected so it was scary and depressive
Person 3— It was devastating in many ways. My parents and younger sibling were
positive and medicines were difficult to come by, since there were large queues outside
medical shops. My home’s atmosphere was gloomy since my nana nani live with me.
Anyhow, now there’s just fine, but are worried about the third wave.
Person 4— Lost quite a lot of family members, was depressed for a long time and
couldn’t focus on anything happening around. I still am lost as to why everything was so
sudden and why carelessness of a few people made others lose their families.
Person 5— It was mostly fine except for the part where my mother caught it and it
was difficult to cope up with that. Now she’s fine. The online college classes and
assignment was also another thing.
Person 6— Terrifying
Person 7— experience, once in a lifetime, and I mean that in a bad way
Person 8— Felt stuck inside with no source to release my daily stress and anxiety
Person 9— Personally, I did not faced many hardships during second wave, but was
stressed listening to the news that people had to struggle to getting medicine, oxygen and
another health equipments.
From, the responses we can conclude that the second wave was more fatal and it
affected the people both mentally and physically. People were trapped in the first wave
wanting to get back to normal to enjoy a normal life but as the situation got worse. They
ignored that there is a virus. They were unable to find oxygen and beds in the hospital.
Why? Due to people’s carelessness and the government’s lack of infrastructure and
health facilities both in rural and urban areas.
MEASURES TAKEN BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT
The Uttar Pradesh government has said lockdown will not be imposed in the state
even as Allahabad High Court directed it to shut down the capital city of Lucknow,
Prayagraj, Varanasi, Kanpur and Gorakhpur till April 26 amid the rising cases of the
coronavirus disease (Covid-19). Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday also
interacted with Uttar Pradesh chief minister Yogi Adityanath on Monday and asked
about the pandemic situation and the efforts his government has taken to control the
coronavirus infection. “The state government is working with full commitment to control
coronavirus infections and a strategy is being worked on for extensive testing, tracking
and tracking of continuous supply of oxygen along with the availability of ICU beds for
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prevention of Covid-19,” Adityanath said in an official statement, according to news
agency ANI.
The Uttar Pradesh state government has initiated house-to-house active case finding
of COVID-19 in rural areas to contain transmission by testing people with symptoms for
rapid isolation, disease management and contact tracing. Government teams are moving
across 97,941 villages in 75 districts over five days for this activity, which began on 5 May
in India’s most populous state with a population of 230 million.
According to WHO, Each monitoring team has two members, who visit homes in
villages and remote hamlets to test everyone with symptoms of COVID-19 using Rapid
Antigen Tests (RAT) kits. Those who
test positive are quickly isolated and
given a medicine kit with advice on
disease management. All the
contacts of those who test positive
are quarantined and tested using an
RT-PCR at home by a rapid response
team. The state government has
deployed 141,610 teams and 21,242
supervisors from the state health
department for this activity to
ensure all rural areas are covered.
WHO, which supported Uttar Pradesh government in training and micro planning for
the activity, now has field officers on the ground to monitor and share real-time feedback
with the government for immediate corrective action to ensure quality. On the inaugural
day, WHO field officers monitored over 2,000 government teams and visited at least
10,000 households. WHO will also support the Uttar Pradesh government on the
compilation of the final reports. Those with symptoms are tested and given medicine kits
and information on quarantining and isolation, both at home and in hospitals. People
without signs of COVID-19 are urged to get vaccinated and follow COVID-appropriate
behaviours to prevent transmission in rural areas of India’s most populated state.
Micro planning, house visits, concurrent monitoring and follow ups were core to
India’s polio eradication strategy to ensure no one misses access to vaccination and
health care services.
Two mobile vans have been allocated to each Block within a District in the state to
test people with symptoms, even as routine sample collection and testing continues in
Community Health Centres.
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DEATHS AND RECOVERIES

Around 82 people died on 6th May in Lucknow the highest number went in the state
capital. On June 6, the number of deceased people got reduced to 8 in a day. However,
recoveries took place as the introduction of vaccine, From May 6 to June 6, recovery
numbers went from 3,755 to 160 in a day. The death toll during the deadly second wave
of Covid-19 is turning out to be bigger than reported so far. Nearly 50 casualties that
occurred between April first week and mid May remained uncounted because many
hospitals, despite recording them manually, did not upload the details on the health
department’s Covid portal.
9 unreported Covid deaths surface so far, more likely
This has been revealed in the death audit conducted by the chief medical officer’s
(CMO) office of various hospitals which were converted into Covid facilities during the
second wave. As many as 49 backlog deaths have been recorded so far. More such
fatalities are likely to add to the overall toll in the next few days as the audit will
continue for a week. The final count may raise the overall toll by 5%, said officials.
With the addition of these fatalities, the number of deaths that took place in city
hospitals during the second wave from March 15 till June 19 has touched 1,415. Of these,
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about 70 patients were from other districts. This means, around 1,345 Lucknow
residents lost the battle with the disease over three months.
CMO Dr Sanjay Bhatnagar said the audit is being conducted to ensure that not a
single death from the pandemic goes unreported. “It will help us plan our strategy for the
third wave,” he said.
VACCINATION
The Lucknow district administration is set to launch a mega vaccination drive in the
rural areas of the state capital from July 1, officials said. The campaign will be similar to
the one underway in the urban areas here. “Vaccination is the only way to break the chain
of the deadly virus. It’s for the same reason that after the mega vaccination drive in the
urban areas, we are now planning a mega drive in the rural areas as well,” Lucknow district
magistrate Abhishek Prakash said. The vaccination of people in the 18 to 44 age group
against Covid-19 began in the city from Saturday. On day 1, the exercise had been carried
out at 10 centres. Only those will be eligible for inoculation who have booked their slot
through CoWin portal for May 1 in advance. A government spokesperson said according to
the official data, over 28 lakh people were vaccinated against Covid-19 in India on 3rd June,
of which Uttar Pradesh gave more than 3,82,259 doses, which is a record.

Initially, the Mal, Maliha bad and Mohanlal Ganj development blocks would be chosen
for the drive, the district magistrate said at a meeting held to discuss anti-Covid
measures and preparations for the anticipated third wave.
“It should be ensured that maximum people in the blocks get vaccinated at the
earliest,” the DM said. “Uttar Pradesh is emerging as a leader in vaccination. With
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today’s record-breaking number and current vaccination pace, we have inched closer to
around 2 crore doses,” a Health Department official said.
Lucknow, The state capital’s biggest Covid-19 vaccination drive got underway on
Tuesday at three mega camps at the Atal Bihari Vajpayee Ekana Cricket Stadium, the
KD Singh ‘Babu’ Stadium and the iconic Chhota Imambada. This was part of the UP
government’s aggressive vaccination campaign that aims to administer around one
crore doses in June.
He also directed the officials to administer around 30,000 vaccine doses in a day,
which is 10,000 more than the initial target set early this month. Covid-10 Vaccination
plunged to 15,000 on 28th June due to 50% drop in the number of booths and shortage
of vaccines for the 45 plus categories.
As per the chief medical officer’s (CMO) office total 15,117 people took the first or
second shot of the two-dose vaccine course till 5 p.m., while the figure on the CoWin
portal till 9
p.m. was 15,190. District immunization officer Dr MK Singh said, “Instructions will
be given to vaccination centres to ensure availability of wheelchairs in adequate
numbers. Besides, there should be enough space in rooms meant for post-vaccination
observation,” he added.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This is the first time in the history of a disease that its course is so anxiously
charted and its possible surge predicted months in advance. Medical experts in India
have forewarned of a third wave in the near future. Our government is pushing hard
with vaccinations. But we have to ask the question: Even if vaccination is the best
Covid terminator, is it the only one? All estimates confirm that it will take eight to ten
months to vaccinate an adequate number of people in our country. During that time,
those who are unprotected while waiting for the vaccine will be vulnerable to infection.
As lockdowns are relaxed, the virus will spread. Given the likelihood and the dreaded
implications of a third wave, we need to look at other possibilities of halting the virus.
There’s no denying that people took covid lightly, and there’s no denying that the
govt. did too. Both are equally at fault. But, when the people needed their leaders the
most they simply left them to suffer. The country’s healthcare system collapsed and
millions of lives were lost, who could’ve been saved. The emptiness of a person never
vanishes and no amount of government’s ‘promises’ can ever change that. Thus, my
suggestion would be for the govt. to give its citizens basic healthcare, regardless of
their wealthy privilege.
The gaps in supply chain of oxygen must be filled too. Lastly, people should take
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extra care, wear a mask and abide by social distancing norms in public places. I urge
the people to take the necessary precautions. Covid is still not gone. If not for yourself
please do it for you family and friends. Going forward in our preparation for any other
upcoming waves, govt should increase the rate of vaccination and put in as much effort
and resources as possible. For people, we should strictly follow the 3 golden rules wearing mask, washing our hands regularly and maintaining social distancing.
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China’s International Relations With India and the US
Vanshika Bajaj*
ABSTRACT
he emergence of COVID-19 has claimed numerous lives globally and despite the fact
that there’s been a lot of debate about its origin, all the fingers point to China, which
interestingly has recovered pretty fast in comparison to other nations worldwide. China’s
economy is growing even faster now than before the pandemic which has helped take
China another step closer to overtaking the US economy increasing unhealthy
competition between the two countries in the race for becoming the dominant world
power. While on the other hand, the public perception in India is blaming China for the
damage caused by the pandemic further negatively impacting Sino-Indian ties. This
paper mainly focuses on the reasons under the umbrella of this pandemic that deepened
the feeling of mistrust and definitely answers the question of possible global
disintegration. Also, I think this topic is important because everyone needs to have apt
knowledge of the changing economic, social, and political dynamics at the same
understanding of China’s bilateral relations with India and the US.

T

Keywords: COVID-19, China, India, US, dominant world power, public perception, SinoIndian ties, global disintegration, changing dynamics, bilateral relations.
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INTRODUCTION
The study of International Relations is very important because it is the greatest way
to gain a deeper understanding of global issues, economics, culture, education and
political science. International relations are about having cross-cultural understanding
and awareness of what is happening beyond the borders of their own country. Hence,
studying the relationships between US and China, the two major powers worldwide
which play an important role in world peace is very important whereas studying the most
bilateral relationship between two neighboring countries is also a matter of great
interest and importance.
Speaking at the Central Party School in Beijing in 2013, former prime minister of
India, Manmohan Singh said,
“Relations between India and China are unique in the world. We are two continuous
ancient civilizations. We are neighbours with a long history of cultural, spiritual, and
economic ties. We both embarked on a new phase of our political histories around the
same time. Today, we are the world’s two most populous nations, engaged in a process of
socio-economic transformation of our people on a scale and at a pace unprecedented in
human history.”
He also proposed that neither country is a threat to the other and therefore, should
engage with each other in the spirit of equality and friendship.
The former prime minister’s views on India- China relations were quite positive and
wanted to promote a healthy relationship between both countries but over the years, SinoIndian relations have always been bilateral with their never-ending border disputes
which are now further topped by the pandemic hitting amid the 70th-anniversary mark
for India’s diplomatic relations with the People’s Republic of China worsening their
relations. A senior Chinese official has said that the two countries “will emerge stronger
and their relationship can scale new heights after the pandemic.” Is it possible for both
countries to come out of this void that the pandemic has created? Will both the countries
ever end this cold war or is it going to increase in the post-pandemic era? What effect will
this have on the already emerging border disputes between both countries?
On the other hand, China-US relations are the most bilateral relations in the world
which is at its worst point since the two countries normalized their relations in 1979.
China-US relations after the COVID-19 pandemic will be considerably different. After
the breakout of the COVID-19 pandemic, great differences have been seen in terms of
public opinion, trade unions and strategic trust. The relationship has again landed to
rivalry for the first time after the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two
countries after 1979. How is this going to affect world peace? Is it possible for China to
surpass the US as the dominant world power? What will be the various differences
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between the relations of both the countries once both the countries have recovered from
the pandemic completely?
No one knows whether the global dynamic will continue moving in separate
nationalist directions or if there will be rejuvenation and deepening of global institutions
and their collaboration to address COVID-19’s consequences.
HISTORY
Sino-Indian relations have always shown signs of mutual distrust, suspicion, and
intermittent issues, but still reflect a peculiar kind of stability.On April 1, 1950, India
and China established diplomatic relations. The two countries also jointly set forth the
Panchsheel (Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence) in 1954. China’s and India’s
geographical proximity has created a lot of friction in the past and continues to do so.
This friction resulted in a war in 1962 followed by 1967 and 1986.Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi visited China in December 1988 during which, both sides agreed to develop and
expand bilateral relations in all fields. China’s occupation of Tibet since 1950 has been
another controversial issue. Growing disagreements with India eventually pushed China
to align itself more closely with Pakistan. It was believed that this would India’s
attention from the Tibet issue, China continued to support Pakistan even after several
warnings by India generated mistrust between the countries. Both the countries have
attempted to improve their relationships using several CBM’s (confidence-building
measures), but all of these have been undermined up over intermittent crises flared up
over historical disputes like border issues, Tibet issues and much more.
Sino- American relations date back to 1784 when the first representative of the US
went to China. The foundations of US relations with China have always been Trade,
Faith and Freedom. Trade between the two countries was the first thing that started
flourishing when these relations began during the eighteenth and the nineteenth
centuries but when the US had passed the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882 which was the
first time the US had restricted immigration. Later, the US also prohibited Chinese
immigrants from obtaining citizenship because of their race. Then in 1892, Geary Act
was passed, which extended the Chinese Exclusion Act’s prohibition on Chinese
immigration for another ten years. While in the 20th century, 1902, this act was again
extended and expanded. After the United States and China failed to come to an
agreement on a new immigration treaty in 1904, Chinese in Shanghai, Beijing, and other
cities launched boycotts of U.S. products and businesses. The inspiration for this boycott
was basically by the Chinese living in the US but it was also driven by the nationalism
rising in China.While in 1937 during the second Sino Japanese war,U.S. popular and
governmental support for China increased dramatically and a credit of 25 million dollars
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was extended to Nationalist Regime for necessary supplies which was later increased to
100 million dollars.
Then, on 1 January 1979, the United States recognized the communist People’s
Republic of China (PRC) and sever relations with Taiwan because, from the U.S.
viewpoint, closer relations with the PRC would bring economic and political benefits.The
PRC also wanted to have better relations with its old enemy. China sought a large
increase in trade with the United States and looked forward to the technology it might
obtain from America. Now, it is being said that US-China relations are at their worst
since the establishment of their diplomatic relations in 1979.
ORIGIN OF COVID-19
COVID-19, a contagious disease that was claimed a huge number of lives globally,
first emerged in December 2019 in Wuhan, China. It is the second greatest humanitarian
crisis the world has faced after World War 2. Although the procedure of its origin is a
question that still has not been answered and is debatable one thing that is confirmed is
that if anyone can be held responsible for this, then that is China. It was first suggested
that the virus spread due to a Wuhan lab leak and was originally formed in a species of
bats but in recent times new information has been seen which raises many questions as
to what and why China had to go to such lengths.
Now it is said that the virus was well adapted to human beings before the pandemic
even started and possessed an unusual enhancement that was not seen in other SARS
related beta coronavirus. on May 16, 2020, Nikolai Petrovsky’s team at Flinders
University in Australia published a statistical analysis showing strong evidence that
Covid-19 most likely was engineered to go from human to human and had strong
evidence that the COVID-19 virus did not come from an animal intermediatory and was
specialized for human cells and earlier also lived in human cells only. Now, the question
that comes into everyone’s mind is that why did China need such a deadly virus? Well, it
is said that COVID-19 may have originated in the Wuhan Institute of Virology laboratory
which is further linked to Beijing’s covert bio-weapons program.
Was the leaking of Covid-19 into the world an intentional stunt pulled by China?
This question has not been answered completely yet. But it has definitely created
several questions for other nations worldwide and has created a feeling of mistrust and
suspicion.
EFFECT OF COVID-19 ON INDIA AND INDIA’S RELATIONS WITH CHINA
India is the 3rd worst-hit country by coronavirus with a total corona infection of over
6.90 lacs while the death toll is reaching around 20 thousand. India reported the first
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case of coronavirus on 30 January 2020 in Kerala. This pandemic has affected the
country in more ways than one could ever imagine. The country had already been
experiencing a pre-pandemic slow down economically and the pandemic magnified the
pre-existing economical risks for the country. GDP of India has downgraded to negative
figures. It is said that this maybe the country’s worst recession period since 1947. Many
other effects of the pandemic which have also affected middle-class people are the everincreasing rate of unemployment, as the unemployment has increased about 4 times
larger than the pre-pandemic numbers as around 140 million citizens in the country lost
their jobs during the lockdown. Approximately 84% of the Indian households are facing
an income decrease since the beginning of the lockdown.
Amidst all of this, India has been trying to keep its relationship with China stable as
India needs to procure medical supplies from China as it sources a majority of its
Advanced Pharmaceutical Ingredients from China. Despite all this, Chinese entities can
be seen taking advantage of the crisis, the obtainment of vulnerable Indian companies,
China’s increasing influence in the neighbourhood and portraying them as a better global
and regional leader considering their early recovery than other nations. India has been
very vocal in its criticism of China. Public opinion has been a major voice in creating an
anti-China sentiment that has gone mainstream. The people of the country largely blame
China for coronavirus’s origin and its lack of disclosure, efforts of diplomatic or
commercial advantage of the crisis, its early recovery, quality of its medical supplies, its
influence on WHO and what not.
Hence, as a result, the Indian government has imposed certain restrictions on foreign
direct investment from neighbouring countries. Also, India has been proactive in the
neighbourhood with diplomatic outreach.The FDI policy is tightened to prevent any
opportunistic takeovers or acquisition of Indian companies due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Now, government clearance is mandatory for all FDI inflows from
neighbouring countries. Also, last year, 59 Chinese apps were banned, saying that they
were prejudicial to India’s sovereignty, integrity, and national security. Also, now Chinese
companies are not allowed to participate in Indian Highway projects and the MSME
sector too, imports from China are discouraged and India is now focusing more on selfsufficiency rather than depending on other nations.India has made visa rules stricter for
33 countries which include China and Chinese Nationals.
China and India are two of the most powerful and fast-growing economies in India
and are even geographically neighbouring. Yet, their relations can never be defined as
friends or foes but considering China’s role in the spread of this virus, the situation is
bound to get worse.
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EFFECT OF COVID-19 ON UNITED STATES AND UNITED
STATES’S RELATIONS WITH CHINA
The United States is the worst COVID-19 hit country worldwide with 34,512,624
cases and 619, 624 deaths as of 29 June 2021.The US has just 4% population of the world
and still accounts for over a quarter of confirmed corona cases. The United States had
many considerable advantages and resources over most of the countries in the world, a
few of which constitutes everything from immense resources to scientific expertise, but
despite all of this US failed in ways that were worse than one could imagine. The
employment ratio predicted was 61.3% but it came out to be 51.5% with a decline of 9.9%.
in the second quarter of 2020, the US recorded its highest quarterly drop in economic
output on record. The small business has also decreased by 20%, while most low-income
families with children experienced an income shock.
China-US relations are the most important bilateral relations. After the pandemic,
China-US relations are showing a great difference in terms of public opinion, mutual
trust, economic relations, and trade relations. These being the most important bilateral
relations in the world stand as a pillar for international peace and order. The pandemic
has affected US-China relations in such a way that globalization has turned into
deglobalization and strategic cooperation between the two countries has turned into a
strategic rivalry. As the Us has withdrawn from major international organizations like
World Health Organization (WHO) and World Trade Organization (WTO), it is said that
the US may start new regimes excluding China. The differences in US-China relations
before and after the pandemic will be mainly dependent on public opinion, trade and
economic ties, cooperation and much more. The problem of diminishing mutual trust and
cooperation is the most serious and irreversible. The risks of an upcoming cold war can
clearly be seen between both countries which need to be stopped as stabilizing US-China
relations is helpful for a stable international order.
On 6 April 2017, the presidents of both the countries met in Florida and during the
meeting President Xi (2017) said”.
“…good China-US relations are not only in the interest of the two countries and their
people but also the rest of the world. There are a thousand reasons to make the ChinaUS relationship a success, and not a single reason to break it. Since the two nations
normalized diplomatic ties 45 years ago, though the bilateral relationship went through
ups and downs, historic progress has been made, which has generated tremendous gains
for our people. How China-US relations will evolve in the next 45 years is thoughtprovoking, requiring both our leaders to show political determination and take historic
responsibility. I’m ready to work with you, Mr President, to make further progress in
China-US relations at the new starting point.”
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Will this ever be possible again or both the countries will ruin their so-called bilateral
relationship and disrupt world peace in the race of becoming the dominant world power.
The US is still significantly stronger in hard power and soft power, but it is said that China
can surpass the US as the world’s largest economy by 2028, which is half a decade sooner
than what was forecasted a year ago. This was expected to happen after seeing how quickly
China’s economy bounced back from the effects of COVID-19 whereas the US is still
struggling to cope up. Also, broad uncertainties about the effects of COVID-19 on other
countries of the world add up to the uncertainties of the US-China relationship. How will
both these developed countries, maintain their relationships in this situation of crisis?
WHAT CAN BE DONE?
For the betterment of global public health, actions must be taken against the
Government of China for its role in this global pandemic crisis. China bears a large
measure of responsibility for the global spread of COVID-19. There is confident and
compelling evidence which includes a study from the University of Southampton - that if
China had taken all the necessary steps needed, three weeks earlier, the transmission of
COVID-19 could have been reduced by 95 per cent. The Chinese government’s
misconduct and the suffering of its victims nationally and internationally needs
immediate justice and accountability. Many clear and compelling legal remedies are
available which can be considered to address this matter. India needs to deal with this
crisis with positivity as crisis never comes alone but brings opportunity with itself, all
India needs to do is harness this opportunity better than China by increasing fiscal and
monetary measures to increase demand and supply capacities. This can be done by
focusing more on the great manpower India has in its rural areas and focus on their
training where the production of various elements can easily be relocated. While we all
know that for the stabilization of US-China relations, both the parties have to put in
equal efforts and if China decides to part in different ways, it must realize the complexity
of the situation and be prepared to have the current world dominant power as their
enemy. Also, to prevent the public of a country from following the wrong opinion and
blind nationalism, one must spread knowledge and avoid gate keeping of any important
information as the wrong public opinion can never be equalised to extreme nationalism.
CONCLUSION
Global governance was already facing massive challenges and the COVID-19
pandemic has just magnified these changes. Due to this pandemic, the overall global
gross domestic is forecasted to decline by 4.4% this year, which is the biggest one-year
fall since World War 2.
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China’s image and influence have been hard hit by the pandemic due to the
concealment of information about COVID-19 and many answered questions about
COVID-19’s origin.A few important components of future international relations are
going to be the reset of globalization, its governance, the increase in the intensity of
power competition between the US and China and the return of realism in the influence
of great powers. Post- pandemic the world needs to deal with many international political
level issues like, the prevention of modification of globalization which will further lead to
a complete decoupling if the mutual trust can be regained and the enhancement of multipolarization.
The utmost priority and the primary goal of all the nations worldwide should be the
reforming of the global governance system and maintenance of world peace.
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The Role of the Pandemic in
highlighting the rift between
Ayurveda & Allopathy
Naman Singh*
ABSTRACT
he following sections contain findings of a research study with regard to the role
of the pandemic in highlighting the rift between Ayurveda & Allopathy,
conducted between 15 June 2021 and 30 June 2021 by Naman Singh, an
undergraduate student pursuing a Bachelors in Journalism & Mass Communication
at the Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies, New Delhi. The aim of this
research was to find if the pandemic has played a role in furthering the rift between
Ayurveda & Allopathy, how the pandemic has effected the relations between the two
schools, and how has state policy impacted the working of both schools of medicine.
The basis of this research study was on primary data collection through telephonic
interviews conducted with 10 consenting practitioners of both Ayurveda & Allopathy.
Another primary source of data collection included an online survey circulated to 50
individuals residing in metropolitan cities within India. Lastly, press releases,
tweets, and statements from organizations of repute such as the IMA, ICMR, AIIMS,
NAMA, Ministry of AYUSH, etc. were also analyzed for support of claims and
rationale.
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Though a sense of difference has always existed between ayurveda and allopathy,
courtesy of the fact that they are two very different schools of medicine; recent times
have brought out hostility to a whole new level. Hence, it will be helpful to trace the
reasons of this escalation, given the backdrop of it happens to be the biggest medical
emergency faced by the world in over hundred years.
Keywords: Covid, Pandemic, Virus, India.
INTRODUCTION
History of Medicine in India
Medicine can be deemed as old as life itself. When one talks about medicine in
India, its history can be traced back to thousands of years. Since around 1500 BCE,
when the Vedic Era began, India saw the development of various schools of thought,
sciences, and arts. Scholars of this era built the basis for a lot of modern day practices
and ideas. These include Sushruta, who developed various surgical procedures, and
Charaka, who evaluated various diseases and wrote treatments for the same. Their
ideals find a place in the ancient Indian system of medicine, Ayurveda. It is a system
that has survived centuries and epochs of change in Indian society.
Current Role of India in Medicine
In today’s time, India plays a crucial role in a globalized world. The ancient wisdom
hub has transformed into a preferred destination of medical tourists due to the
availability of quality, yet, cheap medical services. India also possesses the potential to
become a hub for the manufacture of
medicines and medical goods for the world
at large. This is all thanks to the large
workforce present in the country. It is a
workforce that has both, skilled and
unskilled individuals for the respective
tasks for medical services and medical
manufacturing.
However, one cannot ignore that the
country’s population still dwarf ’s the size of
the medical professional workforce when
put in a doctor per capita order. India has a
Figure 1: The percentage share of registered doctors
little over 12.5 Lakh registered allopathic
in India according to the Ministry of Health
doctors. When compared to the actual
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population of the country, it makes for less than 1 doctor per 1000 people, which is the
WHO recommended ratio. One can hope for this to change soon as India holds the
number one ranking for the highest number of doctors graduating in the world.
Resurgence of Ayurveda
One can find a strong trend in the resurgence of Ayurveda in India with the increasing
sense of national identity in the country. Since the BJP government came to power in
2014, the country has seen a new found national identity, one that is focused on tracing
its roots in ancient Indian traditions. One can label it as an attempt to escape the
“colonial hangover” that India had for the greater memory of its existence.
The government has invested greatly in promoting a lifestyle that is inclusive of the
aforementioned national identity. An instance being PM Narendra Modi’s proposal for
the establishment of a World Yoga Day on 21 June every year in his UN address in 2014,
leading to the UN recognizing the motion and celebrating the same since 2015. It can
also be identified as a means to establish India as a global soft power through cultural
appeal.
The BJP government even established the Ministry of AYUSH (Ayurveda, Yoga,
Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha, Sowa-Rigpa and Homeopathy) from the existing
Department of AYUSH. This ministry’s role is to look after the development of Ayurveda
and similar sciences. Under the same, it has initiated providing BAMS (Bachelor of
Ayurveda Medicine and Surgery) qualifications.
It should also be noted that when one adds the number of AYUSH and allopathic
doctors in the country, the ratio of per capita doctors in India goes down to about 1 doctor
per 848 persons. This ratio is well below the WHO recommended 1:1000, thus, securing
India a safe per capita ratio of doctors.
AIM OF THE RESEARCH
The main goal of this research is to trace the role that the pandemic has played in
furthering the rift between Ayurveda and Allopathy in India, its effects on the healthcare
system, and its effects on public trust in medicine. The research also provides certain
suggestive solutions towards the end based on the analysis of the data collected.
METHODOLOGY
For the process of collection of data and building rationale; statements, press releases,
news stories and parliamentary discussions pertaining to the topic were analyzed.
Another source of primary data collection was an online survey, the sample pool of which
happened to be individuals from middle class income households residing in various
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metropolitan cities of India. The questionnaire posed interrogatives that helped gain
insight of the masses over various themes such as: the resurgence of Ayurveda in
mainstream society, violence against doctors, state responsibility, and commodification of
medicine.
Lastly, 10 individuals who were practitioners of Allopathy and Ayurveda respectively
were also interviewed telephonically to serve as another source of primary data
collection. These individuals were selected through personal contacts and snowballing.
Follow up correspondence also occurred through mediums such as e-mails and instant
messaging. The themes of questioning for these individuals remained similar to that of
the survey questionnaire. Albeit, the information gathered was more in depth and
oriented on the perspective that these professionals carried.
One must point out the limitations of this research, especially in the form of a limited
sample pool. As the sample pool size of both, the interviews and the surveys, may not be
a pool size that is representative of the majority opinion of their groups, quantitatively.
Another limitation came in the form of restricted travel and movement due to the
lockdown restrictions which have been imposed keeping in mind the COVID-19
pandemic. Lastly, there was a limitation of time which did not allow the researcher to
establish a stronger rapport with the individuals contacted through snowballing. The
last limitation also kept the sample pool size relatively small, hence, focusing the
research on a qualitative front.
FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH
Preferred School of Medicine
The survey found that participants put the strongest concentration of preference in
Allopathy, with a majority preferring it over any other option. The second strongest
opinion was one that believed in both Ayurveda & Allopathy working in consonance. The
rationale behind such a result can be due to the conception that Ayurveda, though,
carries a rich history, it has now become less of a science. It is commendable that due to
Ayurveda, people conducted surgical procedures as early as 600 BCE, however, certain
participants feel that in today’s time, it has become a matter of faith than rationality.
Within this, there were people who trusted either school of medicine depending upon the
type and severity of ailment.
Levels of mistrust among the masses
It is also to be noted through the answers received, that even though allopathy is the
preferred path of treatment, participants agree that there is a slight level of mistrust
when it comes to allopathic treatment. When inquired about the reasoning of mistrusting
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allopathy, people summed it up to the recent surge in cases of fake medicines being sold,
scarcely available medicines being black marketed, and over pricing. Another important
perspective was that of the recent deaths at the hands of allopathic doctors due to the
pandemic.
When inquired about the same, an allopathic practitioner responded that the reason
such a mistrust is growing is the “infodemic” that the nation is going through. A surge in
fake news, whatsapp forwards, and fear mongering amongst the masses is creating a
“cluster” of information that is overwhelming them. They added that certain public office
holders are making bold claims on Ayurveda and alternative medicine that do not find
any support through empirical findings.
A similar opinion came in from the survey, wherein a majority responded in the
affirmative when asked if they felt that there was a strong level of public unawareness
about disease prevention and both, Ayurveda and Allopathy.
Commodification of medicine
When one talks about mistrust due to pricing surges; it is important to understand
the opinion of people on commodification of healthcare and medicine. There were split
opinions on if Ayurveda had commodified, wherein the negating opinion felt that
Ayurveda was not commodified, especially when compared to allopathy. However the
affirmative opinion cited examples of Patanjali and said that Ayurveda has become a
profit making industry by making various products commercially available, laying
claims to their efficacy against various illnesses, all the while lacking on empirical data
to support the aforementioned claims. (Potential solution is to make a separate
regulatory body for the approval and disapproval of ayurvedic medicine and not follow
allopathic standards for the same)
Upon analyzing trends, one will discover that Ayurveda indeed has found itself
commercialized at the hands of ventures such as Patanjali. Who have made Ayurvedic
goods and medicines available to all easily. Patanjali stores and similar Ayurvedic
shopping centres have been on the rise since the last decade.
The pandemic has furthered this growth, with the Ministry of AYUSH reporting a
growth of 50%-90% in the sales of ayurvedic products since the pandemic began.
Products such as honey, chawanprash, and turmeric have had more than 40% increase
in their sales. The attribution of the same can be traced back to the ministry of AYUSH
and its active role in promoting ayurvedic home remedies as a preventive method against
coronavirus.
When enquired about commodification, ayurvedic practitioners felt that any growth
in a commodified ayurvedic market is an area of concern for the allopathic medicine
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industry. This is because it takes away the consumer’s dependency on allopathy for
disease prevention and over the counter medication.
The survey data supplemented the same, wherein a stronger majority opinion agreed
that allopathy was a commercialized industry which was focused on money making.
Given the strong position of medical tourism, the availability of “luxury suites” in
hospitals has been a developing practice. Herein, if one can pay more, they may avail
amenities and services close to that of a five star hotel.
Exploitation by professionals due to the pandemic
When asked if the participants felt that medical professionals had taken an undue
advantage of the helplessness of the masses due to the pandemic, the majority opinion
responded in the affirmative. However, when asked which school they thought took an
advantage of the situation, they felt that allopathic doctors were more likely to take an
advantage of the situation. Equally cited were chemists and medical suppliers. The
reasoning behind this can be the fact that allopathy is the primary system of healthcare
in the country. It has been commodified since a long time, and has been the only system
of medicine that has veritably provided a treatment against COVID-19, whereas all
ayurvedic treatment regarding the same disease has been preventive; focusing on
building up an individual’s immunity in general.
It was also found that a strong majority of participants supported Ayurveda. However,
they felt that it should only be practiced if empirically proven, or under
supervision/collaboration with allopathy.
Violence against doctors
The research also found that most participants condemned the recent surge in
violence against doctors. Practitioners from both schools felt that it is due to a deep
engraved mindset. One that has developed from witnessing rarer cases of professionals
actually being at fault, being over- sensationalized by media platforms and public
figures.
The survey again supplemented this idea and added that lax laws for the protection
of doctors give room to people to feel above the law. The reasoning for violence is
sometimes also due to the emotional burden of losing a relative. The rationale behind a
surge in cases of violence against doctors, hence, can simply be the strain that the
pandemic has caused on the healthcare system. Ergo, more deaths are resulting in more
isolated incidents of violence.
There was also found to be a consensus on the fact that government action was a little
too less for medical professionals so as to aid them fight the pandemic. Though moves
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such as janta curfews and banging utensils to show support to frontline workers were
appreciated by various practitioners, they felt largely ignored in terms of actual aid from
government sources.
Aatmanirbhar Bharat for medicine
When posed with an interrogative about the swadeshi movement with regard to
medicine; there was found to be a majority in the participants which supported the call
for indigenous manufacturing as long as it was inclusive of both, ayurveda and allopathy.
Two ayurvedic practitioners specifically emphasized the need for a better research and
development sector for a swadeshi movement to be successful. This can be attributed to
India’s current status as a largely dependent manufacturer and not as an independent
one, as most of the medical goods that are manufactured in the country are made under
multinational ventures based out of other states.
There was a consensus over the fact that the pandemic has played a strong role in
increasing the calls for the development of such R&D. However, ayurvedic practitioners
felt that the means of adjudicating trials of ayurvedic medicines should not be on grounds
established for and with allopathic medicine. Similarly, allopathic practitioners pointed
out that due to lack of regulatory bodies with a proper established jurisdiction, ayurvedic
medicine manufacturers have been able to make unsubstantiated and false claims about
their treatments.
Private endorsements in public offices
It was also found during analyzing the data that a polar opinion existed with regard
to people holding government offices and endorsing private companies and their
treatments. Though no one supported an absolute yes, a lot of people were split between
it being acceptable endorsing companies in a personal capacities, endorsing companies
that provide veritable material to support its claims, and not endorsing anything if you
hold a government office at all.
Upon asking for reasoning behind why they picked what they picked, a lot of
participants had a common line of answering. This line was similar to that of the
allopathic professionals, which was that when someone holds an office of the
government, the decisions they make, represent the decisions of the government. Hence,
when there is need to endorse a product from a particular company, the individual should
claim complete responsibility for the product, as well as be well versed with the fact that
the product is what it claims to be.
This idea is further strengthened by the IMA press release, dated 8.10.20 wherein
they posed multiple questions to the Union Health Minister, Dr. Harsh Vardhan for
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endorsing an ayurvedic medicinal kit, manufactured by Patanjali. The kit came with
“certifications from the WHO”. These certifications were later proved to be false upon
clarification from the WHO.
Credibility of bodies and associations
In the survey, all participants were also asked if they believed in information
relayed to them by credible governmental or non- governmental bodies with regard to
medicine. These organisations included the IMA, ICMR, and AIIMS. This was followed
by a similar question but mentioned the ayurvedic counterparts of these bodies, such
as the ministry of AYUSH and the NAMA. It was discovered that people would find it
easier to believe in information given to them by an allopathic body of medicine than
information provided by an ayurvedic body. The rationale behind this can be the
sensitization and familiarity of the average person with allopathy as the conventional
system of medicine.
BAMS and surgery
The same rationale finds its place in the next question which asked participants if
they agreed with the decision of BAMS professionals being able to conduct a surgery as
per the new government guidelines. Most disagreed, saying that BAMS practitioners
should not be allowed to conduct surgeries. There was also a prominent secondary
opinion with promulgated the idea of BAMS professionals being allowed to conduct
surgery but under the supervision of their allopathic surgeon counterparts.
The reasoning behind such apprehensions can be traced to the fact that before the
ministry of AYUSH was established, public perception about Ayurveda was that of an
experimental science without legal validity.
Upon granting state sanction and allowing Ayurvedic practitioners with BAMS
degrees to be qualified as doctors, the government has faced backlash from the Allopathic
medicine fraternity all over the country. The decision to allow them into operation
theatres, ergo, might raise questions.
Theme of findings
The majority of participants felt that the strain on the healthcare system due to the
pandemic, along with a hasty effort of seizing the market during a health emergency, has
most definitely enhanced the rift between allopathy and ayurveda.
Upon identifying the potential causes of these issues, we can formulate certain
potential solutions for the same.
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIVE SOLUTIONS
Mindset
One can conclude that there are various reasons responsible for the rift between
ayurveda and allopathy. The pandemic has acted as a catalyst in worsening this rift.
Knowing some of these issues, some potential solutions can be brought out.
The researcher feels that embracing and acknowledging the actual level of knowledge
and applicability of Ayurveda at the moment is a primary must for everyone. Ayurveda
originated as a science. Science as a discipline supports being refuted. We must healthily
question ayurveda instead of treating it as a matter of faith for it to develop stronger and
healthily.
Familiarity & Education
During telephonic interviews, it was sensed that there was a sense of unfamiliarity
among the practitioners with regard to the courses and fields of their respective
counterparts. A good move would be to introduce a section on the foundation of ayurveda
to the syllabus of MBBS for allopathy students to understand ayurveda better. The same
would apply for BAMS students, with them learning the basis of MBBS and allopathic
medicine. This will help eliminate the sense of unfamiliarity and stigma. Additionally,
this might serve beneficial in the field of R&D.
Research & Development
One might say that BAMS doctors are being used to add up the number of doctors in
the country, improving the doctor to population ratio. However, it is yet to be established
upon what problems ayurveda is empirically effective, and upon which ones it is not.
Hence, without establishing the practical application of Ayurveda in disease prevention
and treatment, we are putting an uncertain amount of preparedness on paper. This can
be solved by a stronger investment on R&D. Such R&D will help establish the
effectiveness of ayurveda on the basis of diseases and hence make it more empirical as
well as independent.
An independent regulatory body for ayurveda
It is also noticed that when unsubstantiated claims are made over products, or when
medicines are released in the market without strong trials and verification, it leads to
further rift increment. Hence there is a need for an independent regulatory body with
jurisdiction over all ayurvedic medicine manufacturers, which ensures trials, tests and
effectiveness before releasing a treatment or product out into the market.
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Laws to prevent assaults
Another crucial problem identified is the one of assaults on medical professionals. The
current laws do not make up enough protection for the professionals. Even though the
Home Ministry, in September of 2020, amended the Prevention of Disease & Epidemic
Act, it still lacks the required amount of deterrence. Hence, new and stronger laws are
still needed that provide a stronger sense of protection to doctors. These shall act as a
deterrent to any potential ill action.
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Stockmarket and Cryptocurrency
Amid COVID 19
NIPUN BHARDWAJ*
ABSTRACT
he purpose of this research article is to highlight the condition of stock market and
cryptocurrency in India as well as around the globe. Findings reveal that the stock
market in India has experienced volatility during the pandemic period.While comparing
the result during COVID period with that of the pre COVID, we found that the return of
the indices is higher in the pre COVID 19 period than during COVID 19.

T

Keywords: COVID-19, China, India, US, dominant world power, public perception,
INTRODUCTION
The vast spread of the COVID 19 virus has put the world in jeopardy changed the face
of the globe unexpectedly. The pandemic is not only a global health emergency but also
it has triggered the downturns of economy too. Most significantly consumers, firms,
trades have prevented their usual consumption patterns due to a panic emerge among
them and created market abnormality. Uncertainty and risk due to this pandemic
causing significant impact all over the globe affecting many advanced and emerging
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economies such as United States, Spain, Italy, Brazil and India. In this context Corona
virus has triggered the economic turmoil which instead affected the financial market
which includes both stock and bond markets.
ECONOMIC TURMOIL IN INDIA
The Government of India announced Janata Curfew on March 22 2020 and
lockdown policy to maintain social distancing to slow down the outbreak of COVID 19.
As the lockdown proceeded various economic policies have stopped suddenly. The
financial market of India is witnessed sharp volatility as result of the disruption of
global market.
India has two major stock indices in India:
1. Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE), Sensex.
2. National Stock Exchange (NSE), Nifty.
In terms of Bombay Stock Exchange there is a drop in the Sensex index to 13.2% on
March, 23 2020. It was the highest single they fall after the Harshad Mehta scam that
was in April 28, 1991. Nifty has also declined to almost 29% to this period.
The impact of COVID 19 9n Indian Stock market is referred as ‘black swan event’ that
is the occurrence of a highly unexpected event with a very bad impact.
Due to the lockdown policy adopted by the government the factories have reduced the
number of labors as well as the production level which disrupted the supply chain. Again,
because of the uncertainty prevailing among mankind, people also reduce their
consumption habits leading to demand?side shock. Studies have also found that the
entire previous pandemic had affected only the demand chain. But this COVID?19
pandemic has affected both the demand chain and supply chain.
Despite the several literatures on the impact of COVID?19 on the stock market of the
entire economy, there is limited study on it especially in the case of an emerging economy.
To shed light on this aspect, this paper attempts to investigate the impact of COVID?19
on the two important stock market of India. Glosten-Jagannathan-Runkle (GJR)
generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GJR GARCH) model is used to
make the study more significant in terms of volatility in stock index prices due to the
outbreak of the pandemic and lockdown policy adopted by the Indian Government. Major
findings of the study reveal the volatile nature of BSE Sensex and NSE Nifty, the two
prominent stock market of India.
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DESPITE THIS PANDEMIC CRYPTOCURRENCY HAS RISEN AND IS EXPECTED TO CONTINUE
In India there has been rush in the media related to cryptocurrencies now and again.
COVID 19 has caused severe turbulence in the economy. The recent cryptocurrency
market crash should be seen as a temporary price correction. Bitcoin is a store of value
and should be treated as an asset class with a long-term forecast on gains.
The past year has been a significant one for cryptocurrencies and block chain. In the
face of such extremity and economic meltdowns, cryptocurrencies have proved to be
remarkably resilient. Fortunately, the rapid increase in accessibility of global high-speed
internet and digitization has created a ripe environment for digital currency. Yet, many
remain unaware of the entire cryptocurrency scene in India. As a result of this, Coin
Switch Kuber has taken on a mission to educate and empower every Indian on
cryptocurrencies and their potential through their learning centre Kuber verse.
Basically Bitcoin is the most popular cryptocurrency and has become the highly
valued asset of 2020. Other cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum or Ripple have also
performed well.
Back to India, the government is yet to issue an official regulatory stance on this new
asset class. Lack of regulation in a potential tech area could result in be awaking black
market dealings. In India , we are awaiting for positive laws made for crypto world.
Hopes have risen as our Finance Minister made it clear that Government will not shut
the all options around cryptocurrency and its technology.
A RISE IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY RELATED TO CRYPTOCURRENCY
Considering that the asset was introduced only a decade ago, the rate at which it is
rapidly growing is ground-breaking. There is already a whole system, and industries
build around cryptocurrencies globally. Many industrial investors have plunged into
cryptocurrencies seeking shelter against inflation in the traditional economy. Even banks
that had previously refused to talk about cryptocurrencies are now setting up shop to
provide cryptocurrency services to their clients.
We live in a world where more than two-thirds of the globe lacks the essential
infrastructure for banking services that enable people to get loans, build savings, etc. It
could lead to dangerous lending practices with high rates of interest. With cryptocurrency in
the picture, the finances of such places can become more stable. Its ease of use and high
volatility presents several opportunities for the less privileged to build wealth.
Owing to the pandemic consumers have gone digital and getting online seems the
easiest way to expand reach and cater the supply chain but it involves a lot of processes.
Just like many more advanced and emerging countries India will soon join the
cryptocurrency world with a bang.
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IMPACT ON CHINA’S ECONOMIC ACTIVITY LET’S TAKE A LOOK:
China is currently the second-largest economy of the world, and any effect on its
economy would have a ripple effect all the world over. Ever since the virus broke out,
the Chinese government has been taking severe measures to contain it. Entire cities
and provinces have been locked down and movements of citizens restricted, while
major corporations have either halted or slowed down production activities. Factory
activity in China contracted at the fastest pace on record in February, bringing into
focus the damage inflicted by the coronavirus outbreak. China is a major
manufacturing hub; supply chain disruptions are expected to impact all over the
world. China’s industries like automobiles and pharmaceuticals are likely to hit the
most.
CHINA’S MARKETS ARE BACK ON TRACK
As the cases of Corona virus has been on decline, the situation is getting better day
by day. Workers are slowly re joining the work. The Government has imposed restrictions
that indicates automatically , the recovery rate is going to be slow for some time. China
is expected to have the most empowered impact of Corona virus because of its rapid
spread but also China is more linked to the global economy now as compared to 2003.
HOW THE CENTRAL BANKS RESPOND TO THE CRISIS
On March 3rd, the US Federal Reserve announced an emergency rate cut. It was the
US’s first emergency rate cut since the financial crisis of 2008. While the markets rallied
after that, very soon the markets fell again, as investors woke up to realise that a rate
cut might not be enough to cushion the US economy from the impact of the Coronavirus.
Other Central Banks are expected to follow suit to mitigate the effects of the crisis, with
Reserve Bank of Australia also slashing rates. The World Bank has pledged a $12 billion
emergency fund that includes low-cost loans and grants. This is expected to help
countries improve how their public healthcare systems respond to the crisis and also get
the private sector involved to reduce the economic impact. These measures may reduce
the effects of the virus on the economy and markets.
However now going with the flow is the only solution to this pandemic. It is still not
clear that how the corona virus is still impacting the global share market.
This is because there isn’t enough information on how the infections from the virus
will spread. It is also unclear how governments all the world over will initiate efforts to
contain the virus. Reactions in the financial sector are also indeterminable; however,
global stock markets may remain volatile in short to medium terms.
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SOME ANALYSIS OF THE STOCK MARKET EXCHANGE AROUND THE GLOBE
The United States, recent volatility levels rival or surpass those last seen in October
1987 and December 2008 and, before that, in late 1929 and the early 1930s (Baker et al.,
2020). On March 18, the S & P500 index was off 27% for the year to date, Germany’s DAX
was down 38%, and Japan’s Nikkei was off 29%4. By the end of February 2020, GCC
stock markets have seen their biggest monthly decline in four years due to rising
coronavirus cases in the region. The MSCI GCC index declined by 7.3% during the
month, the biggest decline since January 2016. Qatar’s QE index (-9.1%) witnessed the
biggest decline during the month, followed by Saudi Arabia’s Tadawul (-7.5%) and UAE’s
Dubai Financial Market (DFM) index (-4.9%) (GCC Markets Monthly Report, February
2020). GCC stock market situation worsened further in March due to the increase in
COVID-19 cases coupled with the 25% decline in oil prices, the biggest single day drop
since the 1991 Gulf war. The MSCI GCC Index declined by 8.9% and the agammaegate
GCC market-capitalization declined by US$162 Billion on March 9, 2020 (GCC Equity
Market Outlook, March 2020.
In the next time period , stock markets are moving up and down but also Government
has implemented some control measures among others.
ANALYSIS OF INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
The COVID-19 rapid outbreak and the rigorous containment measures
implemented worldwide have severely affected the level of global economic activities.
The International Monetary Fund’s April 2020 World Economic Outlook (WEO)
projects the global economy to contract sharply by -3 percent in 2020, much worse
than during the 2008-2009 financial crisis. Growth in the Middle East and Central
Asia region is projected to fall from 1.2 percent in 2019 to -2.8 percent in 2020, lower
than the growth rates during the 2008 global financial crisis and the 2015 oil price
shock. IMF forecasts reveals also that GDP growth will be severely affected in 2020
for Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. It might fall to -4.2% for oil
exporting countries and -0.7% for oil importing countries in 2020. (The IMF’s Regional
Economic Outlook, April 2020)2.
CONCLUSION
Given the rapid and exponential spread of the COVID-19 in many regions of the world
and the dramatic consequences of this unprecedented health crises on the economic
activities and financial markets, a limited but growing number of studies have examined
the impact of COVID-19 on the stock markets in many affected countries from the US,
Europe, Asia and Africa.
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Looking at the facts there is also a point that is decline in the oil prices. Oil prices may
affect positively the GCC stock market returns as the stock markets in the GCC
countries, which are still highly dependent on oil revenues, are very sensitive to the oil
price and the volatility levels in the global oil market. However, it is clear from our
estimation results that the adverse impact of COVID-19 on the GCC equity markets is
greater than the impact of the oil price and the oil volatility.
This is based on the evidence provided by GCC countries.
BUT WHY THE MOST FOCUS GOES TO GCC FINANCIAL MARKETS?
Basically three reasons are there :
1. It is believed through early studies that focused mainly on East Asia USA and Europe.
Therefore, there is a need for further research on the financial effects of coronavirus
outbreak in other regions of the world
2. Second, GCC countries are currently facing a dual shock from the COVID-19 pandemic
and a collapse in oil prices. GCC economies are still dependent on oil as their main
export and source of revenues, despite the considerable diversification efforts deployed
in the recent years. The high degree of dependence of the GCC countries on oil
revenues makes them particularly very sensitive to external shocks
3. Third, the GCC stock markets have very different characteristics compared to other
stock markets, which means that they could respond differently to the COVID-19
pandemic and oil price shocks. Unlike the stock markets in western economies and
other emerging countries, in the GCC countries stock markets are mostly
dominated by domestic investors, a significant share of the financial contracts is
based on the principle of profit and loss sharing and the opportunity of investment
in derivatives is very limited (Istiak and Alam, 2020). It seems to be very
interesting for policymakers in the GCC countries to examine the impact of COVID19 pandemic on stock returns in a period characterized by a fall in oil prices and
the implementation of containment measures and restrictions imposing serious
effects on their economic sectors.
It seems to be very interesting for policymakers in the GCC countries to examine the
impact of COVID-19 pandemic on stock returns in a period characterized by a fall in oil
prices and the implementation of containment measures and restrictions imposing
serious effects on their economic sectors.
Now the reasons can be particularly clear about why GCC financial market gets the
supreme focus.
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SOME COMMON AFFECTS OF COVID ON THE GLOBE:
1. Most of the global shares are in flux. Big shifts in stock markets, where shares in
companies are brought and sold can affect the value of pensions or Individual saving
accounts.
2. Difficulties for job seekers : Most of the people lost their jobs, unemployment rate
increased in this pandemic.
3. New vacancies are still very less in many countries.
4. Recession in countries: the IMF indicates that global economy shrunk by 4.4% in 2020.
5. Travel industry has been adversely affected by this pandemic.
6. Huge drop in shoppers.
MY OPINION
It is clearly evident that the outbreak of this deadly virus has given a huge shock to
the economies around the globe. Many people lost their jobs , unemployment rate
increased to its peak. Day by day the economy with the people us suffering from this
outbreak.
There should be a positive laws regarding the workers who have lost their jobs . This
is the hardest time that we all are witnessing in our lives but it shall pass. The economy
is getting back on its track but it will take some time.
India will soon pick up the pace in the battles of having a great economic rate.
Economy is getting better with the restrictions imposed on the people who are working
on a regular basis.
Time is all that is going to heal everything.
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-

POULAMI MUKHERJEE*

ABSTRACT
he internal migrant workers in India, regardless of being profoundly helpless as far
as physical and psychological wellness, have stayed the foundation of the Indian
economy. In any case, the new lockdown circumstance made by pandemic has placed
them in a more shaky condition. On one hand, they have lost their positions and profit,
while on the other, they needed more assets to make due at the spot of movement.
Accordingly, the country saw mass departure, where men, ladies, kids were seen getting
back to their local puts by walking. This article, through a basic survey of
interdisciplinary and ethnographic exploration, centers around the situation with
transient laborers in India in the midst of lockdown and procedures that may assist with
alleviating the circumstance. This article likewise investigates the future strategy that
can further develop traveler laborers’ condition.

T
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INTRODUCTION
The first instance of novel (COVID-19) in India was recognized on 30 January 2020.
Because of its infectious nature with no encouraging fix and restricted medical care
offices alongside an enormous populace, the lone precautionary measure that the Indian
government might have taken for its regulation was to execute a cross country lockdown.
On 25 March 2020, India proclaimed a cross country lockdown for 21 days. It was
reached out till 31 May 2020 in different stages. Albeit this drive has assisted the public
authority with decreasing the spread of the illness and stop local area level transmission,
it hampered the economy, along these lines prompting the monetary emergency for
ventures, organizations and individuals having a place with different cultural layers. It
has antagonistically influenced the individual from the lower segment of the general
public, especially the inward or inside country transient laborers. World Bank (2020) in
its report says that ‘lockdowns, loss of business, and social separating incited a turbulent
and excruciating interaction of mass return for interior transients in India and
numerous nations’ (p. 5). Its effect will be more inescapable and constant on the
prosperity of transient laborers and may additionally dehumanize them (Pandey et al.,
2020). In such manner, this article talks about the state of transient specialists during
the lockdown, the procedures received by the Indian government to alleviate the
circumstance, challenges that it is encountering while at the same time executing these
techniques, and proposals for a future strategy.
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THE SITUATION OF MIGRANTS RECOGNISED
The issue of migrant laborers’ suffering got the eyes of metropolitan India interestingly
on 28 March 2020, where the entire country saw a great many defenseless transient
specialists remaining in a long line of roughly 3 km before Anand Vihar Bus end (Delhi)
urgent to get the transport to reach to their local spot (the Delhi and Uttar Pradesh
Government had organized transports for the abandoned travelers) (Singh, 2020). As the
days passed, the nation saw more awful pictures and information on the transient
specialists strolling many kilometers to arrive at their home across state borders.
Nonetheless, the inquiry that numerous individuals from the favored class have asked is
the justification this mass departure especially when the public authority was giving them
food and other fundamental things. The response to this is the accompanying.
SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF FOOD AND RESOURCED LACKED IN MIGRATION
Migrant laborers comprise one of the more vulnerable segments of the general public
(Sainath, 2020) that have always been whining under the whips of the industrialist
society. The pandemic has scoured salt to their injuries. It has put numerous transients,
especially the individuals who are untalented and working in casual areas, in an
unfriendly condition. In flurry to control the circumstance made by pandemic, the state
thought about minimal about these individuals while executing a cross country
lockdown, and the businesses and go- betweens, who were the last expectation had
likewise betrayed these pitiable individuals. The migrant laborers’ class, which generally
relies upon their day by day procuring, had in a real sense nothing to swear by. A review
of 11,159 migrant laborers by the Stranded Workers Action Network (2020) detailed that
just 72% of transient specialists had proportions away for the following 2 days. 96%
revealed that they have not gotten any apportion from the public authority
organizations. In the event that we investigate the accessible money with them, around
70% transient laborers had just ?200-300 for the excess days in the lockdown.
Additionally, 89% laborers detailed that they had not been paid by their bosses.
Moreover, the migrants couldn’t get back to their local spot because of the interference to
the public transportation framework. The property managers, notwithstanding the
public authority’s organization, didn’t absolve the room lease (Kottai, 2020). These sociopolitically initiated limitations left travelers choiceless, and consequently, they
eventually took up the gigantic errand of coming to back home by walking, enduring
their solitary natural requirements, and conquering the unforgiving environment and
similarly cruel disposition of the police. Their situation and enduring can be found in the
accompanying extract of Kamta Prasad, a local of Tikamgarh, Madhya Pradesh, who fills
in as development work in Delhi.
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LOSS OF RESPECT AND MIGRANTS PUTTEN INTO VULNERABLE SITUATION
The advantaged or ‘The Visible India’ has generally been neglectful of these people
and once in a while discussed their privileges and pride because of two reasons. The
primary explanation is the distinction in the conceptualisation of major rights for
ourselves as well as other people. In this setting previous boss equity, Shah (2020) says
that there is a hole between what we [the center and upper class] consider as significant
for the right of living for ourselves and for individuals who are beneath than us in
financial terms. This impression of principal rights is regularly reduced to simple
endurance when it is considered on account of a less favored class. A Public Interest
Litigation (PIL) was recorded by activists under the Article 21 of Indian constitution, in
which they suggested that transient specialists who are stuck at the spot of relocation,
ought to be paid the base wages till the lockdown is finished. Nonetheless, one of the
inquiries brought up in the Supreme Court of India was the necessity of least wages as
the laborers are getting dinners and food grains (Stranded Workers Action Network,
2020). Article 21 of the Indian Constitution says that the essential privileges of the
individual are not restricted to simple endurance, however it is additionally about the
right to the business, poise, freedom and soundness of the residents. Subsequently, the
equivalent ought to normally be stretched out to the oppressed class, while a free soul of
a municipal society they ought to reserve the option to live with respect and to be dealt
with similarly. Notwithstanding, the inborn disparity in India’s financial situation
disregards the basic privileges of the residents of the Republic of India. For instance, on
25 March 2020, just 4-hour notice was given to its residents prior to pronouncing the
total closure which prompted numerous traveler laborers abandoned in the city. By and
by, if traveler laborers’ privileges were thought of, an enormous number of laborers would
have gone to their place with no problem. As Karat (2020) said:

If th
heir [migrant workers’]] righ
hts as citizens had been factored in, it woulld have
been better pllanned … Th
his righ
ht was denied to th
hem.. Instead, th
his huge army
of India’s labour force was reduced to becoming objects of suspicion, considered
as burdens, in many cases beaten into submission for trying to get home,
han humans, leave allone as equall citizens..
herded into camps, treated as less th
(para.. 3))
The second reason for ignorance or indifference towards these migrant workers is their
non-participation in the voting process. They leave their identities at their native place,
and often contractors and employers (at the place of migration) do not care about helping
them avail their right to vote. Hence, in their own country, their identity trickles down to
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that of refugees, where they were and are being treated as secondary citizens. The dignity
of the migrant workers, which was almost non-existent in the eyes of ‘The Visible India’ fell
further low, as they were left to the charity of the privileged class. In order to get food, they
queued for hours in line. Most of the volunteers who have been offering help, were more
interested in clicking pictures and posting them on social media. Anup Kumar, a migrant
labourer in Mumbai, was going (on foot) to his native place in Uttar Pradesh, shared:

We sometimes get food, sometimes we do not…
…We have to depend on ch
harity
for survivall. We have no money.. Please let us go [he requests th
he reporter]]. Can
you expllain th
hem [th
he pollice]] th
he condition we are in? Th
here is no dignity in
living like th
his.. It is humilliating.. (P
Parth
h, 2020, paras.. 10-1
11))
Migrant workers’ suffering is not new; however, it took a pandemic for the privileged
class to become cognizant of their agony. In this light, the pandemic has finally done
some justice by rendering them some spotlight for all the appropriate reasons.
NO TRUST FOR THE EXISTING SYSTEM
In 2013-2014, the main creator in an examination project on wellbeing and emotional
wellness of the migrant workers, talked with a portion of the transient workers to
investigate their affliction. One of the reasons for their enduring that arose was
transients’ impression of their own feebleness and abuse by the favored class. This
insight had made a feeling of foul play in them, subsequently prompting losing
confidence in the framework and seeing the framework as an office that, rather than
working for poor, neutralizes them. The story of Bano, a 28-year-old maid, living in a safe
house grand slam (by Center for Equity Studies) in Delhi with her youngsters
demonstrated something similar. During the meeting, she reacted in the accompanying
way that mirrored her doubt and lack of interest towards the framework:

Wh
hatever you are doing, it is for yoursellf, for your benefit, and not for th
he poor..
Th
his migh
ht be your first experience of interviewing us but it is not th
he first time
for us.. I am safe in th
he sh
hellter oth
herwise we lived on th
he roadside for th
hree
years.. In winters and in rainy seasons we used pollyth
hene and bllankets to cover
oursellves wh
hille slleeping.. Th
hen we moved to a nearby park wh
here our dwelllings
were put on fire.. Had we allso been rich
h, th
he pollicemen woulld have never put
hen th
hey had burned our houses
our dwelllings in fllames.. It was winter wh
because of wh
hich
h my ch
hilldren and I had to suffer as alll our clloth
hes were burned..
Nobody protects th
he poor.. (Yadav, 2019, p.. 9))
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Another migrant worker says that Hum keede makode hain, humein marne ke liye
chhod diya hai (‘We are seen as vermin and have been left to die.’) (Yadav, 2020, para 1).
The migrant workers’ class does not trust the system, and they are also very well aware
that the privileged do not care about them. However, the lockdown situation has exposed
this insensitivity towards them in a barbaric manner (Mander, 2020). The society which
was never their home and was ashamed of these stark pictures of penury, yet again
reminded them of their destitution and their inevitable fate which is abundant with
oddities that they have to brave on their own.
RECOGNISING THE SERIOUSNESS OF PROBLEMS
As the nation saw the hopelessness of the migrant laborers, increasingly more
philanthropic guide was given by non-government associations and people. In the mean
time, the public authority likewise took drives to facilitate the circumstance. The focal
legislature of India reported around 350 plans portraying the help measures for the
traveler laborers (COVID-19 Government Order Tracking, 2020). These included: (a)
game plan of transports and uncommon trains to assist the transients with arriving at
their objective,
(b) course of action of transitory sanctuaries, food, clean drinking water, and other
clinical offices for the individuals who were walking,
(c) guidance to the businesses of the laborers not to deduct their wages as they are not
working and
(d) government assistance finances worth ?31,000 crores to help the structure and
development laborers enrolled with their bosses.
As of late, the Supreme Court of India has requested that the public authority drop
all charges against the laborers who were charged to abuse the lockdown during their
excursion home (Vaidyanathan, 2020). It has requested that the public authority gather
considerable data about the transient laborers in regards to their place of birth and the
sort of work they do and to produce business openings at their local spot. The court has
additionally educated to mastermind guiding administrations for the individuals who
will return to their work in the host culture
FIGHTING THE CHALLENGES
The Indian government is attempting to think of more sober minded arrangements
through which the misery of the traveler laborers can be eased, nonetheless, distributing
the assets to the poor would be a huge and muddled errand especially in view of the
absence of orderly and sensible plan for offering help. For instance, to profit the strong
offices, the specialists should have a substantial character confirmation, that is, proportion
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card, Aadhar card, or they should be selected under a specific government plot, because of
which the unregistered transients or laborers lacking legitimate personality verification
will stay stuck in the vulnerable side (Kapur, 2020). Allow us additionally to consider the
gathering of laborers like Building and Other Construction Workers (BOCW). There is
sufficient help to the specialists who are enlisted in BOCW. Nonetheless, a review done by
Jan Sahas1 (2020) tracked down that out of 3196 traveler laborers who were qualified to
be enrolled, just 18.8 percent was enlisted in the BOCW. Besides, the Inter-State Migrant
Workmen Act 1979 (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of Service) gives some
insurance, like the lowest pay permitted by law, free travel to their home if their business
is fired, to the highway transients who are brought by the workers for hire. Be that as it
may, much of the time, the project workers don’t enroll the laborers formally. Additionally,
the demonstration doesn’t cover those transient specialists who set out all alone to another
state. To aggravate the matter, even today the public authority has no efficient information
in regards to the quantity of inward traveler laborers moving starting with one state then
onto the next (Karat, 2020).
FUTURE STRATEGIES TO FIGHT SUCH UNPREDICTED PANDEMICS
Enlistment of the Migrant Workers
Guaranteeing the enrollment of the traveler labor force as they show up in another
state and giving them the Universally Valid Shramik Card/Number, paying little heed to
the way that whether they are accompanying the assistance of a project worker or all
alone. The issuance of the card won’t just assist the transient specialists with benefiting
the qualifications offered by the focal government, yet in addition help the focal and state
government to watch the quantity of individuals showing up in a state.
Destroying the Duality and Segregation of the Labor Market
The public authority ought to slowly attempt to dispense with the division of formal
and casual areas (IHD- ISLE, Webinar, 2020). Frequently, laborers having a place with
the casual areas are more defenseless against abuse. Thus, over the long haul, the
inclination should be given to a unitary work market. Besides, there should be an
immediate connection between the representative and business, and the part of the
broker (project worker) ought to be limited. Areas, which require the part of an agent,
their jobs should be completely checked on by the able specialists.
Incorporating the Migrant Workers into Mainstream
This can be achieved by including the migrant workers as beneficiaries into the health
care system, by providing them social, legal, and occupational security. However, for this,
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there is a need to officially register and avail some universally accepted registration
number/card. Last but not least, the government can facilitate the small-industries,
particularly, in the rural areas to generate more employment opportunities for the rural
people so that they do not feel compelled to come to the city in order to earn their
livelihood. This strategy is too important to be ignored, even if mention this is a cliché.
CONCLUSION
The pandemic has given us a realistic portrayal of how, by not praising quite possibly
the most enterprising and persevering class and by trading off their respect, and life, we
have fizzled as a general public. The disdain and feeling of embarrassment of traveler
laborers, will fill in as a tremendous hindrance to continue the economy. Consequently,
we need to begin remembering the transients for our standard society instead of keeping
up with their status as an auxiliary resident.
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Going through the Pandemic and
Effect on Mental Health
Aishwarya Rajesh*
ABSTRACT
he coronavirus pandemic made us believe the unbelievable, the mystery of its origin
still unrevealed. The pandemic has had significant psychological effects on the
population. Most of the people started suffering from anxiety, depression, loneliness etc.
Every sector of the economy faced difficulties, be it the entertainment or the tourism
sector. Health care workers had to overwork during the pandemic, the majority of them
could not even go home when the number of sick patients was high. This research work
aimed to comprehensively review the current situation of the impact of Covid-19 on the
mental health of the general population.

T

Keywords: Covid, Pandemic, Virus, India
INTRODUCTION
As a result of the emergence of the deadly coronavirus disease 2019 outbreak caused
by severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-2) infection, said to have been
originated in the Chinese city of Wuhan, a situation of psychological distress that rapidly

* Student, Bachelor of Journalism & Mass Communication, Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies, New Delhi
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occurred worldwide. Although social gatherings have been restricted globally to contain
the virus, almost all movements except for essential individual movements were
prohibited due to the fear of getting infected with the virus. Suddenly, the hospitals
started receiving thousands of COVID-19 patients and emergency protocols were
implemented. Moreover, the general population as well as most of the front-line
healthcare workers became vulnerable to the psychological impact of the COVID-19
virus due to the pandemic, its consequences and long hours of continuous work
worldwide.
Many psychological problems and consequences in terms of mental health such as
stress, anxiety and depression due to the uncertainty during the outbreak of the virus.
Importantly, other health measures may be compromised by abnormally elevated
anxiety. Health care workers had to overwork during the pandemic, this increased the
level of stress and anxiety in them. The majority of them could not even go home when
the number of patients sick because of the pandemic were high. Social distancing and the
fear of getting infected by the virus affected the perception of empathy towards others.
The pandemic gave rise to the importance of health care and health education. This was
the only way people could keep themselves safe from getting infected by the virus. People
started paying attention to hygiene and frequent sanitization of their hands. Frequently,
posters in the newspaper were printed and advertisements were aired on television to
make people realise the emergency of the pandemic, its symptoms and the place where
they could get themselves treated. The frequent reminders to sanitize, maintain
immunity and good health care facilities is helping our country fight this pandemic
effectively and efficiently.
Therefore, given this background, the work aims to comprehensively review the
impact of the COVID-19 epidemic on mental health in the general population.
Common psychological problems experienced by people during the pandemic
FEARS RELATED TO INFECTION
This is one of the most common and frequent psychological problems caused due to the
pandemic. Several studies indicated that those who had been exposed to the risk of
infection developed subsequent fears about their health worries that it would infect
others and family members. Some reports stated that these individuals were more
vulnerable than others, to manifest worries if they faced physical symptoms that are
linked to the virus and fear that these symptoms are directly associated with actively
having the infection even several months after the exposure. Other studies stated that
pregnant women and individuals with young children are the people who are at more
risk to develop the fear of becoming infected.
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ANXIETY
Isolation related to restrictions and lockdown measures is also linked to feelings of
uncertainty about the future, fear of new and unknown infective agents resulting in
increased anxiety. Anxiety may be directly related to loneliness, in that case, first
insomnia but later depression following post-traumatic stress also occurred. Moreover,
anxiety is closely associated with fatigue and reduced performance of physical exercise,
while boredom and loneliness are directly related to anger, frustration and sufferings
that are linked to quarantine restrictions. Moreover, additional tragic effects associated
with anxiety in a pandemic period may include lower social support, separation from
loved ones, loss of freedom, uncertainty and boredom.
FRUSTRATION AND BOREDOM
Stress, boredom, social isolation and frustration are directly related to confinement,
reduced social contact with others, and loss of habits that people used to carry out prepandemic period. As reported by Jeong et al., frustration and pervasive loneliness seem
to be a result of the inhibition from daily activities, interruption of social necessities, not
taking part in social networking activities. Unfortunately, the uncontrollable anger
related to the imposition of quarantine may lead to negative outcomes.
DISABLING LONELINESS
The effect of quarantine leads to loneliness and boredom, which have potential effects on
both the physical and mental health of a person. Loneliness can be associated with increased
depression, anger and suicidal behaviour. Sadly, the isolation has caused anxiety, panic or
collective hysteria. The cognitive functions and decision-making abilities of a person are
firstly affected by loneliness, anger and anxiety. In addition, quarantine and loneliness are
also associated with alcohol and drug abuse. Moreover, both frustration and pervasive
loneliness seem to derive from the break from daily activities, loss of social necessities,
inability to take part in social activities, thereby enhancing the risk of hopelessness and
suicidal behaviour in people. Overall, it is well known that long periods of social isolation or
quarantine for specific illnesses might affect the mental well-being of a person.
The psychological impact due to the fear of the virus, job loss and quarantine during
the pandemic
The most common mental health issues reported during the pandemic were stress,
anxiety, depression, insomnia, denial, anger and fear. Children, older people, frontline
workers, people with existing mental health illnesses were among the most vulnerable.
COVID-19 related suicides have also been increasing these days. Around the globe,
measures have been taken to keep a check on mental health issues. Adults experiencing
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job loss during the pandemic have reported higher rates of anxiety or depressive disorder
as compared to adults not experiencing job loss, which is around 53% and 32%
respectively. According to Mahesh Vyas, CEO, Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy
(CMIE), the unemployment rate will be around 12% at the end of May 2021 which
translates into a loss of job by 1 crore people during the period due to the 2nd wave of
corona pandemic. He also said that the income of 97% of households has declined since
the outbreak of the pandemic last year. The unemployment rate stands at 12.4%, urban
15.1% and rural 11.2% on 3rd June 2021.
Social distancing and the fear of getting infected by the virus affected the perception
of empathy towards each other. Another study revealed that 18% of individuals who
suffered from COVID-19 were later diagnosed with a mental health disorder. Old people
are considered more vulnerable to severe illness from coronavirus and have experienced
high levels of anxiety and depression during the coronavirus pandemic. State-specific
intervention strategies, telepsychiatry consultations, toll-free number specific for
psychological and behavioural issues have been issued by the Government of India.
As per a report by NDTV, dated 27 June 2021, the inability to mourn with family
members or cope with grief alone of losing a loved one due to the Covid-19 pandemic has
led to an increase in cases of depression, anxiety, insomnia and other mental health
problems among people in Delhi, India, who have been affected directly or indirectly by
the pandemic, experts stated.
A number of hospitals and clinics in the national capital region have been registering
a hike in the number of patients complaining of symptoms related to psychological
ailments triggered by post-traumatic stress due to the pandemic. Delhi had suffered a
brutal second wave of the deadly virus which led to the loss of a massive number of lives
on a daily basis, with the oxygen supply shortage issue at various hospitals, also added
to the problems. Hospital premises and crematoriums also witnessed distressful scenes,
with grieving family members many of them in PPE kits.
The second wave, in many cases, resulted in the whole family testing positive for
coronavirus. And after the death of the loved ones, people could not conduct their last rites,
leading to the accumulation of sadness inside, which leads to mental health disorders.
In many cases, even though there were no casualties in the families of the people,
many of them lost their friends, relatives or the ones who survived with great difficulty,
which also added to their mental stress, doctors said. According to, Manish Jain,
consultant in the psychiatry department at BLK Hospital in New Delhi, “Sadness,
isolation, the grief of fear of losing loved ones, loss of income and decreasing socialisation
are exacerbating mental health conditions. OPD footfall has increased by 30-40 per cent
since the surge in cases.”
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People with pre-existing mental health issues are considered more vulnerable to
substance and impulsive behaviours during the pandemic. Restriction in lifestyles,
lockdown, quarantine and fear of COVID-19, all have started taking a toll on the mental
health of people. According to Dr Sameer Malhotra, director and head of the department
of mental health and behavioural sciences, Max Super Speciality Hospital, Saket,
“There’s a definite rise in the cases of anxiety and depression seen across the population
during the COVID-19 pandemic.”
However, there has been a significant rise in the number of people with mental issues
registered after the second wave, the hospitals have seen many people going through
grief after having lost their family members and suffered from depression and
consequently anxiety due to it. Moreover, people are looking for a cure and relief from
such mental disorders through not just allopathy but homoeopathy too.
Doctors working at Delhi’s Dr Kalyan Banerjee’s Clinic, which witnesses a rush even
on normal days, has seen a significant hike in patients reporting psychological and
mental health issues. The clinic had recorded a 40 per cent spike in the number of
patients complaining of symptoms related to mental health problems. About 2,500
prescriptions are given every month, in comparison to 1,750 prescriptions per month in
the pre-pandemic era, which were being given to managing symptoms like anxiety,
depression, panic attacks, insomnia, and other related symptoms. Patients with mental
health disorders whose conditions had improved to the extent that they required no
medicines, had started refacing those issues again.
Moreover, patients who had never experienced any mental health problems in the
past also started visiting the clinic complaining of unclear, but significant symptoms like
a feeling of being tired all the time, loss of sleep, lack of appetite, irritability, inability to
focus on work and other issues. Many of these patients have been in direct contact with
COVID-19 patients. Patients who were personally unaffected by the disease or by the
lockdown restrictions also were not being spared. The most important aspect in these
cases is that the physical presence of friends and loved ones are either restricted or not
there at all, and due to Covid norms people are unable to get together or channelise grief.
Ways to prevent psychological issues during the pandemic
1. Take care of your body:
Taking care of yourself physically can also help improve your mental health. However,
be sure to:
Eat nutritious food
● Avoid bad habits, such as smoking
● Drink plenty of water, follow the social distancing and other covid-19 norms
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● Daily exercise and meditation, helps decrease depression and anxiety and even

helps us to improve moods
● Get enough sleep, at least six to eight hours. Researchers stated that lack of sleep
contributes to a high rate of depression.
2. Give your time:
Use your time and energy to help someone else. You’ll feel good about doing something
good like helping someone in need and it’s a great way to meet new people.
3. Learn how to deal with stress
Stress is a part of life. Practice good coping skills: Try One-Minute Stress Strategies,
exercise, take a nature walk, play with your pet or try writing and use it as a stress
reducer. Most importantly, remember to smile and see the humour in life. Research also
shows that laughter can boost your immune system, ease pain, relax your body and
reduce stress.
4. Quiet your mind
Try meditation, mindfulness and/or prayer. Relaxation of your body by performing
exercises and prayer can improve the state of mind and outlook of life. Research states
that meditation may help you feel calm and enhance the effects of therapy.
5. Set realistic goals:
Decide what you want to achieve academically, professionally and personally, and
write down the steps you need, to finally your goals. Aim high, but be realistic. You’ll
enjoy a good sense of accomplishment and self-worth as you take a step forward towards
your goal.
6. Break up the monotony:
Although our routines make us more efficient and help us enhance our feelings of
security and safety, a little change in the daily schedule can bring out a good change,
especially during this difficult time of covid-19.
7. Get help when you need it:
Always seek help and always remember it is a sign of strength and not a weakness.
And it is very important to remember that treatment is always effective. People who get
appropriate care at the right time can recover from mental illness and addiction.
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8. Value yourself:
Treat oneself with kindness and respect, try to avoid self-criticism. Make time for
yourself, start doing what you like, such as your hobbies or watch your favourite shows.
Specific preventive strategies are there at the community level such as implementing
effective communication and providing adequate psychological services that should be
carried out to prevent the psychological and psychosocial impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. Health education needs to be developed using online platforms, unwanted fear
related to COVID-19 needs to be avoided and should correctly be addressed while stigma
and discrimination need to be recognized as major challenges to be able to avoid the
feelings of uncertainty in a period of social-economic crisis.
Professionals should provide appropriate information to reduce the impact of anxiety,
frustration and all the negativity, which acts as a barrier to the correct management of
social crisis and subsequent psychological consequences related to the pandemic. Unmet
needs should be rapidly identified by medical staff who need to communicate frequently
and on time with most patients to understand the risk to develop new symptoms or
worsen pre-existing psychological distress.
Marginalized populations such as elderly individuals or those with psychological
problems should be able to actively consult with clinical psychotherapists to rapidly
detect warning signs in their initial phases so that the situation does not worsen.
Importantly, symptoms related to initial psychological crisis together with the need to
perform effective interventions using personalization and monitoring of adverse drug
reactions related to psychoactive medications should be detected by psychiatrists.
CONCLUSION
Implementing community-based strategies to support resilience and
psychologically vulnerable people during the COVID-19 pandemic is very important
for any country. The psychological impact of fear, loneliness and anxiety induced by
the fast-spreading of the pandemic needs to be clearly recognized as a public health
priority by both government authorities and policymakers and should immediately
adopt clear strategies to reduce the burden of disease and the mental health
consequences of this outbreak.
However, having an optimistic approach, developing vulnerable-group-specific needbased interventions with proper risk communication strategies and keeping a check on
the evolving epidemiology of COVID-19 would be considered fundamental in guiding the
planning and prioritization of mental health care resources to serve the most vulnerable
group of people. However, self-care, spending time with family and coping up with the
ongoing challenges is the best way to avoid such psychological disorders.
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This systematic research examined the psychological status of the general public
during the coronavirus pandemic and stressed the ways to overcome such issues. A high
prevalence of adverse psychiatric symptoms was reported in most of the studies. The
COVID-19 pandemic represents an unprecedented threat to mental health in a high,
middle, and low-income group of people. In addition to the rising curve of viral
transmission, priority needs to be given to the prevention of mental disorders (e.g.
depression, PTSD, as well as suicide). A combination of government policies that help
contain the virus with provisions to alleviate hazards to mental health is urgently
needed.
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Work From Home: Affecting
the Population
Arjun Mishra*
ABSTRACT
he topic of my research basically does revolve around the concept of “work from
home”, a concept which was imposed onto most of us due to the covid-19 pandemic.
Thoughlockdowns and social distancing are our greatest weapons to fight against this
pandemic, and hence working from home was the only resort and also the need of the
hour.
That brings us to this research which revolves around the changes in one’s lifestyle
during the recent lockdowns,with the concept of ‘work from home’ being the key
element of the research. It talks about though working from home has affected people
in various aspects like physically, mentally, socially, financially. And as there have been
a few statements about how some companies might adopt the ways of working from
home, even after this pandemic ends. This research piece also talks about the future
point of view.

T

Keywords: Work from home, Covid-19, Mental Health, Physical Health, Lockdown
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INTRODUCTION
As we know that in these challenging times, most of us were locked into our homes,
due to the lockdown’s imposed by the government to keep us safe and to curb coronavirus
from spreading further.
In these times as many industries had to do cost cutting to survive the lockdown when
productivity was either nil or reduced to minimal. Due to that many people lost their
jobs, some had to face wage cuts. Similarly work from home was also a concept that most
the non-essential jobs had to adapt to. When the people do their jobs from their homes,
or as much of it is possible.
Though people had many different experiences working from home, and this research
is about how the people think that the lockdown’s and working from home has brought a
change in them, and their prospective.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The negative impacts of working from home on mental and social health were the are
discussed in details by the The Hindu Business Line
Financial difficulties faced by Indians due to Working from home are discussed in
detail by The Hindu.
The statements of Bill Gates on about Work From Home continuing even after the
pandemic ends is discussed in detail by the The Times of India.
The Times of India
METHODOLOGY
This research was conducted through a quantitate method with the help of public
opinion, collected through surveys done by me and other credible websites , other
articles, statistics and researches done by a few credible newspapers and websites and
my personal opinions on the topic.
RESULT
So this research talks about various aspects of what people thought and felt about how
the lockdown and working from home as affected them and the world. Like the physical,
mental and social health of a person how they think that it affected them and what were
the causes that led them to the condition they are in right now. And how do they think
that it has affected the world and the nation in terms of environment and economically.
These public opinions, makes us see that how one thing that might not be affecting us
might affect the others. How different people have different mindsets, problems and
priorities. With that let’s look at-
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PHYSICAL HEALTH
During the lockdown, people were locked in to their homes. Physical activities were
reduced to minimal. Though food consumption was just like before or even more as
people had more time, sitting next to your kitchen, and the frustration of adapting to this
new life, with uncertainty all around just increases the desire to munch onto something,
for many people. People, had messed up their schedule, longer work hours, no proper
schedule for having your meals, no proper sleep hours, unhealthy eating, lack of
workenvironment.
● People had longer working hours, as due to these sudden changes, it was difficult for
them to adapt to these new working conditions, like sharing their working space with
the family, more disturbances and distractions, lack of the work environment, also
made the a little lazy, and slowed down their pace hance they had to work more, a
study shows that the working hours were increased by about 1.5 hours in average.
● People had no specific time for having their meals as some of them had to make their
own meals, with also balancing their work. A survey says that many men who stayed
away from their family, had to face more issues as they never learned to cook food, and
as there were no access to house helps or tiffin services and for the initial months even
restaurants were closed.
People also adapted to unhealthy eating habits as the people who were not regular to
cooking foods, started to consume unhealthy ready to eat or , less time taking
packaged items.
● People also messed up their sleep schedules. As there were need to wake up early to
get ready for work and do other chores, people got more time for themselves, though it
is a good thing but they got into habits of sleeping late, and waking up at the time of
work.
● There is a term Working from bed, when people had to work from their home, it took
them away from the culture of working in the work environment of a office. They did
not prefer sitting on a chair and table. They were constantly working from their bed.
Many were so confined to their bed that they only got away from the bed to go to the
bathroom or the kitchen. All these hours in wrong postures harms their spine.
● Increased screen time, as this lockdown we were locked into our homes, with too much
times to ourselves and extended work hours. That resulted in increasing our screen
time much more than the regular. Specially for students, who had minimal screen
times during their studies but now have to take online classes, for hours. Which has
adverse effects on the eyes.
● Closing of gyms and parks - People who worked regularly on their body and enjoyed
being fit, and the people for whom some exercise was essential or advised by the
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medical professionals, they took a big hit as all gyms and parks were closed, and it was
really difficult to take care of their physical fitness at home. As there was a lack of
equipment and in many cases as people live in small flats, there was also less space to
do physical activities.
● People who were addicted to some sort of substances faced withdrawl symptoms as for
initial months of lockdown, it was not possible to access alcohol or tobacco.
Though some people managed to continue their physical activities and stay fit, and
some people who were to busy to keep track of their fitness in regular times found time
and got fit and adopted better healthy lifestyle in this lockdown.
When I inquired in my survey that. How do people feel that being locked in or staying
at home has affected their physical health?
The results said that about 70% people noticed that their health conditions have gone
downhill with about 27 out of the 70believe that their health has gotten worse since
thelockdown. While about 27% have noticed that their health conditions had gotten
better than the regular times. While about 3% of people noticed no changes in their
physical health.

When asked about what led them to these conditions, people mentioned the above
mentioned issues like, bad sleep cycles, extensive work hours, weight gains, extensive
screen times, lack of work environment, lack of physical activities, adapting to laziness,
sudden changes from normal routines. Etc.
Though some of them took responsibility and made healthy choices and changed their
routine for a healthier lifestyle.
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MENTAL HEALTH
It was difficult for people to adapt to the sudden changes and how suddenly everything
around them changed. These changes different people in different ways, but ultimately
increased depression and anxiety and other mental issues in people. According to a survey
about 64 % of people had to go thorough some or the other mental issues.
There were various reasons for people to get thee issues Some of which being
● Fear of the virus, it was a one-of-a-kind situation, majority of the population had never
faced a lockdown, pandemic or any other such adverse situations. And the way the
virus was spreading people were more afraid. They feared if they will catch the virus,
what will happen.
● People who lost their jobs, or were facing pay cuts, were worried that how were they
going to take care of their families , or how will they manage the situation if someone
gets infected.
● It was fun for a few days to stay at home, enjoying with family, it was like a vacation.
But soon as time passed it staying at home started to haunt people, they were not
allowed to step out, not allowed to meet people, it was something not normal and
hence difficult to adapt to.
● People who lived alone, had to face loneliness, being locked in at home, it was difficult
for them to face all through this alone.
● People who lived with their family though got more time with them which they always
longed for. But due to same working space and also the fact that anything out of your
comfort zone is not easy to adjust to. So though they loved their family, but still there
was a specific time they had to spend with them, and extension of that time, and with
all problems, there were disagreements and fights in the family that occurred to some
people.
● Burnouts, extensive work hours have made people feel tired both mentally and
physically and more workload just adds to the cause.
● Lack of work environment is also bad for them, it has made them more lazy and
careless that worries them too.
● Children who were used to go to school and go out to play with their friends. All of
them were not mature enough to understand the situation, but still had to follow them
faced many mental issues. Adapting to this lifestyle and online classes.
● People who got infected with the coronavirus, they and their family had to face
uncertainty, of life and death, financial issues. Finding beds, oxygen, ventilators,
medication etc. was too much of stress for them.
● People whose family members were infected but they still had to work to support their
family.
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● People who have essential jobs like, doctors, nurses, medical staff, police, sanitization,

etc. They were out there fighting the battle for all of us. They had to do their jobs, they
had to stress about if they would take back the virus to their loved ones.
● Families whose loved ones passed away due to covid, it would have been so hard for
them to cope up with the fact and still fight this battle, some even did not get to
perform the last rights or even see their family members.
Though there were also other people who did not usually got time with themselves or
their family, and this time off actually helped their mental state. It made them feel
relaxed, found new hobbies learnt new skills, which made them feel that they have
achieved something. And that feeling makes them feel good about themselves and helps
their mental health.
When I inquired in my survey that. How do people feel that being locked in or staying
at home has affected their mental health?
The results said that- about 67 noticed that lockdown and working from home has
took a bad toll on them and about 16 out of the 67% felt their mental has been worse
since the lockdown, whereas about 13 % noticed no change in their mental health, and
about 27 % people said that their mental health has gotten better with 10% saying it’s
much better after the lockdown.

When asked about what led them to these conditions, people mentioned issues like,
more free time has led them into overthinking, they feel the fear of missing out, browsing
through social media makes them feel not being good enough, not living up to their
potential, feeling worthless. Isolation and working from home makes people irritated,
depressed, anxiety. People also feel living with family have taken away their personal
space, and sharing the work space with them was not a good idea.
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While the others found this time benefiting as they were always looking for time with
themselves, and finally when they got it they utilized it to their best. Came to peace with
their past and accepted themselves.
SOCIAL HEALTH
As people had to be isolated in their homes, their physical socialization also
decreased. Though now they were with their family which they always wanted, but the
people who were the friends, who worked with them had to be departed. But as the
results say though it did decrease the physical communication, but people still felt that
their social life has gotten better due to covid.
● Though people faced problems that they still wanted to go out with their friends, did
not get to.
● The people who believed in face-to-face conversations or are more comfortable faced
difficulties.
● Other people though used social media more, talked to more people , reconnected to
old friends, and increased their social circle.
● Introvert people who were not comfortable, to have a conversation face to face, they
took some steps online and they too gained a better social life.
● Helping people through the internet during these dark times. Helping people with
finding hospital beds, medication, oxygen etc. also helped people, getting a better
social life and to feel good about themselves.
When I inquired in my survey that How do people feel that being locked in or staying
at home has affected their social health?
The results said that- about 43% people noticed that their social health is uch better
than before, while 30 % felt that it has remained similar to the time before lockdowns,
while 27% people felt that their social health has went downhill.
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When asked about what led them to these conditions, people mentioned, that they
have not been so socially active in the normal life like they are now, though not being able
to meet your friends and your loved ones is still something that that is a problem and
they deliberately want to do that.
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES
One thing that can not be denied is that a big factor that was responsible for affecting
our mental, social and physical health.
There were many problems, job losses, pay cuts, people who or somebody from their
family got infected by the coronavirus. And it got severe, then it was a different story, it
was difficult to get a bed, or oxygen cylinders, medication etc. And prices of each of these
were touching the sky. There were private hospitals, and people who selling oxygen
cylinders or medicines in black. It was devastating to see that how low can humans hit
for their monetary gains, and what was more devastating to see were the people who
were there doing everything in their means to save their loved ones, they were willing to
put everything they had for just a ray of hope. Yet the worst part was to see them lose,
the person who meant everything to them, all they have now are other people for whom
they have to do the same , with even less resources.
When I inquired in my survey that how many of the people faced some sort of financial
difficulties due to the lockdown, or due to someone from their family getting infected from
covid-19.
The results said that about 63% of people faced certain financial difficulties due to the
lockdown and the covid-19.

And out of the previous survey about 73% people or someone from their family was
infected with covid-19.
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WORK FROM HOME AFTER THE PANDEMIC
There have been a few statements by pepole like Bill Gates and Sundar Pichai, that
how may companies might adopt the concept of working from home even after the covid19 pandemic comes to an end.
There can be plans like onlyy 20 % of pepole have to come regular to the office, other
60% can come at alternate days while the other 20 % can always work from their homes.
Though this concept might sound really nice, but considering it in a 3rd world country
like India, its not possible not yet atleast.
When I inquired pepole in my survey, that will they prefer to work from home even
after the pandemic ends?
The results were- about 66 % of the people were not willing to work from home after
all this ends, and while 30 % said they would not mind working from home.

When asked that why would or wouldn’t they prefer to work from home after this all
ends ?
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PEPOLE SAID
That though working from the comfort of your home, it saves time of going from one
place to another, they get more time with their families, they get more time for
themselves.
But in the longer run it does not provide you the exposure or the practical knowledge
that you gain in the outside world by meeting people, it will affect their physical and
mental health.etc.
CONCLUSION
Considering the resons listed by people that what do they think about working from
home and how has it affected them. I would like to say that though working from home
is the need of the hour but in a long term it might be a very bad idea, it can seriously
affect a person’s mental and physical health, and though it has shown better results for
the social life of the people, but 1 factor can not justify the other things that are not as
good.
And except the health of the people, if we consider it in as the nation’s point of view.
It won’t be of much help for a 3rd world country like our’s.
.Working from hoe might decrease the number of vehicles on the road which is good
for the environment but on the other hand, it has increased the delivery system by much
that just increases the consumption of plastic and paper, which is not good for the
environment.
Work from home might be better for econmoy of the companies, but the other people
I am not so sure about, like the employee whose electricity bill has increased, so has
their personal data consumption. The unprivilaged small buisnesses, people whose
earning happened due to other pepole coming out of their houses etc. What will happen
to those people etc.
So at last I would like to say, we must agree to our conditions, if we have to work from
home right now, we should do it and do our part in fighting this war against the
pandemic. But after all this ends, I don’t think India should move towards increasing
work from home culture, as it’s just a burden to the people and the nation. No matter
with what pplans or benefits it may be offered to, but India is still not ready.
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Sports and Psychosocial Health/Wellbeing during the COVID-19 Lockdown
Asmita Jain*
ABSTRACT
he ongoing global pandemic has become the world’s leading health problem,
causing massive public fear and concern. Since the COVID-19 outbreak began,
social landscapes all around the globe have drastically changed. As public health
interventions such as shelter-in-place order and social distancing/isolation have been
implemented globally, the public lost many opportunities to be physically active sports competitions have been shut down, sports facilities including fitness centres,
gymnasiums, and recreation centres have been closed. It might be affected,
potentially leading to a further decline of already low levels of physical activity at the
population level. On the contrary, individual- based activities like walking and cycling
and online-based at-home-training programs have boomed and social media platforms
have been a popular motivator to being active. The decreased participation in sport,
exercise, and physical activity resulting from the loss of play within social settings
may have negatively impacted an individual’s psychosocial health. Taken together,
even acute, short periods of reduced physical activity may have deleterious effects on
many organs and systems, and these effects might be more pronounced and more
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challenging to reverse in certain more vulnerable populations, such as the chronically
ill and the elderly.
Keywords: Global pandemic, COVID-19 outbreak, physically active, individual’s
psychosocial health.
INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic is a recent worldwide health catastrophe and pandemic that
is quickly spreading. When compared to other pandemics around the world, the current
COVID- 19 pandemic is presently at the top of the list in terms of global coverage. This
is the first time that the entire planet gets touched at the same moment and in such a
powerful way in such a short time. The death rate from COVID-19 was around 2% at
first, but it has since risen to around 4-6%. (World Health Organization, 2020). Although
the numbers may not appear to be alarming, the total number of instances and the rate
at which they are expanding day by day make the situation concerning. The exponential
rise in COVID-19 instances has resulted in billions of people being isolated and the
planet being put under lockdown. COVID-19 has had an impact on practically everyone
on the planet. Due to work-from-home instructions, the gap between personal and
professional life has reduced, and people’s lives are circling these two as a result of the
lockdown. People have also been thinking about an important issue at home, namely, the
importance of their health and fitness.
Although implementing a community lockdown or quarantine has been one of the
most extensively employed techniques around the world to slow the spread of COVID-19,
it has serious repercussions. COVID-19 limitations have been demonstrated to harm
social involvement, mental well-being, psychological and emotional disorders, sleep
quality and employment status in recent multinational studies. The authorities’
announcement of a sudden lockdown of all services and activities, except for a few critical
services, has led to a radical shift in impacted people’s lifestyles and has badly harmed
their mental health, shown in heightened worry, stress, and depression. Physical
activities and exercise are examples of rapid changes in people’s lifestyles, but they are
not the only ones. COVID-19 home confinement has been linked to a decrease in all levels
of physical activity, a 28 per cent increase in daily sitting time, and an increase in
unhealthy food consumption patterns. Other researchers have discovered similar
findings as well. Although these rapid changes impacted everyone, many people who
were routinely pursuing their physical activities in gyms, on the ground, or in other
locations before the lockdown were severely impacted. People have been compelled to
stay at home due to the closure of fitness centres and public parks, which has disrupted
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their daily routines and affected their fitness activities. While being forced to stay at
home for an extended period can make it difficult to maintain physical fitness, the
experience of limited physical activities, limited social communication, uncertainty, and
helplessness can lead to the emergence of psychological and physical health problems.
Researchers have discovered that psychological problems arise in adults as they adjust
to their current lifestyle. However, during the COVID-19 pandemic, good coping skills,
psychological resources, and regular physical activity can be beneficial in dealing with
such health-related issues.
Physical activities (PA) and exercise are crucial because they not only preserve
physical and psychological health, but also help our bodies respond to the negative effects
of diseases including diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and respiratory
disease. Physical inactivity as a result of current pandemic limitations is a major public
health issue that is a notable risk factor for shortened life expectancy and various
physical health problems, according to a recent assessment of 31 published studies.
Other physical processes (respiratory, circulatory, muscular, neurological, and skeletal
systems) have been demonstrated to be preserved by exercise, as have other systems
(endocrine, digestive, immunological, or renal systems) that are vital in combating any
known or unknown threat to our bodies.
IMPACT OF COVID-19 AND PHYSICAL INACTIVITY ON THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
Social distance and cleanliness are now the best and only methods for limiting the
transmission of the disease and reducing morbidity and mortality. We rely on
components of our innate immunity to deal with the initial infection because this virus
strain is new to the human immune system. If humans survive most viral infections, we
generate antibody and cell-mediated immune responses specific to the virus for weeks.
In most cases, this ‘training’ of our immune systems as a result of exposure provides us
with long-term protection against re-infection or, if we are re-infected, considerably
milder disease symptoms. However, we don’t yet know if our reaction to SARS-CoV-2 is
strong enough to be both protective and long-lasting. There is a definite need for vaccine
development and research to evaluate whether our immune response is adequate to
protect us, in addition to tests for the presence of virus particles and plasma antibodies.
To prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2, public health guidelines (such as stay-at-home
orders, park, gymnasium, and fitness centre closures) have the potential to restrict daily
physical activity (PA). These recommendations are disappointing because every day
exercise can help us fight the disease by boosting our immune systems and counteracting
some of the co- morbidities that make us more prone to severe COVID-19 sickness,
including obesity, diabetes, hypertension, and major heart diseases.
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The immune system and its antiviral defences are influenced by exercise. Moderate
exercise, performed before (i.e., training) or after infection (for a few days before
symptom onset) has been demonstrated to improve morbidity and mortality in animals
infected with influenza and herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) in the respiratory tract.
Preclinical investigations, on the other hand, have indicated that vigorous exercise
hastens the onset of respiratory virus infections. Follow-up research has provided some
insight into the mechanisms underlying these findings.
An early epidemiological study linked high-intensity, long-duration exercise to an
increase in upper respiratory tract infections. This research led to the inverted J theory,
which states that moderate exercise reduces infection susceptibility while prolonged, highintensity exercise increases it. Since then, numerous investigations have corroborated the
notion in terms of individual immunological markers, especially those related to virus
defence. After the moderate activity, salivary lactoferrin and its secretion rate, for example,
rose for up to 2 hours. Lactoferrin in the mucosa plays a crucial role in preventing DNA and
RNA viruses from infecting cells by attaching to and inhibiting host receptors. Low levels
or secretion rates of salivary immunoglobulin A, which can attach to viruses and inactivate
them, have been linked to upper respiratory tract infection in some athletes who are
putting in a lot of work. Furthermore, because physical activity and exercise promote
significant mobility of leukocytes in the blood and tissues, many studies believe that being
physically active improves immunity to infectious diseases such as viruses.
Despite this, it’s unclear whether exercise-induced immune system alterations affect
people’s vulnerability to respiratory viruses. Indeed, whether vigorous, sustained exercise
alters immunity, hence increasing the risk of infectious disease, or whether moderate
exercise- induced increases in immunological response minimise it, remains a point of
contention. Definitive studies that modify and regulate both exercise and infection are
needed, but they are few and far between due to ethical considerations. In one study, after
nasal rhinovirus administration, moderate exercise training (40 minutes at 70% heart rate
reserve every other day for 10 days) was started to see how it affected the intensity and
duration of illness. There were no differences in self-reported symptoms or mucus weight
(measured from donated facial tissues), hence the researchers concluded that moderate PA
and exercise are safe during a rhinovirus-induced upper respiratory tract infection. It’s
worth noting that they were young, healthy college students who had no viral infection or
subsequent antibody responses measured (except mucus weight).
We don’t know how PA or exercise interacts with the immune system to alter SARSCoV-2 infectivity and COVID-19 disease susceptibility at this time. As the pandemic
progresses, retrospective investigations will be necessary to assess if PA status
influenced SARS-CoV-2 infection or COVID-19 outcome; accurate virus and antibody
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testing techniques will enhance such studies. Animal models that investigate the effects
of PA and exercise on coronavirus infection and subsequent immune responses would
also be useful. People should observe social distancing and hygiene habits, according to
current practical guidance, and we propose that exercise can be safely incorporated.
Disrupting PA and exercise habits, as well as lowering physical fitness, may increase
susceptibility to infection and, if left untreated, may worsen some of the comorbidities
linked to poor COVID-19 results. It is not advisable to undertake an extreme training
plan or perform the very intense lengthy exercise if you are not acclimated to such
activities, as animal studies have shown that intense training or intense, protracted
single exercise sessions can lead to diminished immune responses. Starting with lesser
intensities and durations and gradually increasing them is a smart technique. Walking,
for example, is the most natural and practical type of exercise, as well as being good to a
variety of organ systems. Before beginning an exercise programme, persons with
underlying health concerns should check with a primary care professional.
THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON SPORTING EVENTS AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
To protect the health of athletes and other participants, from marathons to football
championships, track and basketball championships, handball games, ice hockey, rugby,
cricket, Sailing. Skiing, weightlifting, wrestling, etc. The Olympic and Paralympic
Games were postponed for the first time in the history of modern games and will be held
in 2021.
The global value of the sports industry is estimated at US$756 billion annually.
Therefore, in the face of COVID19, millions of jobs around the world are not only for
sports professionals, but also for people working in retail and sports services related
industries related to leagues and events, including travel, tourism, and infrastructure,
Transportation, food. And the media. Professional athletes are also forced to postpone
their training to stay healthy at home and risk losing professional sponsors who might
not support them as originally agreed.
In addition to the economic consequences, the cancellation of the game also affects
many social benefits. Regional sports events that promote social cohesion can promote
social and emotional sentiment, as well as fans’ recognition of athletes, thereby
increasing sports activities. For a long time, sports have been regarded as a valuable tool
for building communication and building bridges between communities and generations.
It can allow different social groups to play a more important role in social transformation
and development, especially in divided societies. In this context, sports are used as a tool
to create learning opportunities and reach people who are often marginalized or at risk.
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Large sports organizations expressed their solidarity with efforts to curb the spread
of the virus. For example, FIFA collaborated with the World Health Organization (WHO)
to launch the “Tell Us End Coronavirus Campaign” initiated by famous football players
in 13 languages, calling for five key steps to help prevent the spread of the disease to a
halt. Wash your hands, cough, don’t touch your face, keep your distance and stay at home
when you feel unwell. Other international development sports and peace organizations
have made concerted efforts and support each other. Through these online conversations,
they also try to develop innovative solutions to broader social problems, for example by
showing how sports organizations can respond to the challenges of disadvantaged
groups. They usually participate in exercise programs in low-income communities, but
due to limited ion sports, they cannot do so now.
Institutions around the world have also affected the physical education sector, which
is made up of various stakeholders, including national ministries and local governments,
public and private educational institutions, sports and sports organizations, nongovernmental organizations and businesses, and teachers, as the COVID19 result.,
teachers and trainers, parents, especially students, mainly young people. Although this
community has been hit hard by the current crisis, it can also play a key role in
formulating solutions to contain and overcome the crisis, as well as promoting the growth
of rights and values in an era of social distancing (such as the COVID19 world). There
will be important issues that need to be resolved to ensure the safety of sports events at
all levels and the well-being of sports organizations. This includes customized activities
to ensure the safety of athletes, fans and sellers. In the medium term, given the expected
global calm. It may also be necessary to take measures to encourage participation in
sports organizations, especially youth sports.
STAY PHYSICALLY ACTIVE DURING SELF-QUARANTINE.
WHO recommends 150 minutes of moderate-intensity physical activity or 75 minutes
of vigorous physical activity every week, or a combination of both. These
recommendations can also be followed at home without special equipment and confined
spaces. Actively isolate and reduce the sedentary lifestyle at home:
● Take short active rest throughout the day - Short-term exercise complements the
weekly recommendations. You can use the following exercises as inspiration to stay
active every day. Another way to stay active at home is to do housework with your
children, such as cleaning and gardening.
● Register for online tutorials. Take advantage of a large number of online courses.
Many of them are free and can be found on YouTube. If you are inexperienced with
these exercises, please be careful and consider your limits.
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● Go. Even in a confined space, walking or walking on the premises can help stay active.

Talking at home without sitting. If you decide to go for a walk or exercise, keep at least
1 meter away from others.
● Stand up. If possible, reduce the sedentary lifestyle by standing. Try to interrupt your
sitting time every 30 minutes. Consider standing at your desk, using a tall desk, or
folding a pile of books or other supplies to keep working while standing. When you are
not sitting down, prioritize activities that stimulate cognition such as reading, board
games and puzzles.
● Relax. Meditation and deep breathing will help you stay calm. Here are some
examples of relaxation techniques that inspire inspiration.
METHODOLOGY
To gain a broad and in-depth understanding of people’s life experiences during this
pandemic and their efforts for a healthy lifestyle, this study chose a qualitative approach.
PARTICIPANTS
In this study, a homogeneous sample of 20 participants was selected using Google
Forms. They agreed to be included in the study and asked some questions based on the
inclusion and exclusion criteria predicted by the study. Then contact and investigate
people who meet the inclusion criteria from their perspective (that is, people who
continue to exercise at home or in shelters and follow strict domestic detention measures
during the COVID19 pandemic and subsequent placement).
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for the Participants
The study included participants who met the following criteria:
● People over 18 years of age.
● People without a history of physical and/or mental illness.
● People who regularly exercised at the gym or exercised more than 45 minutes a day in
the past 6 months before COVID19.
The physical condition of 654,987 individuals is completely dependent on exercising in
the gym. However, people who meet the following criteria are not included in the study:
● Recreational or recreational athletes.
● In addition to exercising in the gym, people who do other sports activities.
● People with physical and/or mental illness or people taking medication.
PROCEDURE
Explain to the participants the purpose, significance and relevance of the study, and
obtain informed consent to participate, ensure that the answers and identities of all
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participants are kept confidential, and obtain their prior consent when it is convenient
for them to fill out the questionnaire. Google form. A study was conducted to examine
participants’ unique experiences in sports and psychosocial health/well-being during
isolation from COVID19.
ANALYSIS AND RESULT
Mental health issues. Almost all participants stated that they are facing mental
health issues related to the COVID19 pandemic and the quarantine that followed.
Participants experienced depression, anxiety, fear and stress. The end of the pandemic
has also created a state of uncertainty about the individual’s future. As for the future
of the family and society, it is in turn reflected in the psychological state of depression,
anxiety, anxiety and stress. People who do not have a clear timetable and work at home
cannot give priority to work. The closed life cycle of a person locked in their own home
also leads to serious disturbances in the sleep cycle. Therefore, the COVID19 pandemic
has caused psychological problems characterized by depression, fear, anxiety and
stress. The sleep-wake cycle is disturbed, leading to a state of laziness and mental
exhaustion.
Lack of Motivation for Fitness
The closure of gyms and other sports centres, including sports fields, morning walks,
etc., as well as increased mental health problems, have led to a lack of motivation to
exercise. Fitness motivation is not only internal but also external. Friends in the gym
and their physical condition are factors that motivate people to participate in regular and
routine gym activities. As can be seen from the above statement, the lack of motivation
to stay healthy is due to domestic obsessive-compulsive disorder. And the absence of
others. The presence of other people involved in similar activities not only creates a sense
of common identity but also a source of healthy competition and motivation.
Shifting attention to sports substitutes and equipment
With the positive change in concepts, people begin to think about their daily lives and
try to find alternatives to their normal activities. They try to transfer their exercise from
the gym to other convenient places. And use substitutes for fitness equipment. A
statement from 20 participants showed that switching from gymnastics to yoga is an
effective alternative to habitual exercise obsessive-compulsive disorder. As they
approached, participants actively participated in finding alternatives to traditional
training equipment.
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Reliance on social media
During this pandemic, one of the main changes in people’s lives was increased reliance
on social media. Due to social distancing, people spend more time on the Internet, virtual
communication with others and broadcasting entertainment programs. The COVID19
pandemic causes more time to be spent on social media, which helps people waste time;
however, most importantly, social media creates a virtual society for other fitness
enthusiasts and helps them influence by providing alternative fitness tools and
technologies Others and influenced by others, helping people support their daily fitness
activities.
DISCUSSION
The COVID19 pandemic has severely damaged the lives of everyone around the world,
making it difficult for almost everyone to carry out daily activities, including those who
rely on gymnastics. They often go to the gym to learn about their views on the pandemic
and how they deal with the uncertainty and health issues brought about by COVID19.
Friends in the gym. As well as the lack of a gym, this is also regarded as a potential
source of power for the gym. It is important to note that as a social subject, people like
to be a company with others and feel connected to each other. Connections with various
mental structures such as persistence, motivation, self-esteem, self-efficacy, and physical
and mental aspects. The lack of the sense of connection that people are used to in the gym
may be one of the reasons for the lack of motivation to exercise at home. The results
clearly showed that participants found that social media was an effective way to
understand the pandemic and overcome the monotony of domestic captivity. In addition,
the participants lacked emotional attachment because there was no face-to-face
communication during this period. This prompted participants to use social media to
connect with people and observe their normal activities that would otherwise be lost.
CONCLUSION
In summary, the results of this study show that individual athletes have suffered
severe psychological stress due to isolation from the COVID19 pandemic. Compared with
participants in team sports, the number of participants in individual sports in the study
is smaller, which may be the reason for this, so this result should be interpreted with
caution. In addition, this discovery should encourage practitioners to pay more attention
to athletes participating in individual sports. For example, isolation from the COVID19
pandemic is a special situation in which athletes must be isolated. Don’t trust family and
friends updates or real social support when leaving sports. This may make some athletes
feel sad and desperate. Therefore, during the pandemic, coaches and other staff working
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with individual athletes should keep in touch with athletes through online intervention.
Lock in to help them find a sense of belonging. Further research should aim to determine
the highest prevalence of mental distress by comparing different sports. Regarding
sports identity, it should be noted that athletes can reduce their connection with sports
roles to protect their image. If some athletes start to lose or weaken their athletic identity
during the pandemic, this may indicate that they are under psychological pressure.
However, this may not be the case for other athletes. However, this requires a certain
awareness of sports coaches and psychologists; therefore, athlete status should not be
regarded as a cause of psychological stress, but as a potential predictor of psychological
stress during a pandemic. Sports associations should hire sports psychologists to help
athletes adjust their goals and adapt to changing circumstances, such as preventing the
coronavirus pandemic through online interventions. More research is needed to
understand the relationship between athletic identity and mental stress.
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Effects of COVID 19 on Mental Health
of Students: Indian Approach
Bhaskar Chakraborty *
ABSTRACT
he Word Health Organization officially declared Corona Virus Disease or COVID19 as a pandemic on 11th March 2020. Soon after that on 14th March 2020, the
Ministry of Home Affairs, India decided to treat COVID-19 as a "notified disaster"
because of the sudden increase in the number of cases in the country, which further
lead to a complete shut down in the country from 24th March 2020. This has affected
all sectors including the education sector. The Country is under a new regime of
Online Education System which has not been prominent in India before the pandemic.
This invites certain pros and cons to the lives of students causing a wave of confusion,
stress, paranoia, and other adverse effects on their Mental Health. Being unable to
prioritize work, whether managing classes, assignments, health, or the safety of
family, becomes a tough task. The entire performance of a student depends on his
mental health whether academic or co-curricular. But there is no proven treatment to
complete extinction of Novel Coronavirus Disease. And as the rate of spread is
increasing day by day, lockdown seems to be the only available option to slow down
the rate of spreading the infection. The examinations are being postponed due to the
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lockdown effect and the schools and colleges are shifting to online examinations. In
this context, many students are undergoing mental stress and there is a strong need
to consider their mental health status at the institutional level by the schools and
colleges. There is a need for a psychiatrist, to keep the mental balance of the students
in check and help them. Every educational institution must consider establishing a
mental health cell that comprises a team of psychiatrists or psychologists,
dean/principal, and senior faculty members of the institution.
Keywords: Mental Health, Students, Novel Coronavirus disease, Lockdown
INTRODUCTION
To contain the spread of the pandemic COVID-19 in India, the government declared a
countrywide lockdown beginning 24th March 2020. All schools and colleges in the
country were advised to remain closed for students about a week before this. With the
beginning of exam time for most educational intuitions in India, board examinations for
classes 10th and 12th had to be disrupted, including the university examinations and
several other admissions-related entrance examinations such as Joint Entrance
Examination (JEE), National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET) and Union Public
Service Commission (UPSC) interviews for Civil Services had to be postponed. Because
of the situation most schools, colleges, and universities migrated to online teachinglearning to maintain continuity in the absence of in-person teaching. A large number of
platforms for distance learning solutions have been deployed since the beginning of April
2020, all over the country to reach almost 32 crore students affected by closures of schools
and colleges. Apart from this paradigm shift in the mode of teaching- learning
experience, a major restriction exists for every student to stay indoors, maintain social
distancing, restrictions on eating at their favourite outlets or malls and not being able to
go shopping, and other activities. This acts as a major factor affecting the social and
emotional lives of the youngsters who crave to hang out at their favourite rendezvous,
with their friends and families. Furthermore, they may be facing increased mental stress
due to the uncertainties of their postponed examinations, upcoming summer internships,
admissions to higher courses, and most importantly- placements and jobs that they were
looking forward to joining post examinations. Though these adolescents and young
adults are trying their best to cope up with this sudden change in their life, there may
be a lot of changes that the stresses due to this pandemic may bring in their activities,
emotions, and life as a whole. Mental health issues are the leading impediment to
academic success. Mental illness can affect students' motivation, concentration, and
social interactions-crucial factors for students to succeed in higher education.
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The objective of this study is to understand the adverse effects of the disastrous Novel
Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) on the mental health of young Indian students in schools
(class 10th to 12th), colleges and universities in undergraduate and postgraduate
courses. Universities all over the country have seen a rise in the number of students
seeking services for anxiety disorders over the past 8 years. In 2018, slightly over 50% of
students reported anxiety as the main reason for seeking services. Despite the increasing
need for mental health care services at postsecondary institutions, alarmingly, only a
small portion of students committing suicide contact their institution counselling
centres, perhaps due to the stigma associated with mental health. Such negative stigma
surrounding mental health diagnosis and care has been found to correlate with a
reduction in adherence to treatment and even early termination of treatment which has
increased drastically during the pandemic with everyone confined to their houses.
Concerns for one's health and the health of loved ones, difficulty with concentration,
disruption to sleep patterns, increased social isolation, concerns about academic
performance, disruptions to eating patterns, changes in the living environment, financial
difficulties, increased class workload, depressive thoughts, suicidal thoughts, coping
mechanism during covid-19, self- management, seeking support from others and barriers
to seeking professional support during covid-19 are some of the major effects of the
pandemic on the mental health of Students.
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought into focus the mental health of various affected
populations. It is known that the prevalence of epidemics accentuates or creates new
stressors including fear and worry for oneself or loved ones, constraints on physical
movement and social activities because of lockdown, and the sudden lifestyle changes of
the students. A recent review of virus outbreaks and pandemics documented stressors
such as infection fears, frustration, boredom, inadequate supplies, inadequate
information, financial loss, and stigma. Most of the current studies on the psychological
impacts of COVID-19 has emerged from the hot spots in China. Recently, several studies
have assessed mental health issues during epidemics, most of which have focused on
health workers, patients, children, and the general population. For example, a recent poll
by The Kaiser Family Foundation showed that 47% of those sheltering in their place
reported certain negative mental health effects resulting from excessive worrying or
stress related to COVID-19. However, there is sparse evidence of the psychological or
mental health effects of the current pandemic on college students, who are considered to
be a vulnerable population. Although the findings from these studies thus far converge
on the uptick of mental health issues among college students, the contributing factors
may not necessarily be generalizable to populations in other countries such as India.
Thus, there is an urgent need to assess the effects of the current pandemic on the mental
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health and well- being of students in schools and colleges. This research paper aims to
study and identify major stressors associated with the Coronavirus pandemic and to
understand their effects on college students' mental health. This paper documents the
findings from online surveys conducted.
DIGITAL CONNECTIVITY DURING THE LOCKDOWN
This survey was conducted only in online mode, so students who did not have access
to the internet via smartphone/computer at their place of stay could not be reached.
Though about 58% of the respondents had unlimited access to the internet, nearly 41%
faced bandwidth and speed limitations.
The lockdown made most activities go online, thus nearly 50% of the respondents are
spending more than six hours a day in front of the screen of which 27.7% were plugged
in for more than eight hours a day. About 26.7% of students spent more than four hours
a day on social media for non-academic activities. The survey shows that Twitter and
Facebook may be considered amongst the best social media options to communicate
during conventional disasters. WhatsApp, however, is the most popular application
among respondents in the present study, followed by Instagram and YouTube. The fact
that most communication these days amongst students is meant for a closed group of
individuals rather than being a public broadcast. Amongst the various video conferencing
applications available, 40.7% of students were using Zoom and the other popular
platforms were MS Teams and Google Meet.
SOCIAL LIFE OF STUDENTS
The lockdown has given a great opportunity to spend time with family as confirmed
by 82.5% of responses. Watching movies, sleeping, cooking, and playing online games are
the next top four activities the youngsters are indulging in during lockdown. As per the
survey, 67.8 % (23.7% somewhat and 46.1% very much) of the students miss seeing their
friends in person implying that the lockdown has considerably affected their social life.
61.4% (18.7% somewhat and 42.7% very much) students are disappointed due to missed
events and opportunities they had been looking forward to (e.g., Annual College festivals,
school, and college farewell, etc.).
EXPERIENCE IN ONLINE LEARNING
Huge efforts are being made by the educational institutions for enabling an online
teaching-learning experience to help ease the concerns about the educational attainment
of students and ensure that learning is largely undisrupted during the lockdown.
Students all over India are trying to adjust to the online-only model of education as well
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as simultaneously organize their own lives that have been suddenly disrupted by the
coronavirus pandemic. Teachers are struggling to shift their lessons and academic
resources to a radically different world from a meet in person classroom to a virtual
classroom. This shifting of teaching and learning from live classrooms to closed homes in
such an abrupt and hurried manner poses a lot many challenges that relate to the
availability of resources, technical glitches, issues of privacy, and skilled manpower.
These efforts are crucial as they may result in prolonged closure of educational
institutions and home confinement during the pandemic which eventually might have
negative effects on both the physical and mental health of students. Factors such as
lesser physical activity, longer screen time, irregular sleep patterns, and improper diet,
stress such as fear of infection, monotony, frustration, lack of in-person contact with
classmates, friends, and teachers, lack of personal space at home and financial loss for
the family, etc. could lead to continuous detrimental effects on the young minds. Thus, it
is very important not to overburden the students with excessive amounts of work and
assignments. The responses to queries about their experience relating to this aspect in
the survey were not very encouraging. We can infer that only 19.8% (13.4% somewhat
and 6.4% very much) students feel connected as a group while attending online classes
and 20.9% (13.2% somewhat and 7.7% very much) look forward to these sessions.
Almost a similar number, 21.5% (14.1% somewhat and 7.4% very much) of
respondents feel that staying at home and learning online helps them in maintaining a
routine and only 22% (15.8% somewhat and 6.2% very much) feel that online classes
provide them some hours of structured learning during the lockdown. The various
elements that the students miss in online teaching are face-to-face interaction, student
discussion, personal attention, etc.
EMOTIONS AND MOODS OF STUDENTS
As per the reports and results seen in the country since April 2020, Lockdown can
save lives and is being considered the most effective measure used by most of the
countries in the present pandemic situation. More than 69.3% (32.4% somewhat and
36.9% very much) students have adapted with ease to the stay-at-home restrictions and
are hopeful that life will soon be normal. Students have experienced major teachinglearning disruption and their prime concerns at this moment include the uncertain
schedule of forthcoming examinations, admission to the next higher- level courses, and
summer internships. Those who are graduating this year are worried about their future
as they would be entering jobs at the beginning of a major global recession. Social media
is playing an important role in disaster management. Factual headlines, more often
than, do not come from authentic mainstream media sources. It is important that the
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fake messages on social media must be dealt with cautiously. It is essential to get rid of
false information related to COVID-19 for the good of societies, especially the students
for they are already facing a huge load of psychosocial and health burden of this
pandemic.
Most students are dealing with news related to COVID-19 wisely. 84.9% (57.3% Not
at all and 27.6% Not really) do not forward content they receive on social media
injudiciously and 66.4% (27.1% somewhat and 39.3% very much) verify the authenticity
of messages they receive on social media. About 72.4% of students update themselves
about COVID-19 through television channels or/and online news sites.
The emotional state of the students during lockdown shows an overall mix of various
moods with 19.2% of the students saying they are tired of the phone, 42.9% of them are
feeling frustrated, crushingly bored, anxious, overworked, and depressed and on the
other hand 37.9% are feeling relaxed, peaceful optimistic, calm hopeful and loving. The
strength, positivity, and maturity of these young students are summed up in their oneline message to the world whose essence is "Stay Home, Stay Safe, Stay Together".
PRINCIPAL FINDINGS
In today's pandemic hit world, college students comprise a population that is
generally considered vulnerable to mental health concerns. It is crucial to bring light on
the adverse effects of pandemic-related transitions on the mental health and well-being
of the students. By conducting an online survey, amid the pandemic, it can be deduced
that a majority of participants have been experiencing increased stress and anxiety due
to COVID-19.
Among the various effects of the pandemic that have been identified, the most
prominent was worries about one's health and the health of loved ones, followed by
difficulty concentrating frequently expressed by our participants, has previously been
shown to adversely affect students' confidence in themselves, which has known
correlations to increased stress and mental health. The existence of stress and anxiety in
a college student's life was already very high, but it appears that the various countermeasures put in place by the government against COVID-19, such as work-from-home,
online education orders and social distancing practices, may have given rise to
significant changes in students' lives. A vast majority of the participants have
experienced changes in their social relationships, largely because of the limited physical
interactions with their friends and families. The impact of the pandemic on sleeping and
eating habits of students are also a cause for concern, as these often act as symptom
towards the development of various problems such as depression and anxiety.
Although students have mentioned several effects that they have observed such as
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feelings of loneliness, powerlessness, as well as the financial and academic burden on
their families, several other outcomes that were impacted by the pandemic may also act
as contributors to their depressive thoughts and suicidal ideation. Students also
described several barriers towards seeking help from the authorities, such as lack of
trust in counselling services and discomfort in sharing their mental health status with
others, which may be indicative of stigma as a whole. Perceiving social stigma as a
barrier to seeking help and availing of counselling services and other support is common
among students. Digital technologies and health applications can enable selfmanagement of mental health issues along with the rapid virtualization of psychiatric
counselling which serves as a great advantage for the students. Mobile apps and smart
wearable sensors can also be put to use to enable self-management and communication
with medical professionals.
In light of the continued COVID-19 cases and vaccination procedures on the process
all over the country, there is a need for immediate attention for the support of students
who may be suffering from mental health issues and are not even aware of it. In a recent
study, based on the Italian experience of the Coronavirus pandemic, it is essential to
assess the population's stress levels and create certain adjustments to plan for necessary
support mechanisms during the recovery phase, as well as for similar events in the
future. Although the COVID-19 pandemic seems to have resulted in widespread forced
adoption of telehealth services to deliver psychiatric and mental health support, more
research is needed to investigate their use even after the pandemic ends.
OPINION
The entire performance of a student majorly depends on his/her mental health.
Certain disturbances in mental health can not only harm the student but also have
serious negative impacts on the community itself, as today's student is the future of our
country contributing to the development and upliftment of the economy by serving
various roles such as teacher, engineers, journalist, doctors, nurses etc. Therefore, the
mental health of students has to be given the most important of all. In the process of
lockdown, all the educational institutes were also locked down all of sudden with
students in different phases of their academic year like some were about to complete
their academic year, some were about to write their entrance examinations, and some
were writing their final examinations. It is well known that the students experience a lot
of stress and anxiety especially before and during the examinations. But the various
scenarios that were seen in the country were as follows: 1. The examinations in schools and colleges were postponed due to lockdown and the
actual date of the exam was awaited. Because of this, many students were undergoing
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mental stress and a strong need to consider their mental health status arises.
2. The students were preparing for the entrance examinations for years. For example, in
India, NEET is considered the common entrance examination to enter medical
professional colleges. Students prepare for this exam for as long as two years, as the
scores decide their admission criteria. Some students might be allotted an extra year
to get through the entrance examinations. All these students' study under high stress
because their pre-examination period will continue till, they complete the
examination. Also, as there is no announcement for the date of examination, there is
much uncertainty about their future and results. To this, parents may add up more
stress on their children as they are equally undergoing stress regarding the career of
their kids.
3. Though many educational institutes have launched online classes, the adaptation of
the student to the sudden transition from routine teaching methods is stressful. This
affects the slow learners in a much drastic manner. The fear of corona disease adds up
to their stress and a need for a psychiatrist to keep the mental balance of the students
occurs.
4. Regular monitoring of the stress levels using various online tools can be done to
prevent the student from entering into a state of depression. Simultaneously the
teachers also need to be counselled in handling the students during the online classes
and ease up the tasks and assignments. The student should also be ensured that there
will be no loss of their academic year.
5. The entrance examinations can be conducted online, as a majority of the universities
around the world is already following the same method. The mental cell should also
monitor the students even after the lockdown ends as it takes time for the student to
normalize themselves after a long, unexpected break from their studies. Continuous
monitoring of the students will help to keep the students mentally healthy and do well
in personal and professional life, respectively.
CONCLUSION
Because of the long-lasting pandemic situation which continues to affect thousands of
people every day in our country, onerous measures such as lockdown and stay-at-home
orders are being passed, the COVID-19 pandemic brings on negative impacts on higher
education. The emergence of an urgent need to develop interventions and preventive
strategies to focus on the mental health of school and college students can be seen.
The most important task right now for the teachers and mentors is to stand along
with their students and provide minimal help and support not just in terms of teachinglearning activities but also reinforce and supplement the already existing awareness
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about COVID-19 and vaccination, lockdown, various measures on how to stay safe and
avoid fake news to the students. In these tough times, the teachers need to work as
friends and inculcate a small portion of time to lend their ear and listen to their students
for the emotional support they may need during this pandemic because schools and
colleges are not strictly just institutions of formal learning, but they are also informal
communities on their own.
Most of the students are well aware and law-abiding young citizens of our country and
have equipped and aligned themselves to the need of the hour. Although they are
spending a lot of time with their families, they miss meeting their friends in person
implying that virtual meeting places are not a substitute for personal interactions for
these young students. The uncertainties related to their examinations and growth path
by way of internships, jobs, etc. are a major cause of mental stress created by the changed
scenario due to COVID-19. The results also confirm that the students feel that online
teaching can supplement classroom teaching to an extent, but it cannot substitute the
experience of learning in the classroom environment and the face-to- face interactions
with teachers and classmates therein.
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Pandemic and Lockdown Deteriorating
Mental Health & Well Being of People:
Global Cross-Sectional Surveys and
Studies in India & Worldwide
Yajat*
ABSTRACT
ovel Coronavirus (Covid-19) Pandemic has completely changed our life and it would
be an understatement as pandemic is not only affecting our lives physically, it is
challenging us in emotional and mentally way also. As virus will now be completing its
2 years and it mutually evolved very much and affecting us more and more in all
physical, emotional & mental way very much. As we all know how much mental health
is important for us and the most ignored thing at same time, due to measures
undertaken to stop the spread the spread of Covid-19 disease worldwide, this impacted
mental health of younger generation a lot. This study represents the impact of covid 19
psychological distress globally and identified factors that lead to decline in mental
health. This research comprises of global pandemic impact on mental health of different
countries through global online surveys.

N
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Method
1. A Global Survey was conducted by ILO (International Labour Organization) survey
was done between the age group of 18-29 with regard to employment, education and
mental health, Over 12000 responses were received from 112 countries.
2. Second one was the study conducted in India with the help of Online survey and
studies by Research, Education and Training sub-Committee of Indian Psychiatric
Society
Result
1. Survey found 50% of young people across world are possible subject to anxiety
2. 17 per-cent are affected with anxiety and depression or generally have symptoms
related to it
3. 51 per-cent believed that their education will be delayed as 9 per-cent developed
anxiety as they fear their education would suffer.
4. In India, a total of 1871 responses were collected out of which 1685 (90.05%) responses
were analyzed, two-fifth (38.2%) had anxiety and 10.5% of the participants had
depression.
Conclusion
The findings from the current survey/study add to the evidence demonstrating decline
of mental health during pandemic which is being consistent across the world as study
shows the adverse effects of pandemic on Younger Minds as Pandemic is very
unfortunate for all of us and we have seen many effects of it like people losing jobs,
education of children got adversely affected, running business got shut down, many
working class people are now struggling for food. These all cases are adversely affecting
the people mental health and especially in younger generation too.
The only solution to the problem is the Vaccination and all countries should run the
vaccination drive properly and also longitudinal studies are urgently required to
examine the trajectory of the mental health burden over time.
IMPACT OF COVID-19 LOCKDOWN ON MENTAL HEALTH IN INDIA
Lockdown can have different effects on different age groups. It may be difficult to
engage the children at home throughout the day. This can be a source of stress to the
parents. Similarly, due to the vulnerability of elderly for COVID-19 infections, others
would avoid to meet the elderly, which can be a major source of distress, both for the
elderly and their family members.
Covid-19 restrictions like lockdown had a major impact on mental health and to the
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every age group whether it is anxiety or depression it impacted a lot as India is
considered as most social nation like in terms of celebrating festivals to doing personal
large family gatherings so due to the vulnerability of elderly for COVID-19 infections,
others would avoid to meet the elderly, which can be a major source of distress, both for
the elderly and their family members in India especially.
Moreover, recent reports suggest that the government’s sudden enforcement of
lockdown has created many hurdles to the economically disadvantaged populations as
evident from the mass exodus of migrant workers and concerns about starvation among
people in slum areas. This is also the matter of concern related to physiological effects.
Now let us see how lockdown impacted mental health through online survey
Method
Unlike others western countries, Indians are thought to be more social and, engage in
several religious festivals, and get-togethers across the year. In this regard, a complete
lockdown can have a downgrading effect on the psyche of the general public. It can also
have a long -lasting effect on the economy, farming and daily wage earners of the country.
Research, Education and Training sub-Committee of Indian Psychiatric Society
conducted an online survey using Survey Monkey and it was circulated by WhatsApp
Basic information sheet which included information about the subject’s age, gender,
educational qualifications, and work profile.This Survey also evaluate the effect of
lockdown on relationship with family and others and how lockdown had affected one’s
emotions
The link was designed in such a way, that only 1 response can be generated using one
device
Results
During the survey, a total of 1871 responses were collected of which 1685 (90.05%)
responses were analyzed
1. mean age of the participants (1653 responses) was 41.26
2. About three-fifths of the participants (63.7%) were male, about three-fourth were
married (72.6%)
3. three-fifth had completed postgraduation (61.8%)
4. majority were employed (self-employed/employed in government sector or private
sector) (78.9%)
STRESS, ANXIETY, DEPRESSION, AND MENTAL WELL-BEING DURING LOCKDOWN
1. 70% of the participants reported moderate level of stress and one-fourth reported mild
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stress after the onset of the lockdown period.
2. Majority of the participants reported “no or minimal depressive symptoms” but 18.5%
reported mild depressive symptoms and a small proportion of the participants
reported moderate (5.8%) and moderate-to-severe depression (3.0%)
EFFECT OF LOCKDOWN ON RELATIONSHIPS
On of the best thing lockdown witnessed is the improvement in the relationships with
their spartner (47.4%), children (44.2%), and with parents (47.3%) after the beginning of
lockdown period and three-fifth of the participants reported marked improvement in
their relationship with their neighbors and office colleagues during the lockdown period.
EFFECT OF LOCKDOWN ON ONE’S EMOTIONS, FEELINGS
In most of the areas, Majority of the participants reported no change,
● One-third of the study participants reported slight worsening (increase) of negative
emotions such as sadness (30.7%),
● Anxiety (36%), irritability (32.2%), frustration (32.3%), and fear and apprehension
(33.8%).
● About one-fifth of the participants reported increase in feelings of loneliness (21.3%)
and fear of death (20.8%)
● Slight increase in social connectedness was reported by 18.7% and marked increase in
use of social media was reported by about one-third (35.1%) of the participants.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ANXIETY, STRESS, SADNESS, MENTAL WELL-BEING,
It is seen that Higher level of stress, depression, and anxiety correlated positively
with each other and negatively with the well-being. Positive relation is being seen
between stress and anxiety with the duration of lockdown period
CONCLUSIONS
The surveys conducted globally and in India shows that the depression and about twofifth of people are experiencing anxiety and depression, due to lockdown and the
prevailing COVID-19 pandemic and the study finds the need of expanding the mental
health services to everyone
DISCUSSIONS & SOLUTIONS
According to the present study in general, majority of the participants reported
positive impact of the lockdown on the relationship dimension in terms of relationship
with parents, children, spouse, colleagues, and neighbors. The improved relationship
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could be attributed to the availability of more free time, less work pressure and possible
fulfillment of long desired free time.
But there is also increase in the prevalence of negative emotions such as sadness,
loneliness, anxiety, frustration, and fear and apprehension in about one-third to nearly
half of the participants. These studiesagain support the possible increase in the
prevalence of depression and anxiety, in the wake of the pandemic.
The prevalence of mild-to-moderate anxiety and depression, in 40.5% of the participants
in the present survey indicate that the pandemic and the lockdown is having a big toll on
the mental health of people in the country and suggest an urgent need to address the same.
The Indian Psychiatric Society took a lead in this direction, in the early stages of the
lockdown, by providing free mental health aid to the people desirous of seeking mental
health care.
SOLUTIONS
● The utmost solution is Vaccination drive to be done at very faster rate .
● The only solution to the problem is the Vaccination and all countries should run the
vaccination drive properly.
● As it is the only solution to get rid of from this all problems whether its is related to
bodily, mentality it is the only solution.
● Now coming to the mental health problems like Anxiety, depression we can cure it by
staying optimistic, as in these unfortunate times our mind got very much disturbed
but in deep somewhere we also know that all will be fine one day and back to normal
so we should feed our mind with positive thoughts and rather focusing on problem we
should focus on work and keep ourselves busy.
● Government should also start the mental health awareness drive as it is the most
important thing and need of the hour.
Let us see some solutions related to different Mental Problems as these are some
problems connected the lockdown effect.
Anxiety

● Recognize the fear. Remember that you are not

isolated in feeling insecure.
● Planning the daily routines helps in adapting
quickly and managing anxiety.
Loneliness

● Spend time with loved ones.
● Be in touch with friends, family, and colleagues

over social media or the phone.
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Difficulty in concentrating,
low motivation and a state
of distraction

● Pick a physical activity of your choice like Yoga or

Stress threshold

● Prioritize your physical and mental health

even simple stretches. Spend atleast one hour per
day on your physical health.
● It is a good idea to meditate. Meditation improves
concentration.

● Exercise regularly, eat healthy food and sleep

thoroughly..
Negative emotional spirals

● Do not Google symptoms of any disease, trust

doctors.
● Avoid frequently checking the latest COVID
statistics.
Desperation

● People with habits like smoking and alcohol

consuming, are desperate to have cigarettes or
alcohol. Take this positively as a challenge to
change habits by engaging yourself in meditation
or Yoga.
Panic and fear

● Keep in mind; you are not alone.
● Be frank about experiencing panic and fear.

Financial strain

● Consult a financial advisor over the phone and

common platform to discuss new government
policies.
● Also, it is good practice to read about various
investment and earning options.
Apprehension about Future

● It is common to have apprehensions and panic

regarding the future. However, worrying does not
help.
● Avoid speculation and focus on facts. Do not
believe everything you read. Confirm your
suspicions.
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Pandemic has been really unfortunate for us and impacted us a lot in every aspects
and in some aspects we can’t imagine like some us lost their families and other dis
heartening cases,
Now it is up to us how we can fight with this and we have deal with it with courage
no matter what.
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Awareness for Immunisation
Chirag Bhardwaj*
ABSTRACT
mmunization is a vital element of the public health sector, especially for some disease
which turns into pandemic. Vaccines have contributed in deteriorating the mortality
rates from many infectious diseases worldwide. Despite this achievement, a big
population is still not confident or to say comfortable in getting immunized. This has
implications on not only the individuals but also on the society collectively outbreak of
e.g., chicken pox, polio, measles, small pox, hepatitis A etc. A review of the literature was
conducted to identify the determinants of vaccine hesitancy (VH) as well as vaccine
confidence and link them to challenges and opportunities associated with vaccination in
India, safety concerns, doubts about the need for vaccines against uncommon diseases
and suspicions towards new vaccines were identified as major vaccine-specific factors of
VH. Lack of awareness and limited access to vaccination sites were often reported by
hesitant people.
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CONTEXT
From the past 20 years there is a large number of people especially in rural areas, who
are not showing interest in immunization. Despite of the fact that immunization is the
most effective tool for good public health. So, we studied and analyzed some influences
that can encourage people to get immunized.
WHAT’S NEW
We identified some factors that are a barrier between people and immunization i.e.,
Lack of awareness, lack of education, lack of trust etc. So, there should be an influencer,
which in rural areas are the “Panch”, “Sarpanch”, and some dignitaries of the village,
they can get vaccination first and then can encourage other villagers.
IMPACT
Can regain the confidence of a lot of people and can encourage those classes who
somewhere are left behind for many facilities, one of them is immunization. Can increase
the impact of vaccination programs by immunizing a big population, who were not
comfortable earlier because of some myths, or lack of trusts.
INTRODUCTION
Vaccination is a straightforward, safe, and effective manner of protective the
population against harmful diseases before they are available into contact with them. It
uses our body’s natural defences to make resistance to specific infections and makes our
system stronger. it’s indispensable to inject individuals to shield them from extremely
spreadable diseases, that somewhere leaves a chronic impact on their bodies. protection
could be a key element of primary health care and an indisputable right. WHO has
launched in 1974, An enlarged Programme of protection (EPI) against vi vaccinepreventable diseases (VPD) to scale back childhood mortality and morbidity i.e., BCG,
DPT, OPV, TT came into apply in Asian country by 1978. In 1985 additionally, the
Universal protection Program (UIP) was introduced by the govt. of Asian country (GOI),
and single sickness police investigation started in 1997 to search out the impact of pulse
acute anterior poliomyelitis protection, (PPI) on acute anterior poliomyelitis destruction.
A national technical consultative cluster of immunizations (NTAGI) from 2002 to 2003
counselled introducing viral hepatitis at birth, the second dose of contagious disease at
15-18 months. Haemophilus grippe B is that the test of Asian country that coated quite
eighty fifth of kids. province started Penta immunogen in Oct 2011. It’s additionally one
among the simplest health investments on that cash will be spent. Vaccines also are
essential to the hindrance and management of communicable disease outbreaks. They
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underpin international health security and can be a necessary tool within the battle
against antimicrobial resistance. Vaccines train your system to form antibodies, even as
it will once it’s exposed to a sickness.
Source: The BMJ

However, as a result of vaccines contain solely killed or weakened styles of germs like
viruses or bacterium, they are doing not cause the sickness or place you in danger of its
complications. Most vaccines area unit given by an injection, however some area unit
given orally (by mouth) or sprayed into the nose. Protection could be an international
health and development success story, saving several lives once a year. Vaccines cut back
risks of obtaining a sickness by operating together with your body’s natural defences to
make protection. after you get an immunogen, your system responds.
AIM OF THE STUDY
The aim of this empirical analysis study of awareness for protection is to supply higher
information, educate beneficiaries, dispel information, mobilise some households and to
aware the plenty concerning protection or vaccination, which will encourage many folks to
induce immunised. It’s a lot of easier and cheaper to stop a sickness than to treat it. that is
specifically what immunizations aim to try and do. As protection is itself a big a part of our
health system, from the results of a no-hit experiment, new protection processes will be
developed and new awareness programs will be introduced so preventing many folks from
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varied diseases. In India, immunogen hesitancy could be a important downside. there’s
additionally a historic worry and distrust of public health initiatives that’s frozen in earlier
powerful drives of forced sterilization by previous governments; this might maybe be among
the explanations for a lower range of men, as a BBC report shows, choosing vaccination than
girls in southern Indian states. News of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and different senior
leaders taking jabs was welcome however not enough to allay fears. At present, the
electronic messaging on the country’s vaccination method has been restricted to the higher
and middle categories, and that they too appear confused, albeit an oversized range are
availing of immunogen shots. The challenge now’s to expand this approach and embrace
people who area unit falling through the gaps: the overwhelming majority of our poor and
dealing categories, particularly in our cities, so, our aim is that vaccines ought to be taken
by all of them. protection plays a section and partial role in hindrance from the infections
caused by virus and bacterium. variety of recommendations area unit advocate at the tip of
this study, suggesting an abstract framework for future handling of protection drives.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Indian Academy of medicine has urged that the 3 newer vaccines (MeaslesMumps-Rubella), serum hepatitis (Hepatitis B) and Hib (Hemophilus flu sort b) could
also be offered as optional vaccines to kids, in its fresh counselled immunisation. whereas
coverage estimates for the enlarged Programme on immunisation (EPI) vaccines square
measure wide on the market, newer immunizing agent coverage figures square measure
rare. we have a tendency to did a cross-sectional study to assess awareness, utilization
and price of those vaccines in a complete colony of lower-middle- and middle-class
population of Vellore city. Parents of 133 out of the full 146 kids (aged 18-36 months) were
interviewed and awareness relating to immunizing agent accessibility was sixty- one,
seventy-one and forty seventh for MMR, serum hepatitis and Hib, severally. information
relating to dose schedule and diseases prevented was higher for serum hepatitis and Hib
immunizing agents as compared to MMR vaccine. immunizing agent coverage was four
hundred and forty yards, forty first and V-J Day for MMR, serum hepatitis and Hib,
severally. Total direct (medical and non- medical) expenditure for vaccination was
roughly 2 hundredth higher in an exceedingly non-public clinic as compared to CMCH
(Christian Medical school and Hospital), a tertiary-care teaching hospital. one visit for
vaccination took forty minutes at a personal clinic set among one klick in comparison to
ninety- five minutes at CMCH set three klicks away. Awareness and coverage of those
vaccines was just like that for EPI vaccines prevailing within the urban areas of Asian
country throughout the 1970s (2,3). serum hepatitis immunizing agent coverage was just
like that seen in an exceedingly middle and upper population of Madras town.
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World immunization Week (April 24-30) may be a one-week amount at the tip of April
dedicated to raising awareness and a more robust understanding of however
immunization will fight against a number of diseases that area unit otherwise easilycontractible. These diseases, although preventable, still exist, particularly within the
developing world wherever education on basic aid is usually lacking. Through individual
contributions to the present world public health campaign, we will raise our voices to tell
others regarding vaccine- preventable diseases and why it’s imperative to inoculate
youngsters, guaranteeing them a lifespan of protection against up to twenty-five
infections and diseases. According to the globe Health Organization, although the speed
of youngsters being unsusceptible has gone up, the targets for the Wipeout of diseases
like contagion, Rubella, and maternal and infant Tetanus have fallen behind their aimedfor schedule. Moreover, there are many outbreaks of diseases that have vaccines to
safeguard youngsters and adults in area unites wherever inhabitants are
underprivileged by financial condition, social process and conflict. In India, innumerable
youngsters still don’t have access to life-saving vaccinations. immunization may be a
cost-efficient health precaution that may save adults, youngsters and their parents’
distress, broken heartedness and cash spent on aid services once complications arise. The
main aim of World immunization Week is to lift awareness regarding the importance of
obtaining the required vaccinations in their prescribed doses and schedule. Educate
yourself on immunization and speak to your medical practitioner regarding the required
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vaccines you and your family would like. Speak to people who understand immunization,
particularly those who could also be underprivileged and not have access to big aid data.
Here are a unit some points of language to drive in why obtaining unsusceptible is
crucial:
● obtaining insusceptible may be a community duty because the protection against these
diseases ensures that you just won’t pass them to others UN agency don’t seem to be
insusceptible and preserve the cycle of sickness.
● specialise in the importance of inoculating youngsters to assist them avoid suffering
uncomfortable and painful symptoms.
● cue those who even apparently harmless diseases like contagion and infectious disease
will have dire long consequences that arise from complications, like respiratory
disease and brain inflammation (Measles), or hearing impairment (Mumps). In some
cases, complications will prove fatal.
● name financial prices of providing adequate aid and loss of cash from having to require
day off to worry for a sick kid just in case of infection. All of which may be simply
prevented by correct immunization.
MANY MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO INCREASE CONFIDENCE FOR IMMUNIZATION
Communication
Media will have an incredible influence on public opinion, with long impacts. Today,
access to social media (72.9% of households use smartphones) is much bigger in Bharat
than access to TV (45.0%) or change of state gas cylinders (21.6%). Usually, mothers
obtain information on-line, particularly once involved about vaccine safety. because it is
tough to control and verify all the data offered on the varied platforms, it’s necessary to
increase access to clear and scientifically validated info concerning the risks and edges of
vaccines likewise as answer queries with balanced and correct info. There is a world
realization that public health communicators got to adapt them communication in a very
thanks to improve trust in vaccines and vaccination. Some projected strategies go even
one step any, suggesting to focus vaccine communication on the positive, emotional
values of immunizations rather than limiting it to the scientific content.
Education
Educating and making awareness regarding immunisation and fostering vital
thinking on associated risks and advantages may have a tremendous impact on
overcoming hesitant behaviour during a population. Such an approach has evidenced
advantageous during a totally different context, i.e., reduced use of polluting firecrackers
during the Diwali competition. Including a basic programme on VPDs in schools may
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even have a positive impact within the long term by creating the new generation aware
of vaccination’s risks and advantages (e.g., HPV). Moreover, college lecturers square
measure recognized as a trustworthy supply of knowledge by oldsters acceptive
vaccination. Schools and faculty lecturers ought to thus be engaged in vaccination
campaigns as they embody data to the population and additionally have the potential to
dissipate cultural barriers, which could be a deterrent to vaccination.
Hesitancy for immunization is also a big barrier between vaccines and the people.
First, a literature search was conducted in PubMed for research articles with ‘’hesitancy’’
[All Fields] AND ‘’India’’ [All Fields] over the 2015-2019 period and in Embase for
additional articles published during the same period using the following search equation:
(‘vaccine hesitancy India’ OR ((‘vaccine’/exp OR vaccine) AND hesitancy AND (‘India’/exp
OR India))). Only articles reporting results from a quantitative or qualitative survey
about VH in India were included. The search for VH determinants was complemented by
narratives about recent vaccine-related controversies as well as a selection of challenges
and opportunities relevant to the Indian context. Furthermore, this article is based on
previously conducted studies and does not contain any studies performed by any of the
authors with human participants or animals.

METHODOLOGY
Challenges for lack of encouragement
There are several tough challenges that are being face during immunization and they
are proved to be big barrier in proper immunization. These are some reasons why people
in rural as well as some in urban areas are not comfortable in taking vaccination or we
can say why they are not aware about it.
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1. Rumours/Myths and Controversies
Several controversies and false information have negatively impacted vaccine
confidence over the last 20 years. During poliomyelitis vaccination programmes in early
2000, a seed of distrust was sown in particular communities by linking vaccination with
sterility and by falsely claiming that pig’s blood was present in the vaccine, among other
things. However, realising the importance of vaccination, religious leaders who were
silent initially, along with community influencers, eventually actively fostered the social
mobilisation that led to the successful elimination of poliomyelitis. Safety concerns of a
severe nature were raised after the deaths of seven girls during two human
papillomavirus (HPV) studies conducted in 2010. An enquiry committee investigated the
controversial cases and concluded that the vaccines were not responsible for the deaths.
Vaccination against HPV has the potential to provide great benefits for the Indian
population as cervical cancer, which is mainly caused by persistent HPV infection, is the
second most common cancer in Indian women. Nevertheless, the call for introduction of
HPV vaccine is still opposed despite recommendation by the Indian Council of Medical
Research and the National Technical Advisory Group on Immunisation. Many political
people also run such rumours to keep common people away from the immunization, they
take this one of their political stunts. Currently also, during covid19 vaccination, some
politicians threw silly rumours and
comments about vaccines so that their
followers may not take those vaccines. They
should understand that they should not
involve dirty politics in each matter,
especially which is related to public health.
2. Feasibility
The community-based cross-sectional
study conducted in Mumbai, one of the
world’s most populous cities, identified the
loss of daily income as one of the most
frequently reported factors for missing
childhood immunisation in slum areas. The cost of vaccines and vaccination is a
challenge, as very few are offered free or as part of the national immunisation
programme. Nevertheless, VH is also observed in populations with higher socio-economic
statuses and education levels. However, government took one great initiative of free
vaccination in India from 21st June 2021, this will work somewhere to encourage poor
people to get immunized.
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3. Societal effects
Behaviour with respect to vaccination tends to depend on who you know, where you
live or both. For example, low uptake of the MR vaccine (44% of the targeted number of
children) during the 2017 vaccination campaign in Tamil Nadu reflects the hesitant
behaviour of parents associated with safety concerns that are usually spread through
social interaction and media. Social determinants have the potential to have an effect on
protection programs round the world, with economic process and simple communication
facilitating their result. Exploring the kinds of social determinants moving protection
efforts in varied countries is of nice importance to the power of countries to handle them,
forestall the unfold of illness and lower mortality rates. The social determinants moving
vaccination programs will vary among countries of various financial gain levels, with
some social determinants overlapping among these country teams. during this article we
have a tendency to explore the assorted social determinants moving routine protection
programs in low-, middle- and high-income countries and doable interventions to handle
them.
AFTER THE STUDY AND ANALYSIS
After analysing the various situations of villages or rural areas in India, if we
particularly talk about deep lower classes and about those who live in urban areas but
are of lower class are more likely to be unaware of the immunization processes. After the
study and analysis, starting from the village areas, we came to know that they are much
dependent on some of the influences of the village as we all know that for any awareness
program about any matter here which is immunization, we need an effective influencer
it can be any advertisement, it can be any written piece, or any person. So as noticed that
in rural areas this task can be done by those people whom the villagers follow a lot, or
“Panch”, “Sarpanch”, “Pradhan”, “landowners” and other reputed person of the village. If
the vaccination drive is run through to them by taking the vaccines first, then they can
influence the villagers to take the vaccines. The study says there are many people in the
village areas whom the villagers trust a lot. This way of introducing immunization to the
villagers or lower classes will work and give a successful result of complete vaccination.
CONCLUSION
Till now, vaccination is suffering with so much of negligence. All the terms and
suggestions mentioned in the literature review are indispensable for better
immunization in the country. As the immunization process is deteriorating in villages,
rural areas and even to those lower classes in urban areas, So, the analysis says that one
should approach all the influencers or the people whom the villagers follow a lot, to those
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whom they trust or someone who is reputed in those areas. Firstly, they should be
immunized so that they can suggest the people who follow them to go for vaccination.
This can bring up a huge difference in rural areas as the number of immunized people
will increase and one can eradicate all the fear or misconceptions about immunization.
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Vaccine Hesitancy in India
Meghna Ghosh Dastidar*
ABSTRACT
he researcher will conduct extensive and in-depth research on the topic of “Vaccine
Hesitancy in India”, this might have various contradictory factors and findings, the
researcher will dive deep and conduct intensive research on each of the factors, with the
no. of active cases fluctuating in India, would vaccination be considered as the need of
the hour to reduce the no. of active cases in the country gradually? This paper will focus
on the various aspects of the two vaccines or immunity boosters being provided to India
- Covaxin, and Covishield. However, both vaccines have proven to be equally effective,
but a significant percentage of the population denies the vaccine on grounds of fear and
ignorance. The researcher for this research has gone ahead and collected information
from sources both - primary and secondary. The research will cover the age - groups the
vaccine is eligible for, i.e, people below the age of 18 and the efficacy of the vaccine on
various age groups. The research paper will also further encompass the ways and
methods through which the government is promoting the vaccination drive through
advertisements and endorsements on a large public domain nationwide to promote and
increase the rate of vaccinated citizens. The paper will also explore and elaborate on the
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fears and anxieties of the anti-vaxxers. Further on, the stages of the research will
elaborate more on the various aspects of hesitancy towards the vaccine.
Keywords: Covid, Pandemic, Virus, India
INTRODUCTION
The Research Topic chosen by the researcher for this paper is “Vaccine hesitancy in
India” the researcher has followed various methods for proceeding with the research
on the chosen topic. It can be said that there is hesitancy towards the two vaccines
Covishield and Covaxin produced by the companies AstraZeneca and Bharat Biotech
respectively. The class and economic background-based disparities are also visible
when it comes to you having enough awareness about the vaccination process. In
India, the vaccination process had been carried out in various stages. In the very first
stage, Frontline workers were vaccinated consisting of doctors, nurses, and all
medical staff as they were the ones doing on-ground work. Hesitancy towards the
vaccine started getting evident from the second stage when the elderly and middleaged were supposed to get vaccinated, there were various kinds of rumors and fake
news about the side effects of the vaccine which lead to widespread uncertainty about
the vaccination process although it cannot be denied that a very small percentage of
the population was hit by the side effects of the vaccine dangerously, but all in all the
vaccine has proven to be effective in reducing the rate of infection and seriousness of
the symptoms even if one is infected with COVID-19. According to “Our World in
Data”, 5.59 crore people have been fully vaccinated. However, the government has
been taking various steps and measures to increase the rate of vaccination with the
help of various endorsements, campaigns, and advertisements on billboards,
television channels, social media platforms, and newspapers to make the people
aware of the vaccination drive and persuade them to go and get vaccinated to bring
down the rate of infection in India. The vaccine is now available for people who come
within the age group of 18 to 45 years. Even though the vaccine has been made
available and can be accessed by the citizens through walk-in and pre-booking
facilities there is a large amount of the population that denies getting vaccinated as
clearly in a population of 136.6 crore only 5 crores have been vaccinated which is not
a very significant figure of the population of India. Though one might say the citizens
are not completely wrong or they don’t have completely unjustified fears and anxieties
as there have been instances in states like UP where people were tricked into getting
injected with the Rabies vaccine instead of vaccines against COVID-19. But this is
just one small instance just like the very small number of 180 people dying because of
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the side effects of the vaccine, one must understand that all body types are different
and there can be various reasons and divergence due to which the fatalities or
extreme effects of side effects might have been caused. Hence, in the due course of the
research, the researcher will put forth the findings in the form of true primary and
secondary sources of information in the form of surveys, analysis, statistical data, and
reports.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The researcher would like to extend my warm gratitude to her Print Journalism
professor and mentor Dr. Manoj. K. Singh. She would also like to express her gratitude
towards the respondents and her peers for their time, patience and support.
AIM
The aim of this research was was to highlight the issue of vaccine hesitancy in India
to and bring to light for the readers to know the details more elaborately so that myths
and distrust can be eradicated.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The researcher has carried out collection of data through Primary and Secondary
sources of information. Majorly for collection through Primary sources the researcher has
adopted survey method and for collection through secondary sources the collection of
reports and articles from authentics sites has been carried out.
Primary and Secondary Sources of Data and Information
Primary data is original and first-hand information. If one wants to get some
statistical information about the payment of wages of workers of a factory, as a
researcher one can visit the workers’ colony and get this information by contacting every
worker and enquiring about the wages paid to him and record it. This first-hand
information is the primary data. Alternatively, one also has the choice of visiting the
factory’s accounts department and recording the information from the salary register.
One may also gather this information from the published report of the factory about the
payment of wages. This is a secondary source for an investigator but, for the factory, it is
a primary source. Thus, primary data is collected originally and secondary data is
collected through other sources. Primary data is first-hand information for a particular
statistical enquiry while the same data is second-hand information for another enquiry.
The same data would be primary on one - hand and secondary on the other, e.g., any
Government publication is first-hand (Primary) for Government and second hand
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(Secondary) for a research worker. Thus, secondary data can be obtained either from
published sources or from any other source, like a website, which saves time and cost. To
further differentiate :
● Primary data is original because it is collected by the researcher from the source or
ground of origin. Whereas, secondary data is not original as the investigator uses data
collected by some other person or agency.
● It takes more time to collect primary data. Whereas, collection of secondary data
involves less time.
● The collection of Primary sources of information is costly in terms of the money and
effort involved. Whereas, collection of secondary sources are cheaper as data is
collected from published or unpublished sources.
● Primary data is highly reliable and suitable for enquiry as the investigator himself
collects it for a specific purpose. Whereas, secondary data may not suit the purpose of
investigation and therefore, needs to be adjusted to suit the objective of the study.
Mailed Questionnaire
A list of questions relating to an inquiry is called a questionnaire. The list of
questions provides a space for each answer. Questionnaires are sent to informants by
post, with a request to answer and return it within a specified time. Such
questionnaires generally have a prepaid postage stamp and return it within a specified
time. Such questionnaires generally have prepaid postage stamps affixed to them. If
necessary, an assurance is given that the answers will be kept confidential. It is the
most popular method used these days by individuals. The success of this method
depends on the cooperation that the informant is prepared to extend and the manner
in which the questionnaire is drafted. Through this method, a large field can be
studied. The researcher can use this method in cases where informants are spread over
a wide geographical area. This is not an expensive method. It is cheap as the mailing
cost is less than the cost of personal visits. The researcher can obtain original data by
this method. It is free from the bias of the investigator as the information is given by
the informants themselves.
Limitations of this method
● It is difficult to pressure the cooperation on the part of the informants. They may fail
to send back the questionnaires or may misinterpret or may not understand some
questions.
● Schedules sent back by the informants may be incomplete or inaccurate and it may be
difficult to verify the accuracy.
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● There might be delays in getting replies to the questionnaires.
● This method can be used only when the informants are educated or literate so that

they return the questionnaires duly read, understood, and answered.
● There is a possibility of getting wrong results due to partial responses, and, those who
do answer may not include certain types of persons from whom the specific
information is required.
● There may be a loss of questionnaires in mailing them.
Secondary Sources
Case Studies
Case studies are a method adopted by researchers to prove an analysis or come to a
conclusion with help of real-life instances or examples in the form of case studies are
basically stories related to the chosen topic of research.
Reports
News reports or reports related to the chosen topic of research are also secondary
sources of information used in research analysis. These are secondary sources the
researcher might not have directly witnessed and they can be taken from various sources
of instances or situations witnessed by someone else.
Statistical Analysis
Facts, figures, pie - charts, and various kinds of graphs can be collected from studies
and analyzed by the researcher to use for their own research paper. Although these can
also be brought under primary sources of information as graphs and charts can be
conducted by the researcher as well based on the information they might have collected.
ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE THROUGH SURVEY METHOD
The analysis for this survey has done with help of pie - chats and explanation of the
figures produced by the pie - charts. An important point to be mentioned is that due to
COVID-19 measures taken by the researcher and strict restrictions applied by the
government the reasercher faced a limitation of not being able to reach to a wide and vast
variety of respondents and further faced the limitation of the questionnaire getting
constrained only to a particular social and economic part of the population, also within
certain age group to an extent, i.e., middle - classed people within the age group of 18 70 years.
Questions and Explanations
According to the pie chart shown above, 82.9 % of the responders believe that the
vaccine is effective in building immunity against the virus whereas a small yet
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significant 17.1 percent of of
the responders are somewhat
uncertain about the efficacy of
the
vaccine.
However,
according to official records
and figures the vaccine has
been proven to be quite
effective for building of
immunity against the virus,
the larger figure in the pie
chart reflects upon the fact
that the trust towards the
process of vaccination is quite
evident among the educated
Figure 1
and privileged class.
According to the figure
mentioned above, 71.4 % of
people believe Covishield
more effective whereas only
28.6 percent believe in the
efficacy of Covaxin. This
means a larger part of the
responders believe in the
efficacy of Covishield rather
than Covaxin, however it has
been
noted
in
various
vaccination centers across the
country and the national
capital that Covishield has
Figure 2
proven to more in preference
of the citizens. However, according to a few reports there are still trials going on with
Covaxin and Covishield is more in production in comparison to Covaxin. Covaxin still has
not been approved by the World Health Organisation and the US FDA. However there is
slight skepticism in the mind of the citizens regarding the vaccine as well give in a few
rumors circulating through WhatsApp messages and word of mouth.
The above-mentioned figure represents the number of responders who believe that
the side effects of the vaccine might or might not prove to be fatal there is a large and
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significant part of 51.4 percent in
the pie chart that represents this
ponders who believe that the side
effects of the vaccine are not fatal
but a small yet significant 31.4%
still skeptical about the fatality
rate due to the side effects of the
vaccine and very small portion still
believes that the side effects of the
vaccine can prove to be fatal
however in very special and rare
cases have the side effects of the
vaccine proven to be fatal these
cases might have had certain
circumstances and therefore prove
to be fatal but when we see the
larger picture the maximum
population has responded well to
the vaccine with slide side effects
and recovery within a week.
The above figure the market
that a significant part of 62.9 % of
the responders has at least taken
the first dose of the vaccine but a
significant 28.6 percent of the
responders have not received even
the first dose yet this might be due
to various reasons like lack of
availability of the vaccine or some
of the responders might be
recovering from covid or have
recovered from covid but are
following free vaccination protocol
but there is a good chance that this
28.6 president of the responders
might not have taken the vaccine
because of their beliefs and ideas
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leading them to be hesitant
towards the vaccine.
During the peak of the second
wave, a rumor was started that
was being circulated through a
fake WhatsApp forward stating
that due to low immunity during
menstrual cycles it can be
dangerous for menstruating
people to take the vaccination
however it was confirmed by
medical professionals that this
piece of information is completely
untrue and menstruating has got
nothing to do with getting
vaccinated as it can be seen in the
figure as well as a significant part
of the respondents believe that
taking the vaccine during once
menstrual cycle will not have a
negative impact on their fertility
or physical health.
Due to to the responders
mostly being an educated part of
the population they have the
correct information about the
effects and efficacy of the vaccine
therefore it can be clearly seen in
the pie chart that the maximum
number of responders rightly
know that the vaccine is effective
equally on both age groups yet a
small 8.6 % of the responders
believe that it is only effective on
the age between 18 to 45 years.
However, state the facts according
to official records and credible
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information provided by the
Indian Council of Medical
Research(ICMR) and the medical
professionals the vaccine is
equally effective on all age groups
that are 18 and above.
The government started the
vaccination drive and it is still
campaigning for vaccines and pers
wading the citizens through
various means of media to get
vaccinated however with keeping
these facts in mind it can be seen
in the pie chart that the responders
have had a positive impact as 68.6
percent of the responders believe in
the vaccination drive being
propagated by the government but
however 31.4% do not believe in the
effectiveness of the vaccination rice
this can be again due to various
reasons like hesitancy towards the
vaccine believe or the belief that
the government might not be doing
enough to create awareness about
getting vaccinated.
It has been strictly advised by
the
doctors
and
medical
professionals that between the
first and the second dose of the
vaccine there should at least be a
gap of 7 to 8 weeks which is strict
to be followed to avoid any
dangerous effects or triggered the
efficacy of the vaccine on a
person’s body however through
this pie chart it can be reflected
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that majority of the population
skeptical about the advice gap
between the first and the second
dose of the vaccine whereas 45.7
percent of the respondents believe
that the gap between the first and
the second dose of the vaccine
does affect its efficacy.
The above-mentioned question
has received a positive response
as a large number of the
Figure 12
respondents that is 97.1 % of the
responders believe that taking
and not taking the vaccine will
have different effects on one’s
body and immunity that is a
person who has taken the vaccine
might have more immunity in
comparison to someone who has
not. Again being brought to notice
that since the responders mostly
and largely consist of the educated
and literate part of the population
they are aware of something as
Figure 13
basic as the efficacy of the vaccine.
85.7 percent of the respondents believe that the vaccination drive has led to bringing
down the number of active cases in India whereas still a small figure of 14.3 % of the
respondents believe that it has had absolutely no effect on bringing down the number of
active cases however the vaccine definitely has created a huge impact in reducing the
seriousness of the symptoms which has led to a fall in the rate of mortality due to covid and
somehow has even given immunity to those who have received both doses of the vaccine.
One must keep in mind that India is a poor country and the maximum population is
from the lower middle class and middle-class category therefore that can be the reason
for a positive response of 97.1 % of responders believing that vaccination should continue
to be free as it is a facility or a need of the hour that everyone irrespective of class and
economic state is you should have access to you even to reduce or bring down the number
of active cases.
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In this question maximum, there is affair division of respondents with conflicting
opinions 60% of the respondents believe that the government should have a compulsive
approach towards the vaccination whereas 40% believe that it should continue to have a
suggestive approach in this case the government or ready has a suggestive approach towards
vaccination that is there is no force being applied by the law or the higher authorities for the
citizens to get vaccinated but if the government adopts a compulsive approach that is
applying force for a certain level of coercion to the vaccination process the rate of vaccinated
citizens might increase as reflected in the survey as well a maximum number of the
respondents believe that the government should adopt a compulsive approach.
In various countries of The United States of America and a few European Nations
incentives are being given to citizens so that they feel more driven to get vaccinated
however in India there are no incentives as such sometimes if incentives are given to the
citizens to get vaccinated they might become less hesitant and get themselves vaccinated
here a larger part of the respondents that is 57.1 % believe that the incentives given to
citizens to get vaccinated whereas 42.9 percent of the respondents believe that there is
no requirement for incentives as getting vaccinated is something that the citizens would
do for their own good and immunity against the virus might be an incentive in itself.
SECONDARY SOURCES OF INFORMATION
In the former part of this research paper where an analysis of the survey has been
shown mostly the the urban parts of of India have been covered but now this report from
the Hindu shows rural India to be more if not less hesitant towards the vaccine this could
be due to various reasons like lack of facilities for spreading awareness, lack of
reachability to remote places, lack of resources, and, rural dwellers believe in
superstitions and rumours. As shown in the report there are various instances where
people in rural India strictly want to avoid getting vaccinated this could have adverse
effects on the number of rising cases in India as a major part of the population is is
residing in rural and remote villages of India.
This report from the main point talks about how in a village in Uttar Pradesh called
jamsoti has a population with widespread vaccine hesitancy as talked about in the
previous article the rural dwellers and villagers are mostly hesitant of taking the vaccine
as they believe in various misinformations and have mistress about the vaccine
according to the residents of this village COVID-19 widely effects only urban dwellers
therefore wish to refrain from taking the vaccine.
Another report from the quint mentions about misinformation and mistress
regarding the vaccination process in Kashmir however here mistrust in the government
and higher authorities play a major role in hesitancy toward the vaccine.
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CONCLUSION
To bring the research paper to a conclusion, the researcher states that according to
surveys reports statistical data that has been observed mentioned and collected by the
researcher vaccine hesitancy is still quite evident in India and there is a lot of awareness
that has to be spread among the citizens especially in rural and remote areas. However
despite a a small number of debts that had been initially caused due to the side effects
of the vaccine the vaccine has otherwise proven to be safe and effective in developing
human unity against the virus once both the doses are administered. A significant part
of the population is yet to be vaccinated as shown in the the above data that has been
collected from credible sources even less than half the population has been vaccinated
and we still have a long way to go as a country however mis information mis trust
rumours and fake WhatsApp forwards need to be curbed in order to to make the
vaccination drive successful and for a large part of the population to be vaccinated.
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A Drive To Cure
Mishika Bansal*
ABSTRACT
ovid-19 pandemic have been an enormous challenge worldwide to deal with. It is
severely affecting millions of people worldwide, cutting across differences between
high and low income countries. Taking with it millions of people, scientists all over the
world are trying to figure out how to contain the virus from spreading through various
research and collaboration studies on developing a vaccine. The research paper
enlightens on how this pandemic has struck the world uniquely as compared to past
pandemics, the effectiveness, types and impact of vaccine, critical analysis of government
vaccination policy like that of Israel and India backed by statistical data. In the end it
summarizes on latest development, mutations of the virus and suggestions.

C

Keywords: Covid, Pandemic, Virus, India
INTRODUCTION
Coronaviruses are enveloped RNA viruses, ranging from 60?nm to 140?nm in
diameter in a crown-like figure, found in mammals mainly in humans and birds.

* Student, Bachelor of Journalism & Mass Communication, Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies, New Delhi
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Coronaviruses are known to have mutated and recombined behaviour resulting in
respiratory, enteric, hepatic, and neurologic diseases. Coronavirus has a total of seven
strains which include HKU1, NL63, 229E and OC43, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and
SARS-CoV-19 (COVID-19 being the latest), out of which first four had a mild impact
on infested human with mild respiratory disease, whereas the other three caused a
fatal impact on humankind.
The first outbreak of COVID-19 took place in Wuhan, Hubei Province in early
December 2019 where many patients with viral pneumonia were found to be
epidemiologically related with the Huanan seafood market in Wuhan. On 30th
January 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared an outbreak, a Public
Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) and on February 2020, WHO
officially named this outbreak of the disease related with the coronavirus as COVID19 where CO-Corona, VI-Virus D- Disease, and 19-2019 is the year it primarily took
place. Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the reason
behind COVID-19 disease. SARS-CoV-2 features a 79.6% sequence match to SARSCoV and is 96% just like a bat-derived Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)like Corona Virus
COVID-19 outbreak is the 6th PHEIC (public health emergency of international
concern) following H1N1 (2009), polio (2014), Ebola (2014 in West Africa), Zika (2016),
and Ebola (2019 in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
METHODOLOGY
This research paper referred to Secondary Data collection like
●
●
●
●

Research articles from journals
News reports
Government authority archives
International Organisation reports.

COMPARISON WITH PAST PANDEMICS
Most of the pandemics in the 20th and 21st Centuries, have either been caused by
an influenza virus or Coronavirus. The 2003 SARS coronavirus pandemic had a much
smaller impact than the current coronavirus pandemic, and killed fewer than 1,000
people. According to the WHO’s review of the response to the swine flu pandemic is
that as it “caused illness that did not require hospitalization in the vast majority of
cases” and “spread to several countries within days, the possibility of rapid
containment, a tenet of planning in WHO’s multi-stage response, was never really
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feasible”. This attitude is in marked contrast to the unprecedented lockdowns and
economic shutdown we have seen across the globe to contain COVID-19 which did not
take place on this large scale in the past pandemics.
VACCINATION DEVELOPMENT AND PROCESS
Vaccination is a simple, safe, and efficacious way of protecting people against
harmful diseases, before coming in contact with them. It uses ones’ body’s natural
defenses to build resistance to particular infections and makes ones’ immune system
stronger. Vaccines train ones’ immune system to create antibodies, same as it does
when it’s exposed to a disease. However, since vaccines contain only killed or
weakened forms of germs like viruses or bacteria, they don’t cause the disease or put
one at risk of its complications. Most vaccines are given by an injection, though some
are given orally (by mouth) or sprayed into the nose.
Importance of the vaccine
Today there are vaccines available to protect against at least 20 diseases, like
diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, influenza and measles. These vaccines save the lives of
up to 3 million people every year. When one gets vaccinated, he/she aren’t just
protecting themselves, but also those around them.
When one gets a vaccine, ones’ immune system responds. It performs the following
activity :
● Recognizes the invading germ, like virus or bacteria.
● Produces antibodies. Antibodies are proteins built naturally by the immune system
to fight disease.
● Remembers the disease and how to fight it.
The vaccine is therefore a safe and wise way to produce an immune response in the
body, without causing illness. Our immune systems are designed to recall. Once revealed
to one or more doses of a vaccine, we typically remain protected against a disease for
years, decades or even a lifetime. This makes vaccine effective. Rather than treating a
disease after it occurs, vaccines prevent us in the first instance from getting ill.
Development of the vaccine
As with all medicines, every vaccine must go through extensive and rigorous
testing to ensure its safety before it can be introduced in a country. An experimental
vaccine is first tested on animals to evaluate its safety and possibility to prevent
disease. It is afterwards tested in human clinical trials, in three phases:
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● In phase I, the vaccine is given to a small number of volunteers to evaluate its
safety, confirm it generates an immune response, and determine the right dosage.
● In phase II, the vaccine is usually given to hundreds of volunteers, who are closely
monitored for any side effects, to further evaluate its ability to generate an immune
response
● In phase III, the vaccine is given to thousands of volunteers - some of who receive
the investigational vaccine, and some who do not, similar to phase II trials. Data
from both groups is thoroughly compared to see if the vaccine is safe and effective
against the disease it is designed to protect against.
Once the outcome of clinical trials is available, a series of steps is required,
including reviews of efficacy, safety, and manufacturing for regulatory and public
health policy approvals, before a vaccine may be introduced into a national
immunization programme.
Following the introduction of a vaccine, close observation continues to detect any
unexpected adverse side effects and further assess effectiveness in the routine use
setting among larger numbers of people to continue assessing how best to use the
vaccine for the greatest protective impact.
Covid-1
19 Vaccines
The first mass vaccination program1 started in early December 2020. At least 13
different vaccines (across 4 platforms) have been administered.
● The Pfizer/BioNtech Comirnaty vaccine
● The SII/Covishield and AstraZeneca/AZD1222 vaccines (developed by
AstraZeneca/Oxford and manufactured by the State Institute of India and SK Bio
respectively)
● The Janssen/Ad26.COV 2.S developed by Johnson & Johnson
● The Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA 1273)
● Sinopharm COVID-19 vaccine. The Sinopharm vaccine is produced by Beijing BioInstitute of Biological Products Co Ltd, subsidiary of China National Biotec Group
(CNBG).
Potential Development in Covid-1
19 Vaccine
● Inactivated or weakened virus vaccines, which use a form of the virus that has been
inactivated or weakened so it doesn’t cause disease, but still produces an immune
response.
1. World Health Organization, https://www.who.int/
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● Protein-based vaccines, which use harmless fragments of proteins or protein shells
that imitate the COVID-19 virus to safely generate an immune response.
● Viral vector vaccines, which use a safe virus that cannot cause disease but serves
as a platform to generate coronavirus proteins to produce an immune response.
● RNA and DNA vaccines, a cutting-edge approach that uses genetically engineered
RNA or DNA to build a protein that itself safely prompts an immune response.
VARIANT OF CONCERN
A SARS-CoV-2 variant that meets the definition of a VOI and, through a
comparative assessment, has been demonstrated to be related with one or more of the
following changes at a degree of global public health significance:
● Increase in transmissibility or detrimental change in COVID-19 epidemiology; or
● Increase in virulence or change in clinical disease presentation; or
● Decrease in efficacy of public health and social measures or available diagnostics,
vaccines, therapeutics

Figure 1 Share of population fully vaccinated, June 20212
ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES FOR COVID-19 TILL DATE
● The Enzyme Inhibitor
It was developed by US biotechnology company Gilead Sciences to treat Ebola. It
inhibits an enzyme called ‘RNA-dependent RNA polymerase’ that viruses need to
2. Our World Data, https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=~IND
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replicate. A study in 2017 showed that it can inhibit the SARS and MERS coronaviruses3.
It was officially approved for the treatment of COVID-19 in October, 2020.
● The Malaria Medicine
Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are drugs usually used to treat malaria and,
among other conditions, rheumatoid arthritis. There have been reports from China that
chloroquine was an effective treatment for COVID-19, and a trial of hydroxychloroquine
in France showed it reduced numbers of the virus in nasal swabs. But, WHO’s test of
hydroxychloroquine has been discontinued, since the trials showed ‘little or no reduction
in the mortality of hospitalized COVID-19 patients’
● The HIV Treatment
Ritonavir and lopinavir is a combination drug, given together and is already used to
treat HIV infections. It works by restricting a type of enzyme called a protease, which is
used when new viruses are being built. It’s known to work with other viruses, too including coronaviruses. A trial in Wuhan, China, didn’t fare well, with the patients not
doing any better than those not given the drugs. But the doctors involved said that the
patients given the drug may have been too ill to benefit.
● The Drug Cocktail
This therapy is a cocktail of two monoclonal antibodies. Antibodies are proteins that
the body generates to defend itself against a disease. Monoclonal antibodies are
artificially created in a laboratory and tailor-made to fight any particular disease.
Casirivimab and Imdevimab, which are part of the antibody cocktail produced by
Switzerland-based Roche, are particularly directed against the spike protein of SARSCoV-2. They restrict the virus’s attachment and subsequent entry into human cells.
Using two antibodies protects against the body’s resistance to them. The results
showed the antibody cocktail drug significantly reduced the risk of hospitalization or
death by 70% compared to placebo and shortened the duration of symptoms by four days.
● The Plasma Injection
Convalescent plasma therapy uses blood from those who’ve recovered from an
illness to help others recover. Convalescent plasma therapy with high antibody levels
3. US National Library of Medicine National Institute of Health https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
articles/PMC7112302/
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to treat COVID-19 has been given authorization by the U.S Food and Drug
Administration. It may be used for hospitalized people ill with COVID-19 who are
either early in their illness or who have weakened immune systems. Blood donated by
people who’ve recovered from COVID-19 have antibodies to the virus that causes it.
The donated blood is then processed to remove blood cells, leaving behind liquid
(plasma) and antibodies. These can be given to people with COVID-19 to improve
their ability to fight the virus.
Data from several clinical trials, studies and a national access program suggest
that convalescent plasma with high antibody levels may lessen the severity or shorten
the duration of COVID-19 in few people when given early in the disease or in those
with weakened immune systems.
CONTROVERSY INDIA FACED DURING SECOND WAVE OF COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a dramatic economic collapse and humanitarian
catastrophe in India. However, the most destructive outcomes did not come from the
trajectory of the disease, but from the nature of the government response. Early into the
pandemic, the Indian government imposed a nationwide lockdown that was the most
stringent in the world4, with curfew-like regulations confining people to their homes,
preventing most economic activity and restricting movement other than for limited
specified tasks. This draconian closure delayed the virus transmission but didn’t control
it. At the start of the lockdown on 25 March the country had only 320 cases and 10 deaths
from COVID-19 in a population of more than 1.3 billion. By the end of June, India
became the third worst-affected country in the world, with around 20,000 new cases
reported every day.
During the second wave of Covid-19, Hospitals were overwhelmed, and health
workers were fatigued and becoming infected. Social media was full of miserable people
seeking medical oxygen, hospital beds, and other necessities. Yet before the second wave
of cases of COVID-19 began to mount in early March, Health Minister of India, Harsh
Vardhan declared that India was in the “endgame” of the epidemic, despite frequent
warnings of the dangers of a second wave and the emergence of new strains. Modelling
suggested falsely that India had reached herd immunity, encouraging complacency and
inadequate preparation, but a serosurvey by the Indian Council of Medical Research in
January suggested that only 21% of the population had antibodies against SARS-CoV-2.
Despite warnings about the risks of virus spreading events, the government allowed
4. The University of Oxford's COVID19 Government Response Tracker generates a Stringency Index, based on
17 indicators, that gave India a score of 100 out of 100. https://www.bsg.ox.ac.uk/research/researchprojects/coronavirus-government-response-tracker.
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religious festivals, drawing millions of people from around the country, along with huge
political rallies-conspicuous for their lack of COVID-19 mitigation measures. The
message that COVID-19 was essentially over contributed in slowed India’s COVID-19
vaccination campaign, which vaccinated less than 2% of the population. The government
hastily shifted course without discussing the change in policy with states, expanding
vaccination to everyone older than 18 years, draining supplies, and creating mass
confusion and a market for vaccine doses where states and hospital systems competed.
The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation estimates that India will see a
staggering 1 million deaths from COVID-19 by August 1. If that outcome were to happen,
the Government would be accountable for presiding over a self-inflicted national
catastrophe. India squandered its early successes in controlling COVID-19. Until April,
the government’s COVID-19 taskforce had not met in months. The consequences are
clear before us, and India must now restructure its response while the crisis rages. The
victory of that effort will depend on the government owning up to its mistakes, providing
responsible leadership and transparency, and implementing a public health response
that has science at its heart.

Figure 2 Daily new cases of Covid-19, June 20215
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Figure 3 Daily new deaths due to Covid-19, June 20216
CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF INDIA’S AND
ISRAEL’S VACCINATION POLICY
India’s Vaccination Policy
Considering the vast sea of mystery surrounding COVID-19, it would be
understandable to place a greater reliance on historical experience. Instead, India’s
vaccine policy appears to be one of the experimentations. Despite several modifications,
the final policy as articulated by the Prime Minister on June 7 continues to lack clarity
in its intent, design, funding and result. In seeking to pursue conflicting objectives, the
policy architecture is complex, difficult to implement, it could be a nightmare for
accountants.
Vaccination Policy 2021
After much loss of time, the final policy has following elements : universal access to free
vaccinations in all government and accredited facilities is the main objective; the design for
5. Our World Data, https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=~IND
6. Our World Data, https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=~IND
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achieving the objective is implementing a dual market under which the central government
will procure 75% of the total quantity manufactured, leaving the rest for commercial sale.
The funding will be of both public finance and out- of- pocket expenditure. The outcome is
to ensure that all adults are fully vaccinated by the end of this year.
The policy has two issues related to pricing and volume of sales. While Covishield and
Covaxin are supplied to the Central government at Rs. 150 per dose, the price for a
consumer in the private market is capped at Rs. 780 for Covishield, Rs. 1,145 for Sputnik
v and Rs. 1,140 for Covaxin. The Central government will specify hospital- wise and
State-wise quotas for private sales. Based on the quota allocated, the said hospitals will
buy the vaccine directly from the manufacturer or use the option of the National Health
Authority Portal, if accredited.
Universal Immunization Program
Before this, In the Universal Immunization Program - the Central government
indicated the quantity required, the delivery schedules and the rates as per global
tender, and supplies quality, ready-to-use vaccines to the states to be provided free. The
manufacturer is left to discard of excess quantity, if any, in accordance with market forces
and without interference from the government. Under this system, the government has
negotiated low prices due to the volume of its orders.
Current Status
Of the total 190 crore vaccines required for covering the eligible population with two
doses and 83 crore already secured for supply till year-end, the gap is 107 crore.
Hence, arise our first level of policy confusion. In the absence of spelling out the
population segments that the government talks to cover, it is unclear whether the 75%
procurement cap refers to the stocks manufactured or by implication the eligible
population. If it refers to stocks, then the position can vary due to uncertainties and
externalities related with production. Besides, in the absence of credible information
about real world manufacturing capacity and wide price differentials, arriving at what
that 75% of manufactured stocks would entail is difficult creating an unstable
environment for operation and planning.
If it is 75% of the population to be covered, the policy assumes that 24 crore people
have the ability to pay such high cost for a vaccine. How far is that a realistic
assumption, given that as per data of the Pew Research Centre, the number of people
earning less that $2 a day has doubled as a result of the pandemic? Due to the pandemic,
under every income segment, the number of people have reduced in the high, uppermiddle and lower class.
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The second policy confusion is determining from where the 24 crore paying population
is to come from for obtaining the vaccine at the rates laid down by the government. The
inequity this policy will generate between the rich and poor, urban and rural is embedded
and will be hard to justify, besides clouding the actual requirement of the vaccines for the
government to administer. It may create artificial scarcities.
Concerns
One, the idea of manipulating markets is not as clever as it sounds. Piecemeal orders
increase investment risk for a company. Besides, delivering and processing small orders
by multiple small private hospitals) located in remote areas would further add to costs
impacting the price at the point of delivery. Since price must ensure a minimum return
on investment, it is important that such complexities be addressed.
Two, the small and medium private hospitals that have the reach in Tier 2 towns and
rural areas do not have deep pockets to obtain such costly vaccines. Given vaccine
hesitancy, heightened by a constrained ability to pay, the mutating virus and frequent
shifts in vaccine dosage and periodicity due to emerging evidence, the additional burden
of organizing quality assurance all add to the risk.
Three, differential pricing and dual markets provide wrong incentives and result in
unhealthy competition, illegal charging for vaccines in government facilities, draining,
diversion and leakage of the free vaccines to the private markets where in large swathes
of the country. Implementation must be in accordance with district level micro plans
incorporating the public and private sector, to cover target groups as specifies in
accordance with epidemiological data.

Figure 4 Share of people fully vaccinated against Covid-19, June 20217
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Figure 5 Share of people with one dose of Covid-19 Vaccine, June 20218
In December, 2020, Israel started a national campaign to vaccinate its population
with Pfizer-BioNTech’s mRNA COVID-19 vaccine BNT162b2 (tozinameran). Israel’s
Ministry of Health recommended a two-dose schedule with a 21-day interval between
doses. Israel delivered more than 10 million doses within 4 months; by April 19, 2021,
54% of the entire population of 9·1 million people, and 88% of people aged 50 years or
older, had received two doses.
Factors contributing to Israel’s rapid roll-out include its population sizes and small
geographical; allocation, advanced information technology that allowed prioritization,
and documentation of vaccines for eligible individuals; community based health funds
and effective cooperation between government, which were charged with providing
vaccines to those they insured; and experience in rapid large-scale emergency responses.
Vaccines were rolled out around the time of Israel’s third wave of SARS-CoV-2
infections. Thus, Israel’s setting provided a robust platform on which to evaluate vaccine
effectiveness and the impact of high vaccine coverage in real-life conditions at a national
level. From March, 2021, onwards, Israel reported a rapid decline in cases across all age
groups, despite the easing of lockdown restrictions and reopening of education and
commerce. By April 19, 2021, the 7-day moving average of new cases dropped to 149 per
day, indicating effective control of the pandemic within the country’s borders.

7. Our World Data, https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=~IND
8. Our World Data, , https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=~IND
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Criticism of the policy
Firstly, The marked reduction in new cases prompted the Israeli Government to ease
nationwide restrictions, including the discontinuation of face covering use in open spaces
which shouldn’t take place since, the pandemic is not over.
Secondly, According to a report by the Guardian, Israel’s vaccination plans do not
include Palestinians in the West Bank and in Gaza. The humanitarian information
portal under the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA) released a joint statement with other international organisations, urging Israel
to “live up to their legal obligations.”
The statement referred to Article 56 of the Fourth Geneva Convention to emphasise
its stance on why Israel was bound to follow “the adoption and application of the
prophylactic and preventive measures necessary to combat the spread of contagious
diseases and epidemics”.
Israeli settlers living and working in the West Bank are being included in this drive
but Palestinians in the region may have to wait longer for the vaccine under the COVAX
facility, a global initiative led by WHO to provide the Covid-19 vaccine to vulnerable
communities. According to the Guardian report, the vaccine may only be available in the
Palestinian territories by early to mid-2021, with the initiative having pledged to
vaccinate 20 per cent of the Palestinians.
Although Israel is racing to inoculate its population but Infection numbers would
continue to rise if only one section of the residents were inoculated, leaving the others
vulnerable, throwing a wrench in Israel’s inoculation plans. Overall, Israel’s experience
provides motivation for countries to proactively pursue high vaccine coverage to protect
the population; however, rollout would need to follow the WHO prioritisation roadmap to
maximise the public health impact, in light of vaccine supply constraints.

Figure 6 Share of people fully vaccinated against Covid-19, June 20219
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Figure 7 Share of people with one dose of vaccine, June 202110
CONCLUSION
While there were experts talking about effectiveness of vaccines and how Covid-19
situation could be improved well in the near future, New variant of Covid-19 named
‘Delta plus’ discovered in various parts of the world in which India is too a victim with
few cases have again imposed a question on the effectiveness of the vaccine which by far
has shown that fully vaccinated people are still catching ‘delta plus’ variant and the
danger posed by the third wave. In this scenario it is very important for all the people to
follow strict protocols as according to few experts this pandemic will end, still remains a
big question.
India is a nation of crores of population and have suffered a massive loss already both
economically and socially. It is high time that it comes out with strong healthcare system
and strict measures, it should also ensure that there should be no scams in relation to its
vaccination campaigns and doses allocated to people.
Government should ensure that it keeps its political front for a good cause of all and
keep up with the states in these hard times.

9. Our World Data, https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=~IND
10. Our World Data, https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=~IND
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Covid-19 Vaccine Hesitancy
in Indian Settings
Gaurav Sharma*
ABSTRACT
espite being the only hope towards normalcy, the only antidote, there seems to be a
sense of hesitancy among some people in India regarding Covid-19 vaccines. Although
a number of researches have been carried out to prove its efficacy and safety, still some
people are skeptical on receiving their shots.
Objective: This study aims to reach an objective understanding of increasing vaccine
hesitancy among some people and whether there is some scientific basis behind such
doubtfulness.
Methods: This is a secondary research study conducted in which various research papers
and articles published in different prestigious scientific journals and publications were
studied. They were objectively analyzed to reach a confident conclusion.
Conclusion: Poor vaccine efficacy, long-term side effects, misinformation were major
concerns of the people hesitant on taking Covid-19 vaccine.

D

Keywords: Covid-19, SARS-COV-2, CDSCO, CO-VIN-CAP, ICMR, Vaccine Hesitancy
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INTRODUCTION
The novel coronavirus (SARS-COV-2) believed to have emerged in 2019 in Wuhan,
China. It is believed to have transmitted from bats to humans via some other animal,
according to an investigative report from WHO. Since its emergence in Nov 2019, it
has spread to 188 countries and 25 territories around the globe, despite constant
efforts by WHO and Governments to contain the spread, primarily owing to the highly
infectious and transmissible nature of this virus. Since then, scientists and
researchers around the world have been working tirelessly to develop a vaccine which
can provide immunity against the virus.
As part of control measure, in India initially two vaccines were approved, namely
AstraZeneca-Oxford's Covishield (adenovirus vectored ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine AZD1222) manufactured in India’s own Serum Institute of India (SII) and Bharat
Biotech-ICMR developed and manufactured Covaxin (BBV152). Out of these two
vaccines, the safety and efficacy data of phase-3 trials was publicly released only for
Covishield. While the phase-3 data of Covaxin has recently been submitted to CDSCO
and will soon be made available for peer review. Covaxin was earlier given emergency
approval for use. With the start of vaccination drive for front line workers and medical
staff, questions on the safety of the vaccines were raised. According to a survey,
around 20-40 percent of healthcare workers refused to get vaccinated. This came as a
shock to many and especially to those who did not have any clue about the vaccines.
This could be due to lack of awareness or trust in the medical institutions of the
country. Poor vaccine efficacy, possible side-effects and misinformation are also major
determinants of persisting hesitancy. This study aims to assess the possible
determinants of vaccine hesitancy in India by studying and analyzing research
papers, surveys and other literature available and already published in prestigious
scientific journals and publications.
METHODS
It is a qualitative study based on secondary data. Available literature has been
reviewed extensively and objectively. Data has also been collected from various
prestigious and reliable resources like reports and surveys. It was carefully analyzed
to reach satisfying and confident conclusions.
RESULTS
“Covid-19 vaccine hesitancy: Trends across states, over time” a study published in
Ideas for India in collaboration with International Growth Study (IGC) looks at the
vaccine hesitancy trends across states in India over time. The study looks at the data
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collected from a Facebook survey-conducted in partnership with University of
Maryland and Carnegie Mellon.
University of Maryland and Carnegie Mellon University in partnership with
Facebook have been conducting the Covid-19 Symptom Survey (CSS). The survey has
been conducted daily in more than 200 countries and in over 50 languages since April
2020. The survey is designed to provide valuable information to help monitor and
forecast how covid-19 is spreading. Facebook does not share the background
information of survey respondents with the academic partners of the study, in turn,
the latter does not provide Facebook the respondents’ responses. The privacy of the
respondents is not compromised by either party. In times where in-person data
collection is not possible, web surveys have proved effective and have been used to
conduct many studies and researches worldwide. The survey was launched on April
25, 2020 in India and is currently going on with more than 1.5 million responses as of
Feb 27, 2021. They base their research on 277,844 responses from Facebook users on
questions regarding vaccination.
FINDINGS
The aggregate weighted average estimates at the national level suggests that a
significant 29% people shows vaccine hesitancy. More than 16% shows reluctance
(probably not) and 12% were certain about not taking the vaccine.

The people who in their response were certain that they won’t take vaccine, the
survey had a question about the reasons behind their hesitancy, this question was
added in the survey on Feb 27, 2021.
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They further look at the spatial variation in vaccine hesitancy across different
states of India

Fig.3: Vaccine hesitancy across different states and union territories in India. Red
shows people unwilling to get vaccinated and blue shows people willing to get
vaccinated.
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Tamil Nadu, Punjab and Jammu and Kashmir are the top 3 states showing covid19 vaccine hesitancy with 42%, 41% and 37% people not willing to get vaccinated
respectively. Whereas Kerala, Chhattisgarh and Odisha are the top 3 states with the
most number of people willing to get vaccinated.
They also looked at the Delhi NCR (National Capital Region) Coronavirus
Telephone (DCVTS)-round 4 conducted between Dec 27,2020 to Jan 04,2021, and
estimated 39% vaccine hesitancy among people in Delhi-NCR. This includes those
20% who were certain about not taking a vaccine.
The CSS data also indicates that the information coming from WHO and
government health officials on vaccine uptake is paid more heed than any information
coming from politicians.
BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP’S CONSUMER SENTIMENT RESEARCH
Boston Consulting Group (BCG’s) Consumer Sentiment Survey June’21 reveals
that vaccine hesitancy is slowly shedding in India as 78% Indians in large towns are
now ‘extremely willing’ to take vaccines as of May over 62% in March.
Meanwhile 74% people in smaller town answered affirmative to the question-“Can
you tell us as of today if you are willing to take the vaccine if it is made available to
you?” This number was surprisingly just 39% in March. As for rural India, 63% people
were willing to take Covid-19 vaccine as compared to 41% in March.
BCG’s survey was conducted between May 23 to May 28 covering some 4000
respondents across metros, smaller cities, small towns and rural areas.
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Post vaccination symptoms and long-term effects seemed to be a major concern
among people hesitant on taking Covid-19 vaccine. So we look at another study
namely “Survey of Symptoms following Covid-19 vaccination in India” conducted to
assess the immediate response after first covid dose and to study the spectrum of post
vaccination symptom profile for individual vaccines. The study was published in
medRxiv.
FINDINGS
A total of 5396 people responded to the survey over a one-week period from 29
January to 4 February. Overall, 65.9 % of respondents reported at least one postvaccination symptom. Tiredness (45%), myalgia (44%), fever (34%), headache (28%),
local pain at injection site (27%), joint pain (12%), nausea (8%) and diarrhea (3%)
were the most prevalent symptoms. The chance of having symptoms decreased with
advancing age. The frequency of symptoms was 81% (3rd decade or 20-29 years), 80%
(4th decade or 30-39 years), 68% (5th decade), 58% (6th decade), 45% (7th decade),
34% (8th decade) and 7% (9th decade, 80-90 years). Post-vaccination symptoms were
more likely to be reported by women (74.7%) compared to men (58.6%) (p < 0.001).
Among those who reported symptoms, 79% noticed them within the first 12 hours. 472
out of 5396 (8.7%) reported past history of COVID-19. Their symptom profile was not
different to those who did not have a past history.
Among the respondents, 5128 (95%) had received Covishield (Astra-Oxford vaccine
manufactured by Serum Institute, India), 180 (3.3%) received Covaxin (Bharat
Biotech, India), while 44 (0.8%) each had received Pfizer-BioNTech and Sinopharm
vaccine from other nations. Majority (98.3%) of the respondents had received either
Covaxin or Covishield.
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6 major responses came from people who declined the vaccine. The reasons stated
were:
● Doubt regarding the duration of immunity from vaccination.
● Fear of anaphylaxis reaction.
● Fear of SARS-CoV-2 infection.
● Skeptical of the studies done so far.
● Did not believe in the quality of the vaccine.
● Fear of long-term complications.
Earlier in the introduction it was quoted how doctors, nurses and medical staff in
India were hesitant about receiving Covid-19 vaccine when vaccination drive was
started in India in January, 2021. A study was carried out by a team of researchers,
19 vaccine hesitancy among
published in Cambridge University Press on “Covid-1
medical students in India” where a total of 1068 students from 22 states and union
territories participated in an online survey. Around two-fifths of students were from
Rajasthan. Gender of students was almost equally distributed (48.6% females).
Nearly one-fourths students were studying in the clinical part of the MBBS course. In
response to the statement ‘I am willing to take the COVID-19 vaccine when offered’,
43 (4.0%) ‘disagreed’ and 70 (6.6%) were ‘not sure’. Therefore, vaccine hesitancy was
found among 113 students (10.6%). Further, they found that larger proportion of
vaccine-hesitant students obtained vaccine-related information from social media, as
compared to those accepting vaccines (fig.1). Concern regarding safety of COVID-19
vaccine followed by concern regarding its efficacy was the most common reason cited
by those hesitant to take the vaccine (fig.2). Lack of trust in public health authorities
was also one of the reasons associated with covid-19 vaccine hesitancy.

Fig2

Fig1
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SOME OTHER FINDINGS FROM THEIR STUDY:
Concerns regarding Covid-19 vaccine adverse events as a possible reason for
hesitancy has been highlighted by most studies concerning university students,
health care workers and in the general population. The real concern regarding
adverse events appeared to be from the possible ‘long term’ effect of the vaccine. This
was coupled with the apprehension that the vaccines had not been tested rigorously
enough to determine all possible adverse events and efficacy in a proper manner.
Between the two available vaccines, Covishield was preferred whereas a considerable
proportion also felt that they did not have enough information to choose. Acceptance
of Covaxin was found to be less in general and was even lesser among those hesitating
to take the vaccine. This situation might change in future with more information on
safety and efficacy of vaccines being available.
CONCLUSION
The Covid-19 vaccination drive was started in India in January 2021 with the aim
of vaccinating as many people as possible to avoid more casualties and take control of
the situation. However, as many experts in India and outside predicted the incoming
of a more deadly second wave, hospitals and other healthcare institutions became
overwhelmed with the burden of severe cases and unavailability of oxygen. The only
weapon that was left to fight the second wave were vaccines.
Oxford-AstraZeneca's Covishield vaccine manufactured in collaboration with
India’s own Serum Institute of India and Bharat Biotech-ICMR developed and
produced domestic vaccine Covaxin were the two available vaccines we had to
challenge the ongoing wave. Covaxin was given emergency approval based on the
promising data collected in Phase-1 and Phase-2 trials. However, Phase-3 data was
not available and trails were going on. Across different studies, this seems to be the
first factor why some people might have developed hesitancy and showed low
confidence in our indigenously developed vaccine. Oxford’s vaccine has shown 70%
efficacy in the trials conducted by Oxford as well as similar trials conducted in India.
Hesitancy related to this vaccine was its poor efficacy. There have been cases where
people have taken both the doses of the vaccine and still got covid. This was also a
reason why general public cannot understand the benefits of getting jabbed. There
have been different arguments made as to why a covid recovered patient need
vaccination as they already have anti-bodies. There have been doubts about how long
will the vaccines be effective in the human body. A number of researches have been
conducted by various experts in different fields of immunology, epidemiology and
public health, all of which indicate the safety and efficacy of vaccines. Although
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concerns regarding the possible long-term side-effects and misinformation remains
major determinants behind covid-19 vaccine hesitancy.
The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) has identified four key areas
of effective communication strategy with regard to the Covid-19 vaccines. Different
governments and organizations are constantly working on their level to tackle vaccine
hesitancy.
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COVID-19 and Humanity
Khushi Jain*
“In the country where the COVID-19 vaccine has been made available at the speed of
light, the force of our youth cannot be ignored anymore”
— Devir Singh Bhandari

The aim of this research paper is to identify and then present the role of youth groups
who volunteered to verify resources and then communicating these resources to families in
need during the second wave of pandemic that hit India mid-April 2021.
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ABSTRACT
mongst countless deaths and hardships, humanity became an overpowering factor that
helped India overcome the second wave of the pandemic. Amidst the political chaos, the
sheer ingenuity of the Indian youth and their dire need to give back to the people of the
society who made them who they are, proved to be the reason why humanity reached new
heights. Countless families lost their loved ones. And countless volunteers, who felt the need
to save the dying world, stepped up while braving personal losses. They simply provided a
helping hand to those in need and became part of the success which was; overcoming the
second wave. As easy as verifying resources sound, there is not a hint of doubt that these
volunteers really did come across certain mental health issues that might fade away only
with time. The research paper focuses on bringing across the hard work done by these
volunteers while battling their own issues.

A

Keywords: COVID-19 Second wave, Volunteers, Losses, mental health issues
METHODOLOGY
The researcher has focused on Primary as well as Secondary Sources for collecting
information for this Research paper.
PRIMARY DATA AND SECONDARY DATA
Primary Data is collected directly by researchers through interviews,
questionnaires, surveys, etc. It is an original form of data collection in which only
first-hand information is collected. Alternatively, one also has the choice of visiting
the factory’s accounts department and recording the information from the salary
register. This is also called primary data. Primary data information is unique since it
is gathered by the analyst from the source or ground of beginning. Though, secondary
data information isn’t unique as the researcher utilizes information gathered by some
other individual or organization. In comparison to time, it takes more time to collect
primary data. Whereas, collection of secondary data involves less time. In terms of
money, collecting primary sources of information is much more costly with more time
and effort involved. However, collection of secondary sources is cheaper as data is
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collected from published or unpublished sources. In comparison to reliability, primary
data is more reliable and believable for enquiry as the researcher himself collects it
for specific purposes and writings. Whereas, secondary data is collected by another
person about who’s intellect we cannot be sure of.
PRIMARY SOURCES - MAILED QUESTIONNAIRE
Mail questionnaires are a form of questionnaire which is mailed to the target
audience and individuals, which has a collection of questions on a particular topic
asked to them as a part of an interview which is used for conducting research on that
topic. Questions asked in the mail questionnaire are generally dependent on
knowledge of targeted individuals and are related to topics under research. For this
research paper, researcher has sent out questionnaires to informants by using social
media site, Gmail, with a humble request to answer and return it within a specified
time. Volunteers who replied to these questionnaires were not forced to submit their
names. This method of gathering information and collecting data is very powerful in
current times because through this method, a large field can be studied. During Covid19 social distance restriction, this method came handy because it is cheap, less time
consuming and no personal or face-to-face visits are required. However, there might be
a few limitations that come along with this method. Some of which comprises of
a. Informants failing to returning the questionnaire due to time constraints
b. Informants not understanding questions or misinterpreting them.
c. Informants might return incomplete answers or inaccurate
d. Informants have to be illiterate and educated people.
e. Informants might reply with a biases involved
SECONDARY SOURCES - CASE STUDIES
A case study is a detailed study of a specific subject, such as a person, group, place,
event, organization, or phenomenon. These studies are commonly used in social,
educational, clinical, and even in business research. This is a method that proves to
be an asset in research because they help researchers come to a conclusion with the
help of real-life instances. When case study is used as a secondary source, it means a
third person has done a case study and we are using it as a reference.
SECONDARY SOURCES - NEWS REPORTS
News reports include day-to-day news of the world. Researcher has taken this as a
source of data collection as well because it is one of the most reliable and trust-worthy
sources.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
This includes bar graphs, pie-charts, and various kinds of graphs that are made after
questionnaires are collected. These are a part of primary resources as well as secondary
resources because they can be concluded on the basis of both questionnaires as well as
case studies.
INTRODUCTION
The second wave of the Covid-19 pandemic, in India, saw a revolution like no other. As
Covid-19 cases continued to surge across India, volunteers went ahead and changed the face
of humanity the minute they started frantically searching and verifying resources that
provided meals, supplied oxygen cylinders, arranged hospital beds and even found a vacancy
in the crematorium. These relentless and selfless efforts came handy when our government
fought for elections and even barred oxygen cylinders from entering the capital state of
India, Delhi. However, it was not a cake walk for the volunteers. Juggling between personal
lives and serving the society, volunteers, too, faced factors such as sexual harassment, that
acted as a hindrance. But, still going strong, it is safe to say that this volunteerism helped
India overcome the second wave of this deadly pandemic.
Most volunteer groups were created through Google forms, as even shared by Ankit
Gupta with The Times of India. He added that volunteers even joined in through social
media and his group consisted of people from ‘all walks of life’, including nurses and doctors
and anyone who wanted to lend a helping hand to those who were in need.
These people who came forward to help strangers, worked for not only the upper class
but also for/with the most vulnerable and marginalized members of our community and
society.
In the questionnaire conducted by the researcher, the majority of these volunteers
included people from the age group of 18-21 years of age.

Img: Pie chart to understand the analysis of the questionnaire conducted by the researcher
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Moreover, it is noticed from the below pie chart that the number of days of
volunteerism had a majority of more than 10 days. Mostly, volunteers participated for
around 15-20 days wherein they worked from collecting resources, verifying them (on
their own or with someone’s help) and then communicating the same with the families.

Img: Pie chart to understand the analysis of the questionnaire conducted by the researcher

UNWAVERING OPTIMISM
When the second wave of Covid-19 hit the country during mid-April, it was seen as if
the government might have fallen short, but in good news, the civil society stepped up.
After battling the emotions of losing a loved one, volunteers from all across the nation
gathered the courage of doing something so exceptional that coining this volunteerism as
‘revolution’ is an understatement. The youth of India forgot about the deep-rooted
stereotypes which have been instilled in their minds for years which were based on caste
and religion, and stepped up as a team. The strength of this unwavering optimism in the
minds of these volunteers is what proved to be successful.
In the questionnaire conducted by the researcher, which was limited to only the youth
due to social-distancing norms, one can understand how volunteers stayed motivated
even after getting negative responses from hospitals.

Img: Pie chart to understand the analysis of the questionnaire conducted by the researcher
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Through this pie chart, we can understand the basis of how volunteers were motivated
for almost half a month even though they were battling personal griefs. Ability to make
a change, as stated by a few responders, means, having the power to help ‘someone see
another beautiful day’. Where ‘personal reasons’ included personal losses; ‘Lack of
government support’ was nothing but sheer anger towards the failed system.
IMPACT
At a time when there’s nothing but resources that have been exhausted, one can only
look up to God and pray for dear life. However, when you think of a 3rd person as God
because they just did a bare minimum of verifying a resource for you, a new door of
humanity opens up. No one expected volunteers to save any lives but when these same
people stopped the death tally to increase, that’s when the world knew that social media
which was once used to simply connect with your loved ones, was now used as the most
resourceful platform. These platforms were now used to save lives and just help someone
make it to that hospital bed.
Instagram, twitter and even Facebook were full of these volunteers verifying
resources for complete strangers. These people shared emotions of happiness and
sadness without even being together. Because, in the middle of the night when a family
member connects with a volunteer and this complete stranger, shares the location of the
vacant bed, that’s how the world knew, that India will make it.
PROBLEMS FACED BY VOLUNTEERS
Giving a new meaning to the famous phrase, “Nothing worth having comes easy”,
volunteers while verifying already exhausted resources, faced problematic scenarios of
sexual harassment. Having numbers leaked, receiving unsolicited photos, these
volunteers stayed strong through it all. However, the baffling moment of this situation is
that even during such tough times, people found these ways to make someone (who was
nothing short of a messiah) feel uncomfortable.
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Even though the country was going through tough times, unacceptable things
continued to persist and exist. From receiving unsolicited photos, death threats to having
their numbers leaked, women volunteers were in a majority of getting succumbed to
these matters.
One such example is of Ms. Garima Bahl. In an interview with Brut, the most-viewed
digital video publisher in the country, Ms. Bahl commented on how when she wanted
plasma for her grandmother, she had to share her phone number. But as unsafe as it was,
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she shook the doubts from her head and made her number public. Little did she know
that she would get zero donor calls but would instead, receive men calling her and
whispering words which had to do everything with sexual intercourses and nothing with
plasma donors.

Img: Pie chart to understand the analysis of the questionnaire conducted by the researcher

Moreover, in a questionnaire conducted by the researcher, a case of Ms. Shambhavi
Dubey from New Delhi came up. On being questioned if she had received any sort of
unsolicited photos, her simple response was “yes, I did, quite a few, actually”. Upon
asking the reason behind this escalation in situation, she said “a guy leaked my number
simply because I couldn’t help him and said, “if you weren’t able to help me, I’ll make
people spam you with calls so you can’t help anyone.” it was tiring but then again it didn’t
really matter to me what mattered was helping people and I was, nonetheless.”
MENTAL HEALTH
What proves to be another taxing situation was mental health. These volunteers who
had colleges and schools to take care of, found the second wave of the pandemic to be
mentally taxing.
As per the questionnaire conducted by the researchers, there is no adequate answer
to how the volunteers felt while searching and verifying resources. From feeling helpless
to being overjoyed after helping a person find a bed, injection or even oxygen; these
volunteers felt a turmoil of emotions.
“There was a feeling of pure happiness when I helped the unknowns arranging oxygen
cylinders and beds. And a mental breakdown, side by side for those who I couldn’t
arrange anything for. The lack of resources was the main point of my breakdown” said
Surbhi Dewan, an 18-year-old volunteer from New Delhi.
Coming from a perspective where every death felt personal, Ms. Dubey said, “it
(verifying and searching for resources) did take a toll on my mental health but at that
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time in the moment all I wanted to do was help those people. The only thing that actually
helped me was when I got a text that they got whatever resource they need. And honestly,
while helping people if they lost somebody it did feel like my own family losing someone,
so it was VERY upsetting.”
OTHER CASES OF HUMANITY SEEN DURING COVID-19
A 51-year-old woman from Mumbai along with her husband managed to help eight
people by supplying them with oxygen cylinders. Even though Rozy has kidney disease,
she went out her way and sold her jewellery. Even as she struggles for her own life, “they
donated two tonnes of pulses and grain since the pandemic began and have resolved to
continue helping people. Rozy has kidney disease” as stated in a report by Mid-day
Gujrati.
As an initiative towards helping children living on the street, The Tourism Finance
Corporation of India Limited along with an NGO has started an initiative called ‘School
on Wheels’ to provide COVID-19 education, food, medical assistance and necessary
support to street children in Bhubaneswar, Odisha.
Moreover, in times when there was only unsettling news flashing on televisions,
Krishiv, the award winning 19-year-old golfer, decided to donate all his prize money to
Covid-19 vaccination drives. What feels like a personal achievement, there was not a
second of doubt in Krishiv’s mind when it came to giving back to the country.
CONCLUSION
Had it not been for volunteers, the death tally would have gone off the charts, more
than it already did. Even though the majority of these volunteers have been Covid-19
positive, they didn’t ever lose hope.

Img: Pie chart to understand the analysis of the questionnaire conducted by the researcher
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As mentioned, the unwavering optimism is what kept them going. It is what kept
India going and overcame the second wave of this disastrous pandemic. In summary, the
results of this study through research paper throws light on the force of the youth in the
21st century. Even after facing innumerable unaccepted circumstances; the year 2021
saw a revolution where a group of strangers connected to help another stranger-in-need.
It wasn’t about sacrifice; it was about humanity and how it became the driving force.
Because, when our leaders were busy doing political rallies, the youth of India slept
sleepless nights.
Few words that appropriately describe this situation are by Martin Luther King, Jr.
“An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines of his
individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity.” And that is exactly how
these Gods-but-in-human-form acted upon.
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Covid-19 Vaccine and Its Myths
Aastha Aneja*
ABSTRACT
OVID-19 is the disease caused by a new coronavirus called SARS-CoV-2,which
originated in late December 2019 of a cluster of cases of ‘viral pneumonia’ in Wuhan,
People’s Republic of China. It has engulfed the entire world and a lot of panic has been
created among the people because of this virus. The epidemic has led to a number of deaths
worldwide and has set an unprecedent challenge not only in the realm of health but food,
economic and social system as well. It has impacted negatively on the wellbeing of the
public. Other than this, in the wake of the rising death toll, each country has been adopting
stringent actions to control it. The effectiveness of such controls is highly dependent on
public awareness, attitude, and practices about this new type of coronavirus. Therefore, it is
important to know about the attitudes and practices of people to analyse and ensure the
success of government policy to battle this pandemic. The unravelling pandemic has left
various questions unanswered in the minds of people. There are a number of myths going
around the people of the country in regard to the vaccine.
The aim of this research paper was to find out the myths and make the public clear about
them. It commences with discussing how we reached this stage and what exactly are the
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misconceptions. Vaccines have been approved as an efficient and cost-effective community
health preventive measure because they can reduce disease mortality and
morbidity.However, the vaccination program is still assumed as an unsafe and unnecessary
by many individuals both in developed and developing countries.Lack of knowledge and
confidence in vaccination are now considered to be the greatest threat to the success of
vaccination programs.Enormous efforts have been made to invent an effective vaccine that
might be the best measure to end the current COVID-19 epidemic. The research work will
include beliefs which affects its acceptancesuch as the benefits and effectiveness of the
vaccine, the cautiousness behind the reasons, the influence of the family, especially the
attitude of parents and conversations with friends about the vaccination decision. Different
social, cultural, and political views also play important role in making the decision of
vaccination. In addition, lack of knowledge about “who, where, and when” one should be
vaccinated influence the decision. In the end, the paper discusses the expected results and
understanding of the entire research paper.
Keywords: Myth, Coronavirus, Vaccine, Fact
INTRODUCTION
Coronaviruses are a family of viruses that can cause respiratory illness in humans.
They get their name, “corona,” from the many crown-like spikes on the surface of the
virus. Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), Middle East respiratory syndrome
(MERS) and the common cold are examples of coronaviruses that cause illness in
humans.Coronavirus or the COVID-19 is a serious life-threatening disease caused due to
a virus SARS-CoV-2. It occurred first in Wuhan, China in November 2019 and the WHO
reported the first case on December 31, 2019. The outbreak was declared a global
pandemic on March 11, 2020.
COVID-19 (Coronavirus) has affected day to day life and is slowing down the global
economy. This pandemic has affected thousands of peoples, who are either sick or are
being killed due to the spread of this disease. The most common symptoms of this viral
infection are fever, cold, cough, bone pain and breathing problems, and ultimately
leading to pneumonia. This, being a new viral disease affecting humans for the first time.
Many countries are locking their population and enforcing strict quarantine to control
the spread of the havoc of this highly communicable disease.Amid this global pandemic,
time was a luxury the world could not afford. In the era of fast communication, such
misconceptions get amplified and spread at a pace faster than the real facts through
social media. Such fake pieces of information could be drastically damaging for the
general public who blindly follow any information they get.
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Researchers quickly mobilized to share their coronavirus data with other scientists
and started to develop the vaccine. The vaccines were created in 3 different clinical trials
and are turning out to be successful. But there are groups of people who are stuck in
certain misconceptions that they get to know via different sources.The people from the
vulnerable groups including slum dwellers, migrant workers, scheduled castes, elderly
people with underlying medical conditions and scheduled tribes have been acting as AntiVaxxers.
Some of the Common Myths are as followsMYTH-T
The COVID-1
19 vaccine is unsafe because it was developed so quickly:
FACT-The approved vaccine has been shown to be safe and effective. They have
undergone rigorous Food and Drug Administration procedures like the other vaccines
and met all safety standards.
MYTH -T
The vaccine can alter the DNA:
FACT-Vaccines are tested and go through rigorous and lengthy scientific trials as well
as certification processes with WHO and national regulatory agencies to ensure that they
are safe and effective.
MYTH -IIt can compromise fertility:
FACT-There is currently no evidence that COVID-19 vaccination causes any problems
with pregnancy, including the development of the placenta. In addition, there is no
evidence that fertility problems are a side effect of any vaccine, including COVID-19
vaccines.
MYTH -T
The side effects of vaccine are really bad:
FACT-COVID-19 vaccines can cause mild side effects, such as a low-grade fever or
pain or redness at the injection site. They don’t last for long
MYTH -T
The vaccine always doesn’t work so I should not bother to get one:
FACT-Several COVID-19 vaccines appear to have high levels of efficacy; no vaccine is
100% protective. As a result, there may be a small percentage of people who do not
develop protection after COVID-19 vaccination. In addition to its characteristics, several
factors such as a person’s age, their underlying health conditions or previous exposure to
COVID-19 may have an impact on a vaccine’s effectiveness. It is also not yet known how
long immunity from different COVID-19 vaccines will last. That is one reason why, even
after getting vaccinated, we must continue to follow the rules such as physical
distancing, masks, and handwashing.
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MYTH -II have a strong immunity and will handle the illness:
FACT-COVID-19 vaccines produce protection against the disease, as a result of
developing an immune response to the SARS-Cov-2 virus. If the immunity is developed
through vaccination, it then is a reduces the risk of developing the illness and its
consequences. This immunity helps you fight the virus if exposed. Getting vaccinated may
also protect people around you, because if you are protected from getting infected and from
disease, you are less likely to infect someone else. This is particularly important to protect
people at increased risk for severe illness from COVID-19, such as healthcare providers,
older or elderly adults, and people with other medical conditions.
MYTH -N
Natural immunity is better than the vaccine immunity:
FACT-Vaccines allow your body to build immunity without the damaging effects the
actual diseases can have. COVID-19 can cause serious complications and can be deadly.
There are no specific treatments for COVID-19. It is far smarter to avoid the risk.
MYTH -C
Covid vaccination can make you covid positiveFACT-The vaccine does not cause COVID-19 infection. The vaccines teach our immune
systems how to recognize and fight the virus that causes COVID-19. Sometimes this process
can cause symptoms, such as fever. Typical side effects include pain at the injection site,
fever, fatigue, headache, muscle pain, chills, and diarrhoea. These symptoms are pretty
normal and are signs that the body is building protection against the virus that causes
COVID-19. It typically takes a few weeks for the body to build immunity (protection against
the virus that causes COVID-19) after vaccination. And it’s possible a person could be
infected with the virus that causes COVID-19 just before or just after vaccination and still
get sick. This is because the vaccine has not had enough time to provide protection.
MYTH -C
COVID-1
19 vaccines contain a microchip into the individual’s body:
FACT-There is not a microchip in the vaccines. This false rumour started after comments
about digital vaccine records. State electronic immunization records help patients and
physicians track vaccines they have received. There are no electronic components in the
vaccines.
MYTH -O
Only one dose of the vaccine is required to be protected against COVID-1
19.FACT
- There isn’t enough data to support changing the COVID-19 vaccine dosing
recommendations. While the COVID-19 vaccine developed with the adenovirus platform is
given in one dose, you should get two doses of the mRNA vaccines to achieve the best level
of immunity and protection.
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MYTH -Y
You can delay routine vaccinations until the pandemic is over:
FACT-One shouldn’t postpone the vaccinations. They are an important part of
maintaining your health because they prevent other illnesses
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Coming over to other articles, they have included the various myths present
worldwide and how should they be removed from the mind of the people. From social
media to advice shared by family and friends, we are continually bombarded with
misinformation.
One of the articles by Yale New Haven Health discusses about the covid vaccine myths
with the new technology. In their article they have been trying to debunk some of the
common myths surrounding the vaccine.
The Marin health and human services have included some of the frequently asked
questions.
Florida International university has also taken the initiative of discussing the myths.
The Economic Times article has mentioned that tens of millions of Americans are
vaccinated against the coronavirus and many are wondering that Do I have enough
antibodies to keep them safe? This article helps us to understand that how they have
enough in their bodies to fight against the epidemic and how important it is to get
vaccinated at the right time.
METHODOLOGY
MYTH - If one receives the COVID-1
19 vaccine, he/she is at a greater risk to become
sick from another illness:
FACT- There is no evidence as such that getting the vaccine increases your risk to
become sick from another infection such as the flu.
MYTH - Certain blood types have less severe COVID-1
19 infections, so getting a
vaccine isn’t necessary:
FACT- As per the research, there is no reason to believe being a certain blood type will
lead to increased severity of COVID-19. By?choosing to get vaccinated, you are protecting
not only yourself and your family?but your community as well.
MYTH - Vaccines contain unsafe toxins:
FACT- It’s true that vaccines do contain trace amounts of formaldehyde, mercury and
aluminium as an adjuvant but in quantities, that’s safe for children.
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Older persons are particularly susceptible to the risk of infection from COVID-19,
especially those with chronic health conditions such as hypertension, cardiovascular
disease and diabetes. It is very important for them to understand the significance of
vaccine and ignore such myths.
Even at the best of times, persons with disabilities face challenges in accessing healthcare services, due to lack of availability, accessibility, affordability, as well as stigma and
discrimination. The risks of infection from COVID-19 for persons with disabilities are
compounded by other issues.
Many governments urge young people to work hard to protect themselves and the
people in general. Young people can also help the most vulnerable and help them run
public health awareness campaigns in their communities. Therefore, young people are
critical in limiting the spread of the virus and its impact on public health, society and the
economy as a whole. For such cases, the young too can be at risk and need to get
vaccinated.
These are some other myths that could be interpreted from the articles. The method
I used to collect the data are the interviews, content analysis and surveys. In order to
understand what people think and in what percentages I chose these.
RESULT
The timeline for COVID-19 vaccine trials It’s true that the COVID-19 vaccines have
been developed more quickly than any other vaccine, but each COVID-19 vaccine
candidate is going through the same clinical trials, whose focus is on safety efficacy, that
all other vaccines have. Since COVID-19 has affected the entire world, there have been
global collaboration and increased government funding unlike ever before that have
allowed the COVID-19 vaccines to develop more quickly than previously experienced.
Additionally, the virus that causes COVID-19 is not the first coronavirus to cause an
epidemic. Many scientists have been working on coronavirus vaccines since the SARS
and MERS epidemics, allowing for a head start in the vaccine development process.
What´s more, the technology to use mRNA for vaccines has been in development for over
a decade
One big myth with the vaccines is themselves cause COVID. 36% of unvaccinated
adults either believe this or are not sure, and 41% of unvaccinated Blacks do.
Another myth is that the vaccines cause infertility. 29% of unvaccinated adults believe
that or don’t know, as do 31% of Republicans. 34% of Republicans also say the vaccines
contain certain fetalcells or are not sure if they do.
About the same shares of unvaccinated adults believe the vaccines change your DNA
and that you should not get vaccinated if you have had Covid.
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A significant misconception among unvaccinated Latinos is that getting vaccinated will
cost them money, with 52% believing it will. Non-vaccinated adults don’t all get their
information from social media. Their top sources of information on vaccines are cable tv,
network and local tv news, and friends and family. But their misconceptions could still mostly
be coming from social media, which is a top information source on vaccines for 18-29 year olds.
CONCLUSION
Vaccine safety: Vaccine safety is always a top priority, and this is no different for the
COVID-19 vaccines being developed. All vaccines go through three different trial phases
before they are approved for use in the population. The trial phases aim to ensure the safety
and ability of the vaccine to protect against the disease (efficacy) as well as other questions
about it, including how many doses are needed and when it should be given. The vaccines
that are being developed against COVID-19 are following these same phases, but in some
cases the phases might overlap or be sped up when enough data is available. Once COVID19 vaccines are approved for use in the general population, monitoring for safety continues.
This monitoring is a normal part of immunization programs and is done for all vaccines.
mRNA technology and DNA: While the COVID-19 vaccines are the first mRNA vaccines
to be approved, they aren’t the first ones to be studied in humans. mRNA vaccines provide
“instructions” for our cells to make the protein that is found on the surface of the virus that
causes COVID-19. The cells that create that protein won’t make us sick, but help our bodies
build an immune response similar to what happens in natural infections. The mRNA never
enters the cell’s nucleus, where our DNA islocated, so the vaccine doesn’t affect our DNA.
The mRNA technology also has other medical uses. For example, it´s routinely used in
cancer treatments.
Pauses in Vaccine Trials: Safety is a main focus for vaccine clinical trials. When an
unexplained medical event-which may or may not be related to the vaccine being evaluatedhappens to someone participating in a trial, it is normal to investigate. Temporarily pausing
vaccine clinical trials is not unusual while researchers gather more information. This shows
us that the manufacturers and researchers are doing everything in their power to ensure a
safe and effective vaccine.
All the measures are taken to provide the public with the vaccine which has no major side
effects and helps in eradicating this epidemic. By understanding the percentage and
interviews of the people through various secondary sources, it could be understood that the
vaccination programs must continue irrespective of how the people react. For such groups,
various public awareness programs or programs on television could be organised.
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#SaveMollem:
Less Known Protest to Save Goa
Amish Arora*
ABSTRACT
n today’s age, when the world is progressing towards the development of
sustainable sources of energy, India is planning on huge infrastructural
development to improve the utilization capacity of the traditional sources of energy. A
development that is destroying the natural heritage of India in Goa. The state of Goa
is protesting against few development projects that can change the face of Goa we
know forever, but for good or the bad? That is something being a matter of dispute
between the youth of Goa and the Government. #SaveMollem is being tended to
oppose these development projects and save Goa from turning into a coal hub. How is
a vision of development from GOI becoming a threat to the livelihoods of many
people?

I

Keywords: Mollem National Park, Save Mollem, Mormugao Port, Environmental Threat,
Coal-Hub
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INTRODUCTION
While there was a nationwide lockdown going on last year in the wake of COVID19, the National Board of Wildlife proceeded with two highly consequential meetings
(through video conferencing) at the direction of the previous Union Environment
Minister Prakash Javadekar, green-flagging and discussing more than 30 development
projects that fall under environmentally sensitive areas across the country. Out of
which some ended up sparking large-scale protests, specifically the three projects that
are proposed to pass through Mollem National Sanctuary and Bhagwan Mahavir
National Park, situated in Goa. The three projects are:
1. Double tracking the Hospet-Vasco railway line: This project requires a total of
138.37 hectares of forest land. The total number of trees to be cut is 22,882; of which
20,758 will be from the protected area. The cost of this project is reportedly
estimated at Rs 504 crore.
2. Four-lane expansion of NH-4 from Panaji to
Belagavi: 63.615 hectares of forest land will be
required for this project. The total number of trees
to be cut is 20,340; of which 12,097 trees will be from
the protected area. The project will reportedly cost
Rs 1794 crore.
3. Laying a 400kv transmission line (Goa Tamnar
Project Ltd.): 48.3 Hectares of total forest land is
required for this project. The total number of trees
to be cut is 15,772; of which 4139 trees will be from
the protected area. The project is likely to cost Rs
176.8 crores.
This whole area of Mollem National Park falls under
150 million years old Western Ghats. This is the eighth
“hottest hotspot” of biodiversity out of only 36 present
worldwide. The protected area also inhabits more than
70 species of mammals, 235 species of birds, 219 species
of butterflies, 44 species of fishes, 45 species of reptiles,
27 species of amphibians, 80 odonate species, 75 species
of ants, and 721 species of plants. There are at least 43
species of fungi and 18 species of lichens. Many of them
are unique to the Western Ghats (that is, they cannot be
found anywhere else in the world). The fragmentation of
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A map showing the proposed
route for the three projects
(Source: Tech For Wildlife)
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this wildlife corridor (three projects crossing different areas of the national park) will
increase instances of conflict between humans and wildlife.
Goa’s famous Dudhsagar and Tambdi waterfalls, Tambdi Surla temple, and Devil’s
Canyon are also located in the area, and these places are major tourist destinations.
Now coming to why the Goans are protesting against the projects. The area is densely
forested, contributing significantly to the balance of Goa’s environment and groundwater
level. The three projects will change the ecological balance of the region. The project will
result in the logging of around 60,000 trees, drastically increasing atmospheric carbon
dioxide content, increasing local temperatures and affecting local groundwater levels and
people in this area will be forced to face water scarcity.
With these projects, the biodiversity of the forests in Mollem National Park and
Bhagwan Mahavir Wildlife Sanctuary will be fragmented into small pieces, destroying
the natural habitats of animals and wildlife, endangering them as their numbers will
begin to decline at a faster pace. The human population will face serious consequences
as COVID, Ebola and many other serious diseases are the direct results of increasing
human-animal interaction.
Another serious aspect of the protest is that these projects are being alleged of
governments move to make Goa a “coal transport corridor”, connecting Mormugao Port
with the steel plants in Karnataka. This makes these projects a bigger threat to the
environment as, during the transportation of high amounts of coal, large particles of coal
and coal ash will scatter in the coastal areas of the Arabian Sea and on both sides of the
railway line. It will disperse through the air and water, polluting the environment,
endangering the lives of the people, sea creatures and wildlife.
Along with the beaches, the seawater will be polluted with coal particles which will
cause the sea plants to die, as they will be unable to make their food due to lack of
sunlight. Due to the absence of food, sea creatures (fish, crabs, etcetera) will either die
out or migrate to other places. With the scarcity of fish and other aquatic organisms,
thousands of fishermen whose livelihood depends on the sea will become helpless to meet
their basic needs.
In this way, these development projects pose great damage to Goa’s natural beauty,
biodiversity, and economic and social development and they only seem to benefit the few
industrialists such as JSW Steel, Vedanta and the Adani Group. All three have an
inexhaustible demand for coal for steel and power plants across the Deccan plateau,
which are markedly cheaper to reach from Goa instead of Mangalore or any east coast
option. This is why the residents of Goa are opposing them. They’re fighting to save Goa’s
environment, wildlife sanctuaries, economy, people’s employment and health from the
government and industrialists. They are not just facing off against their small state’s
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hapless government but they’re contesting against the most powerful and influential
special interests in India.
Wild creatures need to be protected and left alone for no other reason than to ensure
the diversity and beauty of life, but their magnificence isn’t the only reason why we need
them. Trees and forests generate rainfall, are sources of rivers, and cool the land in a
time of global warming. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Report
2019 found that the Western Ghats is one of the most resilient ecosystems to climate
change when they did a 1.5-degree impact assessment. This is extremely important as
very few ecosystems are resilient to climate change and global warming. Maintaining the
integrity of the Western Ghats allows Goa to have better adaptation strategies to deal
with climate change. Wild creatures are barometers to the health of forests, which are
indicators and storehouses of the kind of wealth that cannot be measured by gross
domestic product and per capita income.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Let’s discuss a few major aspects of these projects through some secondary articles.
What is the Necessity of The 400KV Line?
According to an analysis, published in “The Wire” on November 6, 2020, Goa already
meets more than enough of its power requirements from existing power sources, so why
the need for a transmission line?
The analysis further shows that Goa’s environment and power minister Nilesh Cabral
has released a white paper on Goa’s electricity consumption, after a series of delays,
which states that “historically, the load requirement for domestic consumers in Goa is
more than double the load requirements of both commercial and industrial consumers
put together.”
This statement contradicts the 19th Electric Power Survey wherein the electricity
demand projections for Goa for the year 2021-2022 show that domestic consumptions are
just 26.91%, whereas the commercial and industrial consumption is 65.63%. The
remaining 7.46% accounts for public lighting, irrigation, and so on.
With the laying of the transmission line, Goa will have double the power that is its
requirement.
It is clear that this is not for the people of Goa, it is for high tension industries.
Moreover, if an EIA for the transmission line was conducted, it is not publicly available,
which is a violation of the fundamental right to information under Article 19(1)(a) of the
Indian constitution.
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The forest clearance proposals for the two transmission lines and the approach
road to the substation, for which stage-1 forest clearance was granted on April 29,
2020, were on the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change’s web portal
PARIVESH, but they have now disappeared.
Moreover, the felling of 2,670 trees for the substation for the transmission line at
Sangod is in clear violation of the Supreme Court’s order in 2015 wherein it directed
that “No Objection Certificate(s)” will not be issued in Goa for the conversion of any
land of over 1 hectare that has natural vegetation with tree canopy density above 0.1.
The area of land cleared for the substation is 11.8 hectares and its canopy density is
0.7.
This analysis report had input from the Amche Mollem Campaign and Gabriella
D’Cruz, a conservation biologist based in Goa.
Boosting the Coal Handling Capacity At Mormugao Port Trust
The same report from “The Wire” that is mentioned above also explains the
requirement behind the doubling of tracks. It says, The Mormugao Port Trust (MPT)
in Goa’s Vasco is one of India’s major ports connected to Maharashtra and Karnataka
through the South Central Railway and the NH17A, NH17B and NH4A highways. Its
berths are primarily used for coal and iron ore transfer and handling.
According to the Ministry of Shipping/Indian Port Associations Sagarmala master
plan for MPT, the current coal handling capacity is 12 mtpa (million tonnes per
annum). Of this, JSW transports 7.5 mtpa and Adani transports 4.5 mtpa.
The document states that MPT has to develop additional coal handling capacity to
fulfill future coal demands in the region. The MPT railway system facilitates coal
movement to parts of the hinterland. Currently, there is only one line that connects
the port to the hinterland, limiting the coal movement capacity to 15 mtpa. JSW coal
terminal and Adani coal terminal move 19 mtpa of coal and affiliated cargo.
The railway line has to be doubled to boost that figure.
The Adani terminal at MPT (berth number 7) moves coal from MPT to other parts
of India through the existing South Western Railway, as well as the NH17B highway.
The NH17-B highway connects to the NH4A highway which moves through the
Mollem region.
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The map image above shows how Adani moves coal. Photo: adaniports.com

On November 5, 2020, the Adani Group tweeted refuting claims of it having business
interests in the infrastructure projects in Goa.

Official tweet from Adani Group (1)
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Official tweet from Adani Group (2)

Official tweet from Adani Group (3)

Official tweet from Adani Group (4)

So, to whom are the projects benefiting? Why were they granted clearance as “projects
in the public interest”?
MPT now stands as a gate of sorts for bringing in coal from Australia and Indonesia,
and transporting it to the rest of the country. According to environmental activists, the
cost of moving coal through Maharashtra and Karnataka would lead to an increase in the
price of the coal, and Goa, therefore, is the convenient option.
The master plan also states that there are multiple coal power plants projected to
come up soon in Bellary, Hospet, Belgaum, Hubli-Dharwad, Kudgi, Solapur, Bijapur,
Gulbarga, Vijayanagara and Raichur. Both the public and private sectors have huge
investment plans for these coal-based power plants. Currently, MPT witnesses handling
of around 12 million tonnes of coal and the master plan aspires to increase its capacity
to 51 million tonnes by 2035.
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A REALLY CONTROVERSIAL PIECE OF STATEMENTS FROM THE MEMBERS OF THE
NATIONAL BOARD OF WILDLIFE
An article published in “The Indian Express” on July 3rd of 2020, gives a very
interesting view towards the approval of these projects.
According to the report, Minutes of the meetings, one on December 17, 2019, and the
other on April 7, 2020, show that the projects were cleared by the NBWL which said
that the Goa State Wild Life Board (GSWLB) “recommended the proposals in its
meetings”.
But also some members of the state board, who are all noted environmentalists say
that’s not the entire truth.
According to them, no recommendations were made; they were not aware of the
agenda for the state board meeting until they reached the venue; the mitigation
measures are “unscientific”. And, “everything has been given to these projects on a
platter with scant regard for the bio-diversity or richness of the Western Ghats”.
When contacted, Santosh Kumar, Chief Wildlife Warden, confirmed that “a few
people raised issues” during the state board meeting. “Now, they have to write to the
National Board,” he said.
The 30-member Goa State Wildlife Board was reconstituted in November 2019, with
members from various government departments, including Tourism, Fisheries, Animal
Husbandry and Tribal Welfare, and 10 private members drawn from environmentalists
and NGOs.
Its first meeting was held at the official residence of Chief Minister Pramod Sawant,
who is the board’s chairman, on December 2, 2019, when the projects were cleared.
“We were told this is a meeting to introduce everyone and discuss general matters.
There was no talk of this being an environment assessment discussion or a project
clearance meeting,” said environmentalist Rajendra Kerkar, one of the members. “The
haphazard manner in which the meeting was done, with no discussion, rounding off
proposals in less than an hour… is shocking.”
Following the state board meeting, some of its members - NGOs Goa Bird
Conservation Network and Vivekanand Environment Awareness Brigade, and
environmentalists Kerkar, Arnold Noronha, Amrut Singh and Charan Desai - wrote to
the Chief Wildlife Warden expressing concern “on the way the meeting was conducted
with hardly any formal structured discussion or debate on serious issues”.
Pointing out that “no cumulative impact assessment (was) done of all three projects
to contiguous wildlife network between Goa and Karnataka” in the Western Ghats, the
letter said the projects were presented by the Forest Department instead of the
proponents, which “sent a wrong signal”.
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According to Anamika Gode, an environmental lawyer who has been probing the
project clearances, “Section 29 and 35 (6) of the Wildlife Act are extremely prohibitive,
and nothing can be permitted unless it is beneficial to wildlife or their habitat.
Whether or not a project satisfies this strict legal mandate is to be examined by the
wildlife boards alone, always keeping the interest of wildlife at the forefront.”
Parag Rangnekar, who represents Goa Bird Conservation Network in the state
panel, says the only “environment detail” discussed in the state meeting was the
“number of trees to be axed”. “It’s appalling how these meetings, which form the basis
for environmental clearances at the state and national levels, are conducted with lack
of technical study, no quantum strategy for compensatory afforestation,” he said.
Members Charan Desai and Amrut Singh said the “projects’ impact has still not
been explained to any of us”. “We were used as puppets. They wanted signatures of
attendance to forward to the National Board,” Singh said.
Responding to these allegations, Kumar said: “They raised many issues, and the
project proponents, the authorities from national highways and railways and
whosoever was there, explained to them and accordingly a decision was taken by the
Chief Minister who is also the chairperson of the Board… There is no provision in the
law that says a development project has to be done by plebiscite. It has to be done by
a competent authority.”
The above set of statements definitely raises suspicions about the way the
proceedings are being done.
METHODOLOGY
In this research, a case has been taken and its analysis has been given through
some secondary research methods. Facts have been presented with different views and
scenarios. The secondary articles used for the research have been taken from trusted
sources with direct attributions. All the information has been provided in this research
paper so that the readers could form an understanding of the undergoing issue.
CONCLUSION
The state of Goa is seeing a new generation of protests, not the older generations
who have resided larger portions of their lives among those natural surroundings but
the youth is fighting for their surroundings and their rightful heritage. Merely
graduates and students are protesting on the roads and utilising social media to raise
awareness for their struggle. Indian media is hardly covering the story of this small
state’s fight to defend itself. Many scientists and students have been writing letters to
the government in hopes of justice and some transparency in the process. Sources
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Trial By Media
Ayushmaan Sharma*
ABSTRACT
he Research work has been done when the profound analysis and study of the
various, articles, papers, magazines, handout, books, interviews and a few
additional alternative relevant resources. This analysis Paper covers all the views of
the trial that is finished by the media in sure cases and it additionally highlights
whether or not it’s smart or not. It additionally shows the aim and aspects of trial by
media in several of the status cases like Criminal, Political, and Scam and plenty of
additional such cases that become an area of the Indian voters for his or her daily
diversion and additionally a matter of Gossips. Present time aims at latest
innovations in mass communication media. Currently the twenty first century
revolutionized the media world and this era witnessed a elementary shift within the
method we tend to communicate from ancient medium like newspaper, and tv and
therefore the trendy media like social media. The driven force for all communication
is that the freedom of speech and expression beneath Art: 19(1) (a) of the Indian
Constitution provides for freedom of speech and expression ,by the virtue of this
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freedom media goes on reportage the news and commercial enterprise the articles
supported the interview of the witnesses and alternative parties concerning the
matters that area unit legal unfinished before the court of law and by doing this the
media will cause pre judice to the case and have an effect on the administration of
justice which is able to result in the miscarriage of justice. Media in status cases
through conducting the investigations and continuous reportage of the news will
produce most of plug on the legal matters which will cause prejudice and can have an
effect on the administration of justice and should result in miscarriage of justice, the
decide has got to be impartial and shall pass the decision solely on the premise of the
facts and therefore the proof made within the court of law however the plug created
by media prejudices the mind of decides and should force the judge to pass the
decision against the defendant even if the defendant is innocent.
This paper focuses on however such trial conducted by the media affects the proper
to honest trial of the defendant and brings the conflict between the liberty of press,
honest trial and independence of judiciary path by media shows the various aspects
of the society and therefore the community that in any respect directly impacts the
Judiciary System of any Constitution and it can’t be denied that the Bharat itself
could be a massive example for a similar as it’s the largest sufferer in field of
Judiciary by the act of Media Trial. Here you’ll even be obtaining differing types of
Case Study and their Judgement with relevance Trial by Media and the way it affects
Justice and additionally to the Case. You’ll additionally get to understand concerning
the foundations and Sections and additionally the stands of National and
International Committees and Administration with the difficulty round-faced by them
because of Media Trial.
Keywords: Media Trial, Justice, Judgements, Administration, Fair Trial, Prejudice, Sub
- Judice, Constitution, India, National, International, Case, Victim, Accused, Innovation,
Communication, Revolutionized, Media, Legal Fraternity, Public Interference, Court,
Contempt, Judiciary, Broadcasting, Criminal, Articles, Sections, ICCPR, USA, UK, BBC.
INTRODUCTION
‘Trial by media’ could be a phrase that is as equal on the statement that World
Health Organization therefore ever controls the media controls the mind that has been
used popularly within the previous couple of decades to explain the impact of tv and
medium coverage on a case by an effort created by the media of holding the defendant
guilty even before his trial and no matter any finding within the court of law. The
criminal jurisprudence followed in Bharat is predicated on the speculation that
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associate degree defendant is entitled to honest trial and is innocent until proved
guilty on the far side any affordable doubt. On account of exclusive cowlage media goes
a protracted thanks to cover and publish interviews of witnesses, victim’s relatives,
comments of the members of legal fraternity etc. which can cause prejudice to an effort
proceedings specifically the judicial mind. In reality this affects the perception of
public at massive as a result of media reaches bent on the mass promptly.
In the last decade we have witnessed rapid growth of media influence in the sexual
harassment, terrorist activities etc.”Media activism imposes an indirect pressure on
the adjudicating authorities to deliver justice to victims who may interfere with the
trial proceedings and may cause prejudice to the accused and the chance of proving his
innocence. Trial by media means the impact of the newspaper and television coverage
on a person’s reputation by creating widespread perception of guilt regardless of any
verdict in court of law. Freedom of media in today’s world is perceived to be the freedom
of the People. Also, it is gratuitous to emphasize on the fact that every citizen has a
right to be cognizantonall matters affecting them through media. Butties thought
provoking that the media in the present day is such a powerful entity that it
manipulates and builds public opinion as the word sit promulgates are presumed to be
true without questioning its authenticity. Media overlooks the primary idea that
governs trial in India which is “Guilty beyond reasonable doubt” and “Innocent until
proven guilty”.
WHAT IS MEDIA TRIAL?
Trial is essentially a process to be carried out by the courts. The trial by media is
definitely an undue interference in the process of justice delivery. Before delving into
the issue of justifiability of media trial it would be pertinent to first try to define what
actually the ‘trial by media’ means. Trial is a word which is associated with the process
of justice. It is the essential component on any judicial system that the accused should
receive a fair trial. India is a country where all the people have an upsurge of curiosity
to know about the sensational and the high profile cases. People themselves start
collecting information to lead the case in their mind and in this process the media by
publishing their own versions of facts in the source of newspapers, news websites, and
news channels pour water on the people’s thirst for these sensational cases. This is
known as investigative journalism, which is permissible in India. The power of the
influence and revolutionizing the mass in creating perception against a guilty or
innocent mind is known by trial by media or media trial. Trial by the media is not
merely a legal issue. It is also a political problem. On the one hand, it derails the
lawmen from the legal track. On the other, it also distracts the laymen, the ‘public in
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the republic’, from crucial issues like economic disasters, unemployment or the
growing unfreedom. Authoritarian regimes always have invisible ministries for
distraction which manifest through the media that they hire. Democracy requires
perpetual vigilance.
CONTEMPT OF COURT DEFINED:
The remedy against such associate degree act is that the Sec.2 of Contempt of Court
Act 1972. The Contempt of Court Act defines contempt as each civil and criminal. In
M.P. Lohia V. State of West Bengal the Supreme Court powerfully deprecated the
media for meddling with the administration of justice by commercial enterprise onesided articles relating deserves of cases unfinished within the Courts. Saibal Kumar V.
BK. Sen, the Supreme Court tried to discourage the tendency of media trial and
remarked, “No doubt, it’d be mischievous for a newspaper to consistently conduct
associate degree freelance investigation into against the law that a person has been in
remission and revealed the small print of investigation. This can be as a result of trial
by newspapers, once an attempt by one amongst the regular tribunals of the country
goes on, should be prevented. The premise for this read is that Contempt of court
operates on a rather totally different plane. The preponderant issues here square
measure dignity of the court and fairness of trial. Thence it follows that after a case
has reached the court nobody is allowed to publish his own versions of facts. Violation
of this rule amounts to contempt of court.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Media Trials v. Judiciary:
There has been no system wherever the media is given the facility to undertake a
case. Each coin has 2 sides therefore is that the case with media trials and journalism,
at sure instances journalist portrays a pre- set image of associate degree suspect
thereby tearing his/ her name which will eventually have an effect on the trial and also
the judgment, henceforward trial by media. In India, media trials have assumed
significance. There are many cases wherever the media had taken the case into their
own hands associate degreed declared judgment against an suspect contrary to honest
trials in court.
The media will even influence the thinking-process of any person. Like for associate
degree example times like this wherever COVID-19 has become a world pandemic the
media and news channels each morning can telecast what number individuals died,
variety of latest cases that mechanically creates concern in a very person’s mind,
whereas if the show variety of recoveries this would possibly encourage the general
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public and facilitate them fight the pandemic. Media changes the read of individuals
which might have each negative and positive impacts. The media will nothing however
simply manipulate the people’s mind.
Media Trial vs. truthful Trial:
Pre-trial packaging is injurious to the health of a good trial. The media trials have
additionally pressured the lawyers to not take up cases wherever the general public
deems sure people as guilty, while not truly being tested thanks to the media trials,
thereby forcing the suspect to withdraw his right to own associate advocate. But, it
additionally dissuades the advocates UN agency truly take up such cases. The media
has once more are available focus in its role within the trial of Jessicalal murder case.
The thought of media trial isn’t a replacement thought. The role of media was debated
within the Priyadarsini Mattoo case and likewise several different position cases.
There are varied instances within which media has been suspect of conducting the trial
of the suspect and spending the ‘verdict’ even before the court passes its judgment for
instance, within the case wherever the senior advocate Ram Jethmalani had defended
the suspect Manu Sharma in Jessica Lal’s case, it absolutely was throughout this
point, that one amongst the senior editor of a TV News channel had expressed it to be
a “defence of the indefensible”, thereby, declaring that the suspect was already guilty
of the crime he had not nonetheless been tested off. The belief of the media clearly
encroaches upon the correct of the suspect to own a good trial yet as his right to own
an honest advocate.
Stands by the Indian Court with Media Trial:
In India, the courts have the facility to pass pre- publication or pre-broadcasting
injunction or previous restraint order in subjudice matters. The two-pronged take a
look at essentially and quotient should be happy before ordering postponement of
publication. Moreover, the injunction order ought to solely be passed if affordable
different strategies or measures wouldn’t forestall the aforementioned risk. Before
airing any story touching on the complainant, the defendants shall provide the
complainant a written notice, by electronic mode, inquiring for his version. If the
complainant refuses or doesn’t reply inside an inexpensive time, he won’t be compelled
to talk and also the story are airy with the speech act that the complainant has refused
to talk to defend.
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The Press Council of Asian nation Act, legitimate a body named Press Council of
Asian nation. It’s a statutory autonomous body. Its object generally was to preserve
freedom of press. The Council may warn, admonish, or censure a newspaper or a news
organization for any skilled misconduct, or breach of code of print media ethics, or
offence against the general public interest. It may conjointly condemn the govt. or
different Organizations for interferering with freedom of press. It enjoyed a similar
powers, whereas holding Associate in Nursing inquiry below Press Council Act, as area
unit unconditional in an exceedingly civil court whereas attempting a suit below the
Code of Civil Procedure. The Council may conjointly raise a defaulting newspaper to
publish the council’s finding. The Council is authorized on complaints created it or
otherwise, against offensive newspapers. The Press Council safeguards freedom of
press maintains and improves standards of newspapers and news agencies. It’s
comprised in the main from the newspapers that area unit charged with the
responsibility of regulation the conduct of brethren.
JUDICIAL REMARKS ON MEDIA TRIAL:
In the words of Justice Pathanjali Sasthri, it’s declared that Art: 19(1) (a) is that the
foundation of all democratic establishment. While not free political discussion public
education isn’t attainable. The free media is important for the correct functioning of
democracy. Dr Ambedkar in his speech in Constituent Assembly Debates (Vol. VII 980)
says “The press has no special rights that aren’t to be or that aren’t to be exercised by
the voters in his individual capability. The editor of press or the manager is just effort
the correct of expression, and so no special mention is critical of the liberty of press.
Indian Constitution doesn’t specifically mention the freedom of mass media.
However the speech and expression covers the rights concerning broadcasting. The
choice in Maneka Gandhi’s case reinforces this read. During this case it’s control that
“it isn’t correct read that the correct that is specifically mentioned by name will ne’er
be a elementary right or takes of same basic nature Associate in Nursingd character
because the named elementary right so the exercise of such right is in point of fact and
substance nothing however an instance of the exercise of named elementary right. The
court declared that the day this financial organization closes down would toll the death
knell of democracy.
IMPACT OF THE TRIAL BY MEDIA:
Media has currently reincarnated itself into a ‘public court’ which might even be
referred as “Janta Adalat” and has started busy into court proceedings such a lot in
order that it pronounces its own finding of fact even before the court will. It utterly
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overlooks the very important gap between associate suspect and a convict keeping at
stake the golden principles of ‘presumption of innocence till well-tried guilty’ and ‘guilt
on the far side affordable doubt’. Today what we have a tendency to truly observe may
be a trial by media, wherever the media itself conducts a separate investigation, builds
a opinion against the suspect even before the court takes cognizance of the case. By
this fashion it prejudices the general public, as a results of that many time it may
happen that the suspect, that ought to be assumed innocent, is plausible to be a
criminal going away all his rights and liberty unredressed. Once excessive promotional
material a couple of case and also the suspect concerned within the case by the media
prejudices a good trial or ends up in characterizing the suspect as an individual UN
agency had so committed the crime, it amounts to undue interference with the
“administration of justice”, line of work for proceedings for contempt of court against
the media.
METHODOLOGY
Some of the Landmark Judgements:
Media includes a entirely completely different cluster of individuals to handle highprofile cases within the criminal justice system. This might additionally influence the
manner the trial procedure which has the witness, proof and vital parts. I even have
targeted my analysis and my analysis on the subsequent cases that show the influence
of media on America and also the criminal justice system:
1. Sushil Sharma vs. The State (Delhi Administration) (1st could, 1996)
In the case of Sushil Sharma v. The State (Delhi Administration and Ors.), 1996,
there was very little proof that the suspect had dead his partner. However, whereas the
case was still unfinished within the court, the media had started depicting the suspect
as a malefactor and was capable of fixing the views of the general public even before
the choice of the case. It control by the tribunal of Old Delhi that the conviction of
somebody would exclusively be supported the facts of the case and not as a result of the
media needed the person to be declared as guilty. The costs even have to be framed
against the person suspect supported the proof out there on record and not supported
what the media portrays the person to be.
2. Manu Sharma vs. State of urban center (Jessica Lal Case)
It is conjointly called the Jessica Lal Murder Case. The case arose out of the cold
full-blood murder of a miss in 1999. The lady was a barkeep at a position eating place
in urban center. The most suspect Manu Sharma was a son of a robust politician. The
urban center judicature in 2006 innocent all the 9 suspect within the case. With
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relevancy the final decision there was a large public dismay, the media launched a war
on the manipulation of the trial through the political connections of suspect, and
therefore the manner within which the witness become hostile, and therefore the
shoddiness with that the prosecution conducted the case. The media went on to report
reactions from the general public at the humorous failure of justice. As a result the
urban center tribunal while not watching for the state’s attractiveness against the
final decision of the suspect ordered a sue catchword reinvestigation of the case. The
trial that materialized primarily thanks to the pressure mounted by the media
semiconductor diode to the conviction of suspect World Health Organization were
innocent earlier.
3. Sheena Bohra Murder Case
After looking at sure videos over YouTube, one gathers that effulgence Bohra was a
underground trough and was according missing in Gregorian calendar month 2012.
Months later the police took 3 people named Indrani Mukherjee(mother), Sanjeev
Khanna (step-father) and Shyamvar Pinturam Rai ( Indrani’s Driver) into custody
within the impression that they kidnapped her, dead her and later burned her. Mother
claimed that Sheena was staying within the USA and alive.
As per the videos uploaded over the net the media has centered additional on their
personal lifetime of the suspect. The media even coated non-public info of the suspect
that wasn’t relevant to the case. However since the time Indrani Mukherjee was
inactive the media had terminated that she was responsible of murdering her female
offspring supported some evidence means before the trials began.
RESULT
Question arises that whether or not a Media Trial: A Boon or a Curse:
From the higher than such analysis, it’s been clear that the media trials have had
additional of a negative impact than a positive one. The media has got to be properly
regulated by the courts. Whereas a media that has been controlled by the govt isn’t
smart for democracy, the implications and {also the} results of unaccounted
publications ar even additional damaging not simply to the name of the person
however also to the judgment obligatory by the courts. Therefore, media trials have
solely served to assist the individuals in exactly only a few instances however that
doesn’t happen altogether the cases, so it’s necessary to possess restrictions obligatory
on that. Media, as remarked by several because the “eyes and ears of the overall
public”.
It forms the backbone of our society. And a accountable media is predicted to require
into thought the reliance entrusted on that by the overall public and confidence and
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religion entrusted whereby common man/public blindly accepts the reality of the news
revealed by media. This truly entails the existence of a accountable media. No freedom,
but sacred it should be, are often absolute. This is often additionally true of press
freedom. Not solely the liberty of press is subject to the laws of the land, like contempt
and libel, however is also accountable to the society it serves. It ought to settle for sure
responsibilities within the discharge of its operate.
The press has associate degree obligation -voluntary and selfimposed that in
presentation of truthful news and truthful comment it adheres to sure norms of
decency and decorousness, which it doesn’t relishes raunch, obscenity, hatchet job,
violation of citizen’s privacy and incitement to offence, disorder and disintegration of
the country. The media powerfully feels bitter concerning this legal rule and complain
that Courts throughout the course of a hearing tend to interpret the legal rule.
However, there’s associate degree imperative have to be compelled to liberalize the
legal rule, applying it solely in vital cases that may possible influence the trial and to
not any act that may have the remote risk of influencing it. Another main constraint
on stings and trials by media is that the public interest. If public interest is missing
and either self or artful interests surface, the media loses its ground and invitations
the fashion of the court.
CONCLUSION
Norms that ought to be followed by the Media for any Media Trial to avoid any
problems on the trail of Justice below the Constitution:
While acting as a accountable media, it ought to follow sure norms in coverage of a
criminal offense or any news associated with the same:
1. Accuracy of the case shall be maintained and verified before identical is
reported/published and skim of all.
2. each caution shall be undertaken to avoid any writing that’s opinion primarily based
i.e. either pro or defaming any person/party.
3. Right to privacy shall not be interfered with.
4. Accuracy is of utmost importance whereas coverage court proceedings.
5. Reports supported mere suspicion or personal opinion shall not be revealed.
6. Appreciation of associate degree act of violence shall be avoided continually.
7. The heading shall not be by choice created sensational or provocative; it should be
apt for the matter written thereunder.
8. Rectification shall be revealed with none delay in cases of error.
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